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After celebrating the centennial of Ella Fitzgerald this year, 2019 promises a raft of similar
festivities around the 100th anniversary of the birth of Nat King Cole. Jazz at Lincoln Center
and Smoke are getting the party started early with events in tribute to the pianist-vocalist and
we are pleased to take that opportunity not only to put Cole on the cover but also dedicate this
issue to vocal jazz. There are features on Shelley Hirsch (Interview, performing at Areté
Gallery and Issue Project Room), Champian Fulton (Artist Feature, appearing at Birdland
Theater, Blue Note and Mezzrow), Lauren Newton (Encore) and Leon Thomas (Lest We
Forget), plus a front-loaded CD Review section (pgs. 14-19). And since it is December, we
present our jazzy gift guide, full of books, DVDs, boxed sets, novelty items and holiday CDs.
There is another, more personal milestone we are celebrating with this issue. We close 2018
with our 200th issue. Since 2002 we have presented nearly 1,000 profiles, over 250 festival
reports and 1,500 concert reviews and approaching 11,000 album reviews. Whether you have
been with us since the beginning or just picking us up for the first time, we greatly appreciate
the support of you, our dear reader, and wish you and yours a happy holiday season.
On The Cover: Nat King Cole (William P. Gottlieb Collection of Library of Congress)
Corrections: In last month’s Label Profile, the Clifford Allen quote came from Tiny Mix Tapes
and “Blue” Gene Tyranny’s Out of the Blue was originally released on Lovely Music.
All rights reserved. Reproduction without permission strictly prohibited. All material copyrights property of the authors.
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NEW YORK @ NIGHT
Drummer Dafnis Prieto recently expanded his palette There are bucket list books for places to visit; films to

see; exotic foods to sample; and maybe even, Italo
Calvino-style, bucket list books to buy. If someone
wants to make one for concerts, included without
question should be Erik Friedlander solo. This
reviewer has seen him underneath Europe’s biggest
circus tent with a backdrop of his father ’s photographs
of America and flanked by Mesopotamian lamassu at
the Metropolitan Music of Art while playing Masada
repertoire. While the East Village’s Zürcher Gallery is
humbler environs, the experience (Nov. 10th) was no
less impactful. Three tunes from the aforementioned
photography project were part of the set, “Yakima”,
“Dream Song” and “King Rig”, folksy and homespun
with a warm Travis-picking-like attack. There was also
an impish improvisation, Friedlander dueting with his
effected self, fleet and fractured yet still establishing
melodic signposts. Then there was Friedlander the
interpreter par excellence on a fascinating cross-section
of jazz history: Arthur Blythe’s “The Lower Nile”,
Mal Waldron’s “The Seagulls of Kristiansund”, Oscar
Pettiford’s “Cello Again” and Eric Dolphy’s “Serene”,
vastly different tunes from vastly different eras the
cellist made his own, especially via the microtonal
harmonies of the Blythe and ethereal atomism of the
Waldron. If he hadn’t proven himself yet, Friedlander
ventured further afield with a vox humana reading of
Jimmy Cash’s “Ring of Fire” and irreverent encore of
Britney Spears’ “Toxic”.
—Andrey Henkin

Adrien H. Tillmann - www.aht1985.com

© 2018 Jack Vartoogian/FrontRowPhotos

to 17 pieces for Back to the Sunset, performing (almost
all of) the album live at Zankel Hall (Nov. 10th) to
inaugurate “Joyce and George T. Wein’s Shape of Jazz”
series. What shaped up was an evening of powerful
playing. In line with Prieto’s talent and temperament,
the music was dense yet danceable, delivered with
passion and skill. Surrounded by a formidable lineup—
most of the musicians from the recording were
present—each man was afforded room to ply his
musical wares in the turbulent, mercurial textures of
Prieto’s charts. Standout solos included baritone
saxophonist Chris Cheek’s prelude to “Out of the
Bone” and Ryan Keberle’s ensuing rejoinder to fellow
trombonist Alan Ferber; Prieto’s masterful intro to
“Danzonish Potpourri”, his hi-hat pulse holding
steady against increasingly anarchic cross-accents;
Peter Apfelbaum’s ingeniously zany melodica work on
the same piece, fleet fingers scurrying across the red
and black keys; Joel Frahm’s gracefully logical
saxophone turn on “Song for Chico”; plus two more
amazing Prieto outings: a solkattu-style scat set to a fast
rhumba clavé on two sticks, then a full drumset
explosion during “Two for One”, Prieto sustaining the
clavé on a red plastic block while firing off a panoply
of percussive fireworks all around. The only missing
factor was ‘hummability’, that infectious quality of a
well-honed tune that worms itself into your ear-ways,
lingering long after the show is over. —Tom Greenland

Dafnis Prieto @ Zankel Hall

Erik Friedlander @ Zürcher Gallery

N ublu Jazz Festival, now in its tenth year in Alphabet Alto saxophonist Roy Nathanson and pianist Arturo
City (with additional beachheads established in São
Paulo and Istanbul), presents a globally informed
farrago of genres, from trip-hop and Miles-ian electric
funk to bhangra, dub and/or avant jazz. Halfway
through the 11-day event (Nov. 11th) began with Welf
Dorr ’s Underground Horns warming up the slowly
filling house with dance grooves from the Maghreb,
New Orleans, even Sun Ra. Shortly after 10 pm multiinstrumentalist Peter Apfelbaum led a quartet
comprised of guitarist Brandon Seabrook, bassist Bill
Laswell and drummer Aaron Johnston in a free-form
exploration of timbre and time. Johnston and Laswell
functioned as chief beat-keepers, though the former ’s
triggered samples and effects and the latter ’s varied
tone modulations contributed far more to the total
soundscape than mere pulsing and pacing. Seabrook
filled the role of l’enfant terrible, adopting an itchyscratchy tone, sporadically delivered in ultra-fast
pecks and spasms. At the epicenter of the seismic sonic
waves, Apfelbaum toggled between tenor saxophone,
keyboards, flute, Gnawa castanets, go-go bells and
digital megaphone—sometimes working two at once.
He could be restrained and soulful, as when playing
right-hand hymn chords on keys alongside tenor
melodies (fingered by the left hand) or peppering the
groove with rolling castanet rhythms. By the end,
however, he’d turned the throttle up to full-skronk:
fast, a little strange…a lot intriguing.
(TG)
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O’Farrill would seem unusual musical partners. Born
almost a decade and 2,500 miles apart, the latter is a
scion of musical royalty while the former is a product
of proletarian Downtown. But these flavors of the New
York City melting pot found common ground at Bar
Lunàtico (Nov. 8th) through unstandard readings of
standards and the music of iconoclast reedplayer Eric
Dolphy. The coziness of the Bedford-Stuyvesant parlor
was ideal for the warm interplay between the principals
and allowed Nathanson to deliver (as paper airplanes)
texts he would recite to the audience. The first set was
five tunes of 10-13 minutes each yet feeling much more
involved. It began with an unrecorded (at least by him)
Dolphy tune called “Love Suite”, an angular blues at
a gentle lope, Nathanson’s tone recalling the composer
and O’Farrill veering into barrelhouse. Vincent
Youmans’ “Without A Song” followed, the pair filling
in each other ’s spaces nicely and Nathanson reciting
alternate lyrics to those written by Billy Rose and
Edward Eliscu. Dolphy’s “Hat and Beard” began with
rollicking piano as Nathanson looked for the chart; the
saxophonist later phase-shifted the melody and pulled
a Rahsaan Roland Kirk with alto and curved soprano.
Edward Heyman-Johnny Green’s “Out of Nowhere”
and Jerome Kern-Oscar Hammerstein’s “All The
Things You Are” closed the set, the former with the
aerial poem, the latter including a Happy Birthday
quote for one of Nathanson’s friends.
(AH)

N o artist in the history of jazz thrust the music in as Murmrr

sits within Union Temple on Brooklyn’s
Eastern Parkway. By day it seems to be a fairly average
house of worship, but at night the space transforms
into a hip downtown club. Such a dual purpose made
it the perfect venue to honor post-mod jazz hero
Roswell Rudd, lost to the community last December.
But this was far from an elegy; the event celebrated the
trombonist’s compositions on what would have been
his 83rd birthday (Nov. 17th). Organized by slide
trumpeter Steven Bernstein, the grand assortment of
musical dignitaries was so plentiful, it’s difficult to
give a thorough list. Things opened with Trombone
Tribe, a band of monster players Steve Swell, Ray
Anderson, Art Baron, Deborah Weisz and Brian Drye
with trumpeter Greg Glassman, tuba giant Bob Stewart,
bassist Tony Scherr and drummer Michael Sarin,
conducted by Bernstein. The low brass tore it up but
damn if Swell alone didn’t near set the house afire.
Bernstein’s Sexmob focused on New York Art Quartet
repertoire, spiritually conjuring Slugs’ of old. The
frontline of Bernstein and Briggan Krauss was
transformative (Krauss surely has the most fluid,
rapid-fire embouchure imaginable) while Scherr and
Sarin breathed the groove effortlessly. Heather Masse,
she of the silken voice, brought Rudd’s songs to life
while flutist Steve Gorn moved the sounds to another
dimension. Add Jacob Garchik, Ken Filiano, Lafayette
Harris, Jamie Saft and Bobby Sanabria to grasp the
sheer magnitude of the celebration.
—John Pietaro

many different directions as Miles Davis. Thus the task
of exploring the legacy of the iconic trumpeter offered
the Jazz at Lincoln Center Orchestra with Wynton
Marsalis a fine opportunity to showcase its members’
range not only as ensemble players and soloists but
also as arrangers. With trombonist Chris Crenshaw
stepping in as Musical Director for the three-night
stand, the group got its Friday (Nov. 9th) Rose Theater
performance started with two mellifluous selections
from the Birth of the Cool sessions: “Deception” and
“Boplicity”. Trumpeters Marsalis and Marcus Printup
came down from their usual perch in the back of the
orchestra to join Crenshaw, tuba player Vincent
Gardner, saxophonists Paul Nedzela and Sherman Irby
or Ted Nash out front with the rhythm section of Dan
Nimmer, Carlos Henriquez and Willie Jones III to
recreate the nonet that first recorded the Davis
compositions. The full orchestra came on stage for the
rest of the evening, which began with Irby’s swinging
arrangement of “Half Nelson”, before moving on to
Crenshaw’s adaptation of Gil Evans’ orchestration of
George Gershwin’s “Gone” and his own arrangements
of Davis’ “Somethin’ Else” and “Milestones”, the
former a feature for the newest band member, tenor
saxophonist Camille Thurman. The concert then
moved on to Nash’s pulsating arrangement of “Seven
Steps To Heaven” and concluded with Crenshaw’s
wild take on “Wrinkle”.
—Russ Musto

W HAT ’ S NE W S
One of the casualties of the recent California wildfires was the Sai
Anantam Ashram, founded in 1983 by Alice Coltrane.
Winners of the 19th Annual Latin Grammy Awards have been
announced. Winners in relevant categories are: Best Tango Album:
Vigor Tanguero, Pedro Giraudo (ZoHo Music) and Best Latin Jazz/Jazz
Album: Natureza Universal, Hermeto Pascoal Big Band (Scubidu
Music). For more information, visit latingrammy.com.
Laurin Talese is the winner of the 7th Annual Sarah Vaughan
International Jazz Vocal Competition. For more information, visit
sarahvaughancompetition.com
The Thelonious Monk Institute of Jazz International Piano
Competition will take place Dec. 2nd-3rd in Washington, DC. 14 semifinalists will perform for a panel of Monty Alexander, Joanne Brackeen,
Cyrus Chestnut, Herbie Hancock, Jason Moran, Danilo Pérez and
Renee Rosnes, with three finalists competing for the grand prize. For
more information, visit kennedy-center.org/calendar/event/RTXAS.
Carnegie Hall’s “The Shape of Jazz” concert series has been renamed
the “Joyce and George T. Wein Shape of Jazz” series in recognition of
a $1 million gift from the impresario and his long history of promoting
jazz at the storied venue.
Saxophonist and NEA Jazz Master David Liebman has donated his
archive of manuscripts, recordings, photographs, and other
memorabilia spanning 1955-2017 to Berklee College of Music’s Stan
Getz Library. For more information, visit berklee.edu/news/berkleenow/david-liebman-donates-archive-berklee. And the complete archive
of the late trombonist Roswell Rudd has been donated to the
Worcester Polytechnic Institute. For more information, visit wpi.edu/
news/wpi-s-jazz-history-database-scores-archive-internationallyacclaimed-jazz-trombonist.
In Fall 2019, The Juilliard School’s jazz program will offer a master’s
degree program in vocals. For more information, visit juilliard.edu.

The 2019 Next Generation Jazz Festival (Apr. 5th-7th, 2019
presented by the Monterey Jazz Festival) is now accepting applications
for middle school big bands; high school big bands, combos, vocal jazz
ensembles, vocal soloists and composers; high school conglomerate
big bands and combos; and college big bands, combos and vocal jazz
ensembles through Jan. 12th, 2019. For more information, visit
montereyjazzfestival.org/NGJF.

alan nahigian

© 2018 Enid Farber Fotography

For 2018’s Black Friday Record Store Day last month, Resonance
Records released a limited-edition three-LP version of Eric Dolphy’s
Musical Prophet: The Expanded 1963 New York Sessions, the
saxophonist’s first official, previously unissued studio recordings in
over 30 years. The official release of the set is Jan. 25th, 2019. In
February 2019, the label will begin streaming compilations from its
catalogue across all digital platforms. For more information, visit
resonancerecords.org.

Jazz at Lincoln Center Orchestra @ Rose Theater

Steven Bernstein @ Murmrr

The Bronx is New York City’s one Hispanic majority
borough, so it was fitting that 2,000 lovers of Latin
music showed up there to pack the Lehman Center for
the Performing Arts (Nov. 10th) for the reunion of
Eddie Palmieri and Lalo Rodriguez. And while it was
the first time in more than four decades that Rodriguez
performed with Palmieri, on whose The Sun Of Latin
Music album the then-16-year-old sonero made his
recording debut, the pair sounded like they had been
making music together for all the years that had
passed. Greeted by a clamorous standing ovation,
Palmieri took his place at stage right to kick things off
with a rhapsodic solo piano prelude punctuated with
jarring interjections from the powerhouse orchestra
that came out roaring on “Un Dia Bonito”. As the
audience joined Palmieri clapping clavé over Little
Johnny Rivero’s conga solo, the energy steadily
climbed with trumpeter Brian Lynch and saxophonist
Craig Handy soaring over the melody that first brought
Palmieri notice in the jazz community. The cadences of
the cha cha “La Rosa Espanola” had the crowd swaying
to and fro while the mambo rhythms of “Nunca
Contigo” had them dancing in their seats. The mood
calmed for the bolero “Deseo Salvaje”, which showed
that Rodriguez’ voice had grown even more deeply
emotive with age, and then ramped up for “Nada De
Ti”, before exploding on “Oyelo Que Te Conviene”,
blaring horns coming out to the front of the stage on
the customary Palmieri set closer “Comparsa”.
(RM)

The Stone’s space on W. 13th Street is not only the
geographic opposite of the old room, the original
location’s dark and funky was traded in for academic
bright and clean. But the boundary of hip has never
been so much crosstown as latitude. 15 years after the
release of Louis Belogenis’ Twice Told Tales, named for
the Nathaniel Hawthorne volume, the saxophonist
crossed tenors with Tony Malaby (Nov. 3rd). Both were
the lead voices of that recording project and here, with
the rhythm section of Joe Morris and Billy Mintz, they
apparently sought to revisit the concept. The quartet
took the stage with no fanfare and saved any address
to the audience for the very end. In between, they
demonstrated a fascinating level of patience,
performing almost prayerful, hypnotic segments over
gradually progressing intensity. The audience often
seemed lulled into a trance and, regardless of the
saxophonic journey about us, the singular piece just
lasted too long. Morris carried the weight of rhythm
duties, pulling out lines of counterpoint, anchoring
effortlessly, while Mintz barely tickled skins and
cymbals. Some 40 minutes in, the music barreled into
an agitational firestorm, leading into a cathartic, rather
awkward drum solo. Tempest subsided, the music
continued over several more such phases, each leading
to another. At 9:50 Malaby began to take the music into
yet another direction as Belogenis moved center, trying
to signal a final close. Aspects of this almost felt a bit
uptown in proportionate girth. 		
(JP)

More speakers and panelists for the 2019 Jazz Congress, taking place
Jan. 7th-8th at Jazz at Lincoln Center’s Rose Hall, have been announced:
Toshiko Akiyoshi, Camille Bertault, Larry Blumenfeld, Terri Lyne
Carrington, Bryan Carter, Darlene Chan, Gene Dobbs Bradford, Ken
Druker, Andre Guess, Vijay Iyer, Tim Jackson, Georgina Javor, Williard
Jenkins, Matt Jurasek, Karen Kennedy, Jennifer Leitham, Christian
McBride, Cookie Marenco, Sherrie Maricle, René Marie, Wynton
Marsalis, Myra Melford, Riley Mulherker, Wulf Muller, Amy Niles, Ted
Nash, Arturo O’Farrill, Jason Olaine, Nicholas Payton, Terri Pontremoli,
Kenny Rampton, Chloe Rowland, Maria Schneider, Lilly Schwartz, Nate
Smith, Meghan Stabile, Denny Stilwell, Alexa Tarantino, Robin Tomchin,
George Wein, Rodney Whitaker, and Todd Whitelock. For more
information, including the complete participant list and detailed
descriptions of the various panels and to register, visit jazzcongress.org.
Trumpeter Wadada Leo Smith has received the Religion and The Arts
Award from the American Academy of Religion, “presented annually to
an artist or critic who illuminates, or offers a new way of seeing, the
relations among the arts and religions.”
The John Abercrombie Jazz Scholarship Fund, established in
memory of the late guitarist, has been granted 501(c)3 status and is
raising funds to support its mission. For more information, visit
johnabercrombiejazzfund.org.
“Lost Generation: Outside the Mainstream”, a podcast hosted by
William Hooker and featuring interviews and photos by our own Robert
I. Sutherland-Cohen, will launch this month with an event at 61 Local
on Dec. 2nd at 7:30 pm.
Keiko Studios in Jamaica, Queens will host a master class with alto
saxophonist Grace Kelly on Dec. 16th at 4 pm. For more information,
visit keikostudios.com.
Jazz Museum in Harlem hosts the following events in December:
“Great Day in Harlem” @ 60 w/ Benny Golson and Jonathan Kane
(Dec. 4th, 7 pm); The Year in Jazz: A Critics Roundtable hosted by Nate
Chinen (Dec. 5th, 7 pm); and “Duke’s Keys Vol. 3” with pianist Helen
Sung (Dec. 18th, 7 pm). For more information, visit
jazzmuseuminharlem.org/events.
Submit news to info@nycjazzrecord.com
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I NTERVIEW

shelley
hirsch
by john pietaro

S helley Hirsch is a Downtown original. The vocalist was
one of the framers, conjuring and creating with the renegades
of New York’s ‘70s-90s arts underground. Though still
centered in NYC, her career has consistently extended well
beyond Houston Street through collaborations with John
Zorn, Butch Morris, Elliott Sharp, Fred Frith, David Moss,
Ikue Mori, Jin Hi Kim, Phill Niblock, David Weinstein and
an expansive array of others. A November tour took her to
Portugal and the UK, before heading home for gigs with old
friends Christian Marclay and Anthony Coleman. She’s
also preparing for a series of literary projects that are
putting a whole new spin on spoken word.
The New York City Jazz Record: Unlike so many
artists who were drawn to New York City over the last
century, you’re a native.
Shelley Hirsch: Yes, I was born in Brooklyn. My
neighborhood was East New York but when I was 17,
I left home and moved to the Lower East Side. Ludlow
Street. This was 1969; rent was $60 per month. Moving
to Manhattan was a big deal but I had traveled there
during high school when I attended the High School of
the Arts. I was majoring in Theater but dropped out
after a year when my teacher told me I had no talent
for the stage.
TNYCJR: And you lived on the West Coast for a while?
SH: At 18 I moved to San Francisco. There was a lot
happening there at the time, but I moved to join an
experimental theatre company---it was not far from
Haight-Ashbury. I lived in a kind of mansion with
others in the company and some film students. The
house belonged to a doctor and in a fancy area. It
wasn’t long before the neighbors started complaining
about not wanting to have “hippies” there, so we got
busted. I moved up to Napa for a while, where I’d
yodel every morning into the mountainside. I was
already experimenting with extended vocal techniques
in the hallways of the apartment building where I grew
up. Napa Valley, with its great expanse, inspired fullon yodeling.
TNYCJR: It was common for young people to do this
in those years, to travel and experience life. And like
other young Americans, this also took you to Europe.
SH: Yes, I moved to Europe to join a Dutch experimental
theater group, but that never worked out. I was living
in a squatted loft and met some guys who were singing
swing standards and I joined their group. They were
actually journalists but sang very well together. I knew
these songs from my parents’ records and I began to
sing with them in a bar called The Literary Café. It was
a very political time to be in Europe, lots of activism
and very exciting. I returned to the East Village in
1972 or ’73. In 1976 I was settling into TriBeCa in the
loft I still have.

TNYCJR: Downtown was beginning to brim over with a
new kind of creativity by the mid ‘70s. Punk, free improv,
new composition, electronics, minimalism, no wave. So
much was happening and there was a mass confluence
of the arts too. How did this affect your development?
SH: There were many things going on. A remarkable
hybrid of art forms. So many of us came from one
discipline—visual art, film, theater—and got into music,
shifting into different worlds, rather fluidly.
I was performing with experimental techniques, using
abstract sounds. I joined the pianist/composer Kirk
Nurock’s group and met the great vocalist Jay Clayton
there and I began performing with other improvising
groups. A little later [drummers] Jerome Cooper, Steve
McCall and I started working together. We played
Jerome’s composition and improvised at The Kitchen.
And I was in awe of [vocalist and guitarist] Arto Lindsay
and his work in DNA at the time. Like him, I wanted to
abandon notes and sing utterly raw. But I’m a singer,
mostly untrained, yes, but I’m a singer. I didn’t go that
route. I have always incorporated spoken words into
my music and have had a strong connection to the other
arts too. While modeling at the Parsons School of Design
and other places for 12 years, I got a vicarious art
education. I’ve collaborated with many visual artists
and have often created the sets for my own work. Going
to galleries and museums always inspired me.
TNYCJR: Did you also maintain your theater career?
SH: I auditioned for the revival of Hair on Broadway
and was called back six times (laughs). The music
director was someone who wanted me to audition.
I was not a fan of Broadway. Still there are theatrical
aspects to my performances. I create characters and
portray them in some of my pieces: old ladies and
tough guys in O Little Town of East New York or Blanche
DuBois [“Blanche” from the 1990 Downtown anthology
Real Estate] with David Weinstein.
TNYCJR: In the no wave genre, particularly, it was
standard to trade off with other creatives, moving in
and out of the disciplines. Free jazz artists were hanging
out in the punk clubs, poets were making films…
SH: [Guitarist] Lee Ranaldo studied film and came
from that world. [Multi-instrumentalist] Lary Seven
too. By day, we’d be working in our lofts and at night
go out. We often saw James Chance and The Contortions
perform, but he was also playing dance clubs with
people like [recently deceased saxophonist] Hamiet
Bluiett and others. I’d been performing with The Public
Servants, a rock band, very funky with experimental
sounds. Phillip Johnston played soprano and alto
saxophones and Dave Sewelson was on bari. Bill
Horvitz, whom we recently lost, was the guitarist.
Dave Hofstra on bass, Steve Moses was the drummer
[later Richard Dworkin]. Others frequently sat in like
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[keyboard player] Wayne Horvitz or John Zorn. We
were together from ’79 through ’81.
TNYCJR: Did The Public Servants record?
SH: In 1980, we recorded a single, “Jungle Hotel”, which
is out of print, but I’m told it’s available on YouTube.
TNYCJR: Can you speak about your first solo LP Singing?
SH: It involved solo pieces but also duets with Samm
Bennett [electronic drums, percussion] and David Simons
[drums, percussion, prepared guitar, jaw harp, zither).
				
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 50)
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ARTIST FE ATURE

champian
fulton

For more information, visit champian.net. Fulton is at Blue
Note Dec. 9th, Birdland Theater Dec. 23rd and Mezzrow
Dec. 30th. See Calendar. See Calendar.
Recommended Listening:
• Champian Fulton (with David Berger and The Sultans
of Swing)—Champian (Such Sweet Thunder, 2007)
• Champian Fulton—Sometimes I’m Happy (Venus, 2010)
• Champian Fulton—The Breeze and I (Gut String, 2011)
• Champian Fulton—Change Partners (Live at The
Yardbird Suite) (Cellar Live, 2014)
• Champian Fulton—Christmas with Champian (s/r, 2017)
• Champian Fulton/Scott Hamilton—The Things We Did
Last Summer (Blau, 2017)

by marilyn lester
P ianist/vocalist

Champian Fulton has, in her own
words, reached a milestone in her career. She’s just
released a new album, The Stylings of Champian, her
10th in a dozen years. That kind of output would be
remarkable for any artist, but for this 33-year-old it’s
tremendous; consider that she embarked on this path
at 21, playing with the same band since age 19 (bassist
Hide Tanaka, drummer Fukushi Tainaka and her
trumpeter father Stephen Fulton). “I really wanted to
record my first record by the age of 21,” she says,
“because I felt that was really a time of growth and
change for me, transitioning into an adult.”
Precociousness may be, in part, the result of being
born into ideal circumstances. Her father has deep
roots in the jazz world in both education and
performance and encouraged his progeny. As her
innate talent emerged Fulton became focused on jazz.
It didn’t hurt, either, to have the likes of Clark Terry
close by (her father co-managed Clark Terry Jazz
Camps, Workshops and Festivals and was, for a time,
Director of the Clark Terry International Institute of
Jazz Studies at Westmar University in Iowa). When she
was ten years old, Fulton played her first paid gig:
Terry’s 75th birthday party.
“Clark had a huge impact on me in my formative
years,” Fulton remembers. “He was never one to mince
words and gave me plenty of helpful criticism, much
that was beyond my comprehension at the time. He
taught me a lot about stage presence, interacting with
the audience on stage and off and, of course, a lot about
the mechanics of music, from rhythm to breathing and
even how to rehearse a band.” Terry also coached her
on the business of jazz.
Talking about her band, Fulton recalls, “I first met
Fuku while he was working with Lou Donaldson in
2002 and I loved his playing.” Shortly thereafter,
Fulton moved to NYC. “I pestered him enough into
hiring me for a gig, with Hide Tanaka on bass. We
immediately felt like a band. We had similar musical
sensibilities and ideas; it was easy to play together.”
Fulton acknowledges that over the years each has
grown and changed and that this growing and
changing has been a great experience. “I think it’s a
shame,” she says, “how so many people never have the
same band for years, much less for more than 10 years,
so you never get to really experience the changes that
can happen in that relationship.”
Fulton has been working with her father since
around 2000. He plays on 7 of the 14 tracks of The
Stylings of Champian. She says, “the quartet number
‘Rodeo’ [composed by her father] is one of my favorites
on this release.” The tunes, which feature varying
ratios of playing to singing, fulfill Fulton’s goal of
featuring the band on the tunes they love to play. “I
think this record is a little more adventurous,
a little less reined-in and a little more exciting because
of that. It’s nice to just make a record where you can be
yourself without any restrictions.”
Her heroes include many musicians and pianists,

but she especially resonates to the influence of Red
Garland and Erroll Garner, who caught her attention
very early: “I just loved their block chords and their
melodicism. Their musical statement is so clear, so
precise—I think that really captures the listener.” In
the realm of another personal experience with a living
musician, Fulton remembers frequent visits to see
Cedar Walton when she moved to New York City in
2003, recalling his good advice and helpfulness. “I saw
him perform on my 18th birthday, with Jimmy Cobb
and Buster Williams,” she says. “That was one of the
best nights of my life.” She’s amused by a story told to
her by Walton’s widow, Martha, about Walton trying to
sit in with Duke Ellington in vain. This matched her
experience with Walton. “I wanted to sit in on Cedar ’s
gigs and of course he wouldn’t let me because he was
the piano player!” she laughs. “Evidently Cedar
thought that was really amusing. You know, we both
really wanted to play and be a part of the scene. I miss
him all the time.”
Fulton is in the lineage of the notable singing
pianists who preceded her yet she almost dropped
singing to concentrate on piano. She sang as a child,
but considered it just for fun. She would learn an entire
record, songs and solos as a youngster. She recalls,
“Clark Terry would get a big kick out of hearing me
sing these songs and solos in the car or around the
house.” Today, having made the decision to sing as
well as play, Fulton still prefers piano—how much
depending on her mood. “I’ve had gigs where I just
wanted to play the piano, but never gigs where I just
wanted to sing,” she declares. “I never much cared for
only singing.” Her vocals are largely smooth and
sophisticated. her phrasing superb and most of all, her
instinct for jazz deeply part of her DNA.
Interestingly, Fulton didn’t gender-identify as that
mimicking child. She didn’t care if the singer was male
or female. That instinct has become a philosophy.
“I don’t think about the music as it relates to gender,”
she emphasizes. As to the notion of women in jazz, she
bristles, looking beyond past and current advocacy to
populate the genre with more female players. She is
proud of what she she has accomplished as a performer
and leader, citing the importance of the work despite
gender, a conversation she hopes will soon end.
“Why can’t I be categorized as any other male
musician—a pianist, a singer, a bandleader?” she states
emphatically. “Why must it always be that I am
categorized as a ‘female’ pianist, a ‘female’ singer,
a ‘female’ bandleader? I would love to see the day
when being a woman in this music isn’t something odd
or unusual, it’s just normal.”
On the horizon for Fulton is more of the same, plus
a solid commitment to education (she’s been involved
in programs such as Litchfield Jazz Camp and Rutgers
Jazz Institute) and more touring. “I am so happy with
the freedom and creativity I feel in my music and
I want to focus on that and focus on playing more with
my band,” she says. “I just want to keep playing.” v
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Nat King Cole
unforgettable
by ori dagan

When on my last recording I decided to pay tribute to

Nat King Cole, I was asked “Why Nat?”, prompting me
to reflect on all my sentimental reasons. Too young. His
output unforgettable but really bordering on
unbelievable. Genius jazz pianist turned chart-topping
pop star? Like his sound, this legacy was all his own
and he made it all look and sound easy. In less than a
quarter of a century, Cole recorded over 100 songs that
became hits on the pop charts, on paper a nearly
impossible feat for an African-American in the ‘40s-50s.
Fame came at a price. The KKK placed a burning
cross on his front lawn when he moved into the allwhite Hancock Park neighborhood of Los Angeles in
1948. On Apr. 10th, 1956, a performance in Birmingham,
Alabama nearly cost him his life when three members of
the North Alabama Citizens Council assaulted him in an
apparent kidnapping attempt. Luckily, he only walked
away injured thanks to local law enforcement who were
prepared for trouble; this was a mixed race tour with the
all-white Ted Heath Orchestra. “I can’t understand it,”
Cole said of the attack. “I have not taken part in any
protests. Nor have I joined an organization fighting
segregation. Why should they attack me? I’d just like to
forget about the whole thing.” Criticized by members of
his community for performing to segregated audiences
in the first place, Cole eventually joined Civil Rights
causes such as the Montgomery Bus Boycott.
His very life began in Montgomery. He was born
into a musical family that moved to Chicago when he
was just a toddler. At the church where his father
Edward was a Baptist minister, Nat’s mother Perlina, a
choir director, taught him to play the organ and his first
performance was at four. His three brothers Eddie, Ike
and Freddy all played instruments and as a boy Nat
was enlightened by the gleaming harmonies of Bach
and Rachmaninoff. He idolized Duke Ellington and the
freedom afforded by jazz improvisation; at 15 he would
sneak out of the house to hear his hero Earl Hines. A
local celebrity for his piano playing at talent contests,
Cole dropped out of high school to join his brother’s
sextet, Eddie Cole’s Swingsters, which brought him
from Chicago to L.A. (via Route 66 no doubt). It was
there that the Nat King Cole Trio was born, thanks to a
contract at the Swanee Inn, when Cole teamed up with
guitarist Oscar Moore and bassist Wesley Prince to
create a musical brotherhood beyond compare.
The drumless Nat King Cole Trio was completely
unconventional and struggled at first, eventually
attracting a following for their irresistibly cool,
contemporary sound. Performing timeless standards,
dreck novelties and originals somewhere in between,
the trio debuted on Decca in 1939 and signed with
Capitol in 1943. That year Cole’s original “Straighten
Up and Fly Right”, inspired by a sermon his father
once delivered, was their first million-selling song and
they would soon be billed “America’s foremost
instrumental and vocal threesome.”
Mosaic’s 1991 boxed set The Complete Capitol
Recordings of the Nat King Cole Trio tracks the
metamorphosis of a masterful instrumentalist with a
decorative voice into a full-fledged singer who tugged

at heartstrings. Along the way some brilliant cuts
needed no vocals, a dozen of which were collated by
Capitol on a collection called King Cole Trio: Trio Days.
Standards such as “Body and Soul”, “Smoke Gets In
Your Eyes” and “The Man I Love” are the epitome of
elegance while originals like “This Way Out” and
“Rhumba Azul” are contagiously ebullient. A standout
track is the trio’s modern rendering of Rachmaninoff’s
“Prelude in C Sharp minor”, recorded a few months
after the seminal composer ’s death on Jan. 17th, 1944.
One standout in Cole’s discography was not
recorded under his own name: in 1946, Norman Granz
recruited Cole for two dates with saxophonist Lester
Young’s trio with drummer Buddy Rich. Due to his
still being contracted to Capitol Records, the pianist
was credited as “Aye Guy” on the original Mercury/
Clef/Norgran releases. “I Cover the Waterfront”, “I
Found a New Baby”, “Mean to Me” and “I Want to Be
Happy” are absolute masterpieces.
The piano stylings of Cole were rarely heard after
his 1948 smash hit “Nature Boy” and he officially left
the trio in the early ‘50s. At this time his voice was at a
peak of perfection with a powerful sweetness, as
evidenced on the #1 song of 1950 “Mona Lisa” and #1
song of 1951 “Too Young”. Cole’s definitive 1954 reading
of “Autumn Leaves” inspired not only a subsequent
French version with the same Nelson Riddle
arrangement, but another overdubbed in Japanese! In
1958 he recorded the all-Spanish album Cole Español in
Havana, which became extremely popular despite—or
perhaps partly because of the charm of—many
mispronunciations. With a trademark sound that oozed
like caramel, Cole proved he could sing anything in
sight. In 1959 he received a Grammy for Best Performance
by a Top 40 Artist for “Midnight Flyer”. Against his
doctor’s orders, his final album L-O-V-E was recorded
in December 1964, days before treatment for lung cancer
and released shortly before his death.
There have been some excellent tributes: Carmen
McRae’s You’re Lookin’ at Me (Concord, 1983); Mark
Murphy’s Nat’s Choice: Mark Murphy Sings the Nat King
Cole Songbook (Vols. 1 and 2) (Muse, 1983); Diana Krall’s
exceptional All For You (Impulse!, 1995); and brother
Freddy Cole’s He Was The King (HighNote, 2016).
Oscar Peterson’s daughter Céline reminisces about
her father ’s fondness for Cole: “Growing up there were
two names that were mentioned more than any others
when my Dad talked about his heroes. The first of
which being Art Tatum...and the second name was Nat
‘King’ Cole. While the two did not have a chance to
work together on too many occasions, there are a few
memorable performances, which are thankfully
documented... The first was in a 1957 episode of Nat’s
ground-breaking variety show, which saw Norman
Granz presenting members of Jazz At The Philharmonic
in performance with Nat. Dad joined Nat on classic
tunes in his repertoire including ‘Tenderly’, ‘Sweet
Lorraine’ and ‘Stompin’ At The Savoy’. There came a
point in Dad’s earlier career where he began to dabble
in singing a tune every now and then. Without trying,
his voice shared similar elements to that of one of his
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idols. There was a famous deal that the two of them
made, which was originally (and jokingly) initiated by
Nat who said: ‘I’ll tell you what, I won’t play piano if
you won’t sing.’ Even though this started out as a gag,
Dad decided to tone back on the singing, but made
sure Nat did not stop playing piano. When the world
lost Nat in 1965, Dad went into the studio in October of
that year to record a tribute to his idol appropriately
titled With Respect to Nat. This album was one of the
first of my Dad’s that I picked up on my own at a
young age and I fell in love. Dad stopped singing
publicly by the time I was born, so to hear him sing
was something that brought me great joy and comfort
both as a child and especially now.”
This month is an early celebration of Cole’s
upcoming centenary with a two-evening concert event
at Jazz at Lincoln Center’s The Appel Room: Nat “King”
Cole at 100 with vocalist Sachal Vasandani and big band
arranged and conducted by John Clayton. Says
Vasandani: “I always admired Nat the pianist and his
tasteful swing. But when I heard him sing ‘There Will
Never Be Another You’ as a slow, earnest ballad, I woke
up to his massive talent as an interpreter. Up to that
point, I had only heard that as an uptempo tune at jam
sessions. Nat taught me how to slow down, respect a
lyric and put love into every note.”
On Feb. 15th, 2019—precisely 54 years after Cole’s
death—he will be celebrated as part of On Stage at
Kingsborough’s Jazz at the Lighthouse series with “Long
Live the King: Allan Harris Sings Nat King Cole”. The
Harlem-based vocalist grew up inspired by the Cole
catalogue, from the famous Live at the Sands concert to
the Riddle collaboration For Two in Love, which yielded
definitive performances of “Autumn Leaves”, “Dinner
for One Please, James” and “You Stepped Out of a
Dream”. Says Harris: “Most artists will sing standards.
When Nat King Cole sang, he made standards.”
The last of the surviving Cole brothers, Freddy,
will be touring this year in celebration of Nat’s
centennial. “He was one hell of a musician and my
main inspiration,” he says. “My favorite memory was
taking Nat to his first major league Dodgers baseball
game. He was such a fan of baseball.” Indeed, as a
child at Wendell Phillips high school in Chicago, the
tall, shy Nathaniel was a top-drawer sandlot baseball
player. We should all be glad he stuck to music. v
Tributes to Cole are at Smoke Dec. 7th-9th with Allan
Harris and The Appel Room Dec. 14th-15th with Sachal
Vasandani. See Calendar.
Recommended Listening:
• Nat King Cole—The Chronological: 1943-1944
(Capitol-Classics, 1943-44)
• Nat King Cole Trio—Live at the Circle Room
(Capitol, 1946)
• Nat King Cole—After Midnight (Capitol, 1956)
• Nat King Cole—Love Is The Thing (Capitol, 1956)
• Nat King Cole—Welcome To The Club (Capitol, 1958)
• Nat “King” Cole/George Shearing—Nat King Cole
Sings/George Shearing Plays (Capitol, 1961)

ENCORE

lauren
newton
by george grella
Singer

Lauren Newton has been living and making
music in Europe for so long she speaks English with a
pronounced German accent. Born and raised in Oregon,
she studied as an undergraduate at the University of
Oregon in the mid ‘70s, where a “program offered
students [a chance] to go to Europe and live with local
families and soak up local culture,” she explained on
a recent phone call. “The year I went I was fortunate to
go to Stuttgart.” There, in 1977, she earned a degree in
Vocal Performance from the Stuttgart School of Music.
Then she “started performing jazz, new music,
liturgical music” as part of church services, “and local
‘rock-jazz’ as they called it. I became known as the
crazy singer who doesn’t know any words.”
That story is the introduction to Newton’s career
and a guide as to where one finds her unique artistry
on the continuum of jazz. With a long-standing interest
in the voice as primarily a vehicle for making music
and only secondarily as the way to realize the standard
idea of a song, she is fundamentally an instrumentalist.
While she has that in common with numerous jazz and
improvising singers who have long followed the type
of phrasing and intervallic playing inherent to horns,
few have ever so resolutely eschewed words/text in
general and specifically songs and their lyrics.
“I love melody,” she says and does jokingly confess
to singing the occasional standard. But mainly she’s
a vocalist, emphasis on vocal, using her voice to sing
notes, lines and melodies, form abstract sounds with
her mouth, her breath, her throat. Her means of singing
place her not only in the jazz tradition, but, more so
than any other jazz artist, in the post-WWII world of
avant garde classical music. “Cathy Berberian,” the
extraordinary and important 20th Century classical

singer, “was godmother of us all,” she says. “I’ve sung
Stripsody,” Berberian’s onomatopoeic, graphic-score
piece for solo voice. She mentions other essential peers
and colleagues; “Joan La Barbara, not just her singing
but her compositions with tape and electronics. Jeanne
Lee. I was with the original Vocal Summit, with Bobby
McFerrin next to me, Jay Clayton.”
Early in her career, composer Matthias Ruegg
called and asked her to join his Vienna Art Orchestra
(VAO), where she was an integral part of such landmark
albums as The Minimalism of Erik Satie and the live
Concerto Piccolo (the last time Newton played New York
was in 1984 with the VAO). On the opening title track to
the latter, Newton unleashes an unforgettable solo, part
scatting, part wordplay. She starts with sprechstimme:
“avant garde / avant-art / event art / even art / up art
/ but up art / no art” then takes out vowels to turn the
consonants into sounds, then takes flight from there.
If any one single track can be said to describe her
career, it is that one. She may be the crazy singer who
doesn’t know any words, but she’s also the singer who
extemporizes words and phrases as an integal part of
her improvisations. It’s an exceedingly rare skill, one
Newton practiced by working rigorously with text. She
would, she described, “open a book, take all the words
with [the letter] ‘o’” and improvise until her “musical
ear would tell me what I have and go on to the next
[idea]. I’ve always loved doing things with rhythm and
pulse. I worked combining [words] with tunes until
new textures came out. Continuously working with
different elements has been what I’ve done.”
That work has been steady in Europe. Since her
association with the VAO, she has primarily made
music in the context of small groups and duos. As on
her hatHUT album Filigree, as part of a quartet with
vibraphonist David Friedman, bass player Thomas
Stabenow and drummer Manfred Kniel, she doesn’t
front the band, she is in the band, her voice blending
on the same level with the other instruments. This is
because, with sounds rather than words, she ‘plays’
her voice like a horn (the few times she tackles songs,
as on the title track of Lonely Woman, a 2016 CD from
vibraphonist Dizzy Krisch, bassist Karoline Höfler and
drummer Bill Elgart, her way of phrasing and

articulating have no real precedent in jazz).
This has meant that her extensive duo recordings
include not only the standard voice-piano pairing
(Spring in Bangkok with Aki Takase), but also ones with
drummer Fritz Hauser, percussionist Park Je Chun and
especially a series of albums with bassist Joëlle Léandre.
Explaining that unusual combination, she says, “My
father was a bassist and [the instrument] was always
there. The sound [of voice] together with the bass is the
perfect combination of ranges, low and high, [the bass]
is never in the way! And when they do overlap, they do
it well.” Newton and Léandre are a responsive pair,
their collaborations go deep and extend far outside jazz
into the point where the horizons of improvisation and
avant garde classical music meet.
The singer ’s experience and flexibility as an artist
means her September tour of Japan with bassist Heiri
Känzig was a little closer to the jazz mainstream, but
other duo performances this fall included Hauser,
Léandre and the literary, improvising vocalist Phil
Minton. And days before our conversation, Newton
had appeared at the Ad Libitum Festival in Warsaw
with Léandre and pianist Myra Melford, an experience
she hoped that they could all do again.
Until then, she will continue teaching and
performing. “This is a really busy time for me,” she
says. “I’m starting to get away from the academic way
of making music, toward more improvisation, to keep
ideas up and challenges up.” v

in the air in the ‘60s, Ornette Coleman, Cecil Taylor,
Don Cherry, John Coltrane and his acolyte Pharoah
Sanders redefining jazz. Thomas is best known for
singing “The Creator Has A Master Plan” on the 1969
Sanders album Karma. Building on the modality of
“A Love Supreme” and incorporating world music
influences, this song became a radio ‘hit’ of sorts, in
the zone left of your radio’s FM dial. Open-eared fans
of progressive/edgy rock and funk took notice,
compelled by the free-form-yet-undulating rhythms of
Sanders’ music and Thomas’ chanting vocalizations,
both declamatory and serene, assertive yet meditative:
“The Creator has a master plan / Peace and happiness
for every man”.
If Thomas’ career had stopped with his work with
Sanders (he appeared on five of his albums from 196987), his place in music history would be assured.
Fortunately, Thomas went on to a solo career,
recording his own version of “The Creator Has A
Master Plan” and leading several albums for Bob
Thiele’s Flying Dutchman label.
One gem in particular is the live at Montreux set
Gold Sunrise on Magic Mountain, which contains a
rousing straight-up version of the Big Joe Turner ‘50s
blues hit “Chains of Love”, with blistering solos by
guitarist Cornell Dupree and alto saxophonist Oliver
Nelson, and the lengthy AfroBrazilian tapestry “Na
Na/Umbo Weti”, featuring percussionist Nana
Vasconcelos.

Thomas was a featured guest on albums by Johnny
Hodges, Archie Shepp, Cedar Walton and Louis Hayes.
He was a member of the rock band Santana during
what could be called its fusion period on Welcome
(1973) and the live Lotus (1974). After the mid ‘70s
Thomas’ releases as a leader were few and far between.
In 1987 he collaborated with saxophonist Gary Bartz
for the album Precious Energy and in 1988 there was the
Leon Thomas Blues Band, wherein he accented his
blues and R&B roots, especially the aforementioned
Turner. In the late ‘90s he performed at Lenox Lounge
in Harlem.
In 1999 Thomas passed away from heart failure
caused by complications from leukemia. Hip-hop
performers sampled his works but hear the man
himself—he left a small but vital legacy. v

For more information, visit laurennewton.com
Recommended Listening:
• Frederic Rabold Crew—Package of Voices
(Ornament, 1976)
• Vienna Art Orchestra—From No Time To Rag Time
(hatART, 1982)
• Vladimir Tarasov/Masahiko Satoh Plus
Lauren Newton—Sonatina (BAJ, 1998)
• Aki Takase/Lauren Newton—Spring in Bangkok
(Intakt, 2004)
• Lauren Newton—Soundsongs (Leo, 2006)
• Joëlle Léandre/Lauren Newton—
Conversations (Live in Ljubljana) (Not Two, 2010)

LEST WE F ORGE T

leon
thomas
by mark keresman
Every jazz era has its singers, closely identified with
musical styles and trends, representing and sometimes
transcending the times. During the postbop, avant
garde and fusion periods (circa 1966-80) were vocalists
who utilized their voices in the manner of
instrumentalists—these include Andy Bey, Sheila
Jordan, Flora Purim and Leon Thomas.
The latter (1937-1999) could vocalize in a massive,
masculine tone like blues shouter Big Joe Turner; make
with yodels, glottal-stops and glissandos; intone
syllables, vowels and primal sounds; and be mellow
and suave, meditative and comforting. Whichever
approach, Thomas was always distinctive and
memorable.
Thomas was born in East St. Louis, studied music
at Tennessee State University and moved to New York
in 1958. He first worked as a straightahead bluesoriented jazz singer with Count Basie and Mary Lou
Williams in the mid ‘60s. Thomas also felt the stirrings
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Recommended Listening:
• Pharoah Sanders—Karma (Impulse, 1969)
• Leon Thomas—Spirits Known and Unknown

(Flying Dutchman, 1969)

• Leon Thomas—The Leon Thomas Album

(Flying Dutchman, 1970)

• Nucleus (with Leon Thomas)—Live 1970

(Gearbox, 1970)

• Leon Thomas—Blues and The Soulful Truth

(Flying Dutchman, 1972)

• Leon Thomas/Gary Bartz—Precious Energy

(Mapleshade, 1987)

L ABEL SPOTLIGHT

pm
records
by jim motavalli
The genesis of bassist Gene Perla’s PM record label,
which has released many groundbreaking postbop and
fusion records (with a special concentration on the
music of drummer Elvin Jones and Stone Alliance)
goes back to the early ‘70s.
“It was July 1971,” Perla said. “I had joined Elvin’s
band, a dream for me, in early 1971 and I was able to
get [saxophonist] David Liebman on the gig. We were
playing in Toronto at the Colonial Tavern and David
told me he couldn’t interest any label in releasing his
live Open Sky recording with [drummer] Bob Moses
and [bassist] Frank Tusa. And, just like that, I said I’d
put it out.”
That, of course, was just the beginning. What
followed was “six months of intense study of what it
meant to put a record out,” Perla said. “I went to
pressing plants, looked at the lathes that cut the
records, visited photo studios.” Perla was lucky
enough to run across the Institute of Audio Research,
housed in the same building as Bradley’s jazz club.
And he met keyboard player Mark “Moogy” Klingman,
who hooked him up with a learn-on-the-job position at
Todd Rundgren’s Secret Sound Studio.
The first album was pressed in an edition of 500
and when he held it in his hands Perla marveled that
he’d actually done it. But he had a lot to learn about
how distribution and promotion worked. “It turned
out getting the records made was the easy part,”

Some Shapes To Come
Steve Grossman

Eponymous
Open Sky

he said. “I had to sell the things, which meant getting
them to jazz magazines, reviewers and radio stations.”
PM’s second record was saxophonist Steve
Grossman’s Some Shapes to Come, an album with largely
improvised compositions, which has since become an
important touchstone for latter-day players like bassist
Christian McBride.
Let’s back up and look at Perla the musician. He
plays bass on 31 of the 46 albums PM has put out, so it’s
fair to say he—and his musical experiences—are vital
to the enterprise: “I grew up 22 miles from New York in
Woodcliff Lake, New Jersey, where I started classical
piano lessons at five, then played the trombone in high
school. My first musical experience of consequence was
during college in Toledo. Ohio, where I played with
The Tonesmen, a quintet of vocalists/instrumentalists
doing covers of The Four Freshmen and The Kingston
Trio. But then I got turned on to playing jazz by Bill
Evans’ Sunday at the Village Vanguard [with Perla
favorite Scott LaFaro on bass]. I enrolled at Berklee and
switched to double-bass after hearing Charlie Haden
on Ornette’s The Shape of Jazz to Come.”
A move to New York in 1967 led to what he
considers his first serious professional gig with
[percussionists] Willie Bobo and Carlos “Patato”
Valdes, followed in rapid succession by gigs with Nina
Simone, Woody Herman, Sarah Vaughan, a recording
with Miles Davis and Jones, “the person I wanted to
play with the most in life.” He lasted over two years
with the drummer, in a band alongside Liebman,
Grossman, Don Alias, Jan Hammer and others.
By 1972 he was a working bassist with a record
label. “I love doing and creating stuff and seeing
projects through,” Perla said. “I do it because I think

Live
Elvin Jones

the music has value, at least for some people, and I like
the accomplishment of putting the records out.”
Always industrious, Perla became the record executive,
producer, booking agent and bass player for many
recordings. “It’s not exactly a profit center, but you
never know when opportunities will come your way—
I just licensed 30 of the albums to Japan. Samples from
the LPs have been used by rappers. A piece of mine
written as an exercise with mostly minor seventh
chords was recorded by [vibraphonist] Warren Wolf.”
Two recent live albums feature the music Perla
made with Jones in an interesting lineup. Both
Grossman and Liebman are playing saxophones and
the only other musician besides Jones is Perla himself.
The music is ferocious, as you would expect, and well
recorded in dates at Carnegie Hall and Paris Olympia.
(Drummers Art Blakey and Roy Haynes are heard as
guests on the latter.)
Perla is full of stories. Jaco Pastorius called him
and proclaimed himself the “world’s greatest bass
player.” Perla was somewhat taken aback by this thenunknown but exceedingly brash talent and didn’t
pursue a recording deal. And Perla could have been
the bassist in The Mahavishnu Orchestra, but turned
down the gig because he didn’t want to leave Jones.
But he did recommend Hammer for keyboard duty
and the rest is history.
He also struck gold in Canada. “I’d met a young
woman in Toronto during my Elvin days. I came to
realize that virtually no one was paying attention to
some of the great Canadian musicians, so I took the
bull by the horns and recorded five fellows within a
year ’s time, created a sampler of the five and won the
				
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 50)

Eponymous
Stone Alliance

Bill’s Waltz
Gene Perla

VOX NEWS

Singing Is Hard Work
by suzanne lorge

In the fall of 2019, Juilliard will launch a new Master ’s
degree program in vocal jazz. It’s an impressive list of
names on the advisory committee: Carla Cook, Kurt
Elling, Hilary Gardner, Lenora Helm, Carmen Lundy,
Dianne Reeves and Charenée Wade. And there’s a
tough audition—singers must perform from the same
categories of required roots tunes as the instrumentalists
(gospel/country, swing/songbook, jazz standard and
Latin) and improvise in each category and the skill of
all instrumental and vocal applicants will be judged by
the same yardstick.
This approach to screening singers differs from
that of opera or musical theater programs, where the
audition material is based on the physical qualities of
the singer ’s voice (range, vocal quality) and how that
voice fits in with a codified repertoire. In these
auditions it’s unlikely that you’ll hear a male singer
doing the same song as a female singer and
interpretation of a score as written trumps any sort of
improvisatory skill. In these two worlds, the job of the
accompanist (almost always piano-only for auditions)
is simply to support the singers, not to engage with
them in expanding on what the written music provides.

What singers do professionally, regardless of their
training, is anyone’s bet, though. Professional opera
singers might cross over (Eileen Farrell) and
operatically trained singers might be better known in
jazz (Nicole Zuraitis). Broadway singers might quite
legitimately perform opera (Kristin Chenoweth) or
jazz (Julie Benko). Jazz singers rarely move in the
opposite direction, but within the jazz genre they may
scat hardly ever (Cassandra Wilson) or not at all
(Diana Krall), follow the melody as written (Stacey
Kent) or sing around it (Fay Victor), focus heavily on
lyrics (Lorraine Feather) or find them optional (Bobby
McFerrin). And opera, theater and jazz singers
perform, record and love their traditional pop, the
playing field where all three genres play nicely together
(this would be a very long list). Point being, when it
comes to the protocols that help to prepare young
singers for careers in jazz, it’s a complicated business.
This month a slew of well-schooled jazz singers
light up the holiday stages. Vuyo Sotashe will front
the Jazz at Lincoln Center Orchestra in its holiday
tribute at Rose Theater (Dec. 19th-23rd), joined by
Veronica Swift, who placed in the 2015 Thelonious
Monk Competition, no doubt on the strength of her
precise, lightning-fast scats. In The Appel Room,
crooner Sachal Vasandani will pay homage in “Nat
King Cole at 100” (Dec. 14th-15th) and Mary Stallings,
who used to play with Dizzy himself, will headline in
the room that bears his name (through Dec. 2nd).

Pianist/singer Champian Fulton brings her cheery
2017 release, Christmas with Champian (s/r) to Blue
Note (Dec. 9th) and Birdland Theater (Dec. 23rd). But
the auspicious event is the release of The Stylings of
Champian (s/r), a two-disc set of standards perfectly
suited to her lilting voice and classic jazz sound, at
Mezzrow (Dec. 30th). Cole Porter, Irving Berlin and
Richard Rodgers-Lorenz Hart never sounded happier.
Singer/composer Luciana Souza delves deep into
the romanticism of the Brazilian saudade with her latest
release on Sunnyside, The Book of Longing. Offset by
simple guitar and bass, Souza seduces and soothes
with these 10 originals based on the poetry of Leonard
Cohen (the title is taken from his 2007 book of verse),
Edna St. Vincent Millay, Emily Dickinson, Christina
Rossetti and Souza herself. She releases the album at
Jazz Standard (Dec. 14th-16th).
Kelly Green brings a fresh understanding of
standards to her sophomore album, Volume One (s/r).
Green’s facile pianism is the optimal showcase for her
fluid, expressive vocals. She will be at Mezzrow (Dec.
5th) to play from the newly launched record.
With 12 Little Spells (Concord) singer/bassist
Esperanza Spalding shatters all notions of what jazz
musicians do. This new work is poetic in feel and
operatic in intensity—and solidly rooted in jazz
musical idioms. An epic game-changer. Spalding
performs the stage show related to the album at Town
Hall (Dec. 12th). v
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I N MEMORIAM

alan nahigian

sonny
fortune
by andrey henkin

Saxophonist Sonny Fortune, veteran of the mid ‘70s

Miles Davis bands, valued sideman for dozens of
artists and prolific leader for numerous labels, died
Oct. 25th at 79 from complications from a stroke.
Cornelius Fortune was born May 19th, 1939 in
Philadelphia. Deciding to pursue a career in music at
18, he first recorded on a co-led session with fellow
Philadelphian organ player Stan Hunter for Prestige in
1965. In 1967 Fortune moved to New York where he
began a two-plus-year period with Mongo Santamaria.
Work with George Benson, Roy Ayers and Melvin
Sparks followed, then a stint with McCoy Tyner during
his Milestone period and an on-again, off-again
association with Buddy Rich.
1972-1975 was a transformative period. Fortune
began to work with Davis, appearing on Big Fun,
Get Up With It and Agharta, and made his debut as a
leader for Strata-East, Long Before Our Mothers Cried,
one of over 25 albums under his name for Horizon,
Atlantic, Black and Blue, Konnex, Verve, Blue Note,
Shanachie, Evidence, 18th & Vine and his own Sound
Reason. Speaking to our Russ Musto in September 2006,
Fortune explained why he started his own label: “...Jazz
musicians and record labels are trying to sell records.
And as obvious as that objective should always be—for
a musician and a record company to try to sell records—
what makes it somewhat complicated is [the question]
‘What do you do to sell records?’ So that whole pursuit
sometimes kind of gets away, a lot of times, from
artistry, from creative music, away from the ingredient
that identifies itself with this expression called jazz.”
Along with his own albums Fortune worked as a
sideman for Pharoah Sanders, Alphonse Mouzon, Roy
Brooks, Charles Sullivan, Horacee Arnold, Abdullah
Ibrahim, Michael Carvin, Buster Williams, Charles
Mingus, Kenny Barron, Klaus Doldinger, Herbie Mann,
Nat Adderley, Dizzy Gillespie, Elvin Jones, Mal
Waldron and others.
In the new millennium, he was, alongside Gary
Bartz and Vincent Herring, part of The Three Altos
group. He also led quartets and quintets and had a
phenomenal duet project with drummer Rashied Ali,
notable for playing hour-long renditions of jazz
standards in a highly unstandard way. Talking about
the project with Musto he acknowledged the influence
of John Coltrane and his own duo with Ali from 1967:
“I’d like to believe, that what I’ve always tried to
identify through John Coltrane, was not to necessarily
sound like him, but to embrace the spirit of him.” The
project, as well as all Fortune’s other work, afforded
him the chance to “really go on a journey. That’s what
I try to do. That is what I’m looking for when I’m
involved in presenting music. That is the reason I love
this particular music, the spontaneous improvisational
music, because it can expand.”
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HAMIET BLUIETT (Sep. 16th, 1940—
Oct. 4th, 2018) The baritone saxophonist
had over two dozen albums as a leader
for India Navigation, Chiaroscuro, Soul
Note, Black Saint, Tutu, Mapleshade,
Delmark and Justin Time, credits with
Paul Jeffrey, Abdullah Ibrahim, Charles
Mingus, Anthony Braxton, Eddie Jefferson, Charles
Bobo Shaw, Gil Evans, Lester Bowie, Beaver Harris and
Julius Hemphill and, along with the latter, Oliver Lake
and David Murray, co-founded the World Saxophone
Quartet in 1977, a template for many bands to follow,
with over 20 albums on Moers Music, Black Saint,
Nonesuch and Justin Time. Bluiett died Oct. 4th at 78.
HÜSEYIN ERTUNÇ (Jul. 11th, 1947—
Oct. 14th, 2018) The Turkish drummer
was a part of the Boston avant garde
jazz scene in the ‘70s, working with
brothers Michael Cosmic and Phill
Musra in their projects and under his
own name (reuniting in the ‘90s) and
then returned to Turkey where he worked with young
free ensemble Konstrukt and countryman percussionist
Okay Temiz. Ertunç died Oct. 14th at 71.
JERRY GONZALEZ (Jun. 5th, 1949—
Oct. 1st, 2018) The trumpeter was leader
of The Fort Apache Band (with albums
on Enja, Sunnyside, Milestone and
Random Chance), founding member of
Libre (with releases on Salsoul and
Milestone) and had voluminous credits
since the ‘70s with Dizzy Gillespie, Eddie Palmieri,
Clifford Thornton, The Salsoul Orchestra, McCoy
Tyner, Tito Puente, Abbey Lincoln, James Williams,
Airto Moreira, Kirk Lightsey, Steve Turre, Hilton Ruiz,
Jaco Pastorius, Kenny Kirkland, Don Byron, Arturo
O’Farrill, Sonny Fortune, Roy Haynes, Joseph Daley
and many others. Gonzalez died Oct. 1st at 69.
MIKE PANICO (Aug. 30th, 1965—Oct.
2nd, 2018) The stalwart of the New York
City jazz scene who, along with Kevin
Reilly, ran the highly esteemed Relative
Pitch label, active since 2001 with over
75 releases covering the local, national
and world avant garde scenes, from
veterans to up-and-comers. Panico died Oct. 2nd at 53.
DON PAYNE (Jul. 24th, 1932—Oct. 4th,
2018) The clarinetist worked with big
bands of Jimmy Heath, Illinois Jacquet,
Ken McIntyre, Carol Sudhalter and Ray
Abrams, was a consultant for the annual
Queens Jazz Festival and a beloved
band instructor at Manhattan’s IS 218.
Payne died Oct. 4th at 86.
JOHN VON OHLEN (May 13th, 1941—
Oct. 3rd, 2018) The drummer worked
with Woody Herman’s Thundering
Herd in 1968, Stan Kenton’s Orchestra
in the ‘70s, had credits with Tim Hagens,
The Blue Wisp Big Band, Bobby Shew,
Mel Tormé and others and a big band
co-led with pianist Steve Allee with albums on Mopro
and Sea Breeze. Von Ohlen died Oct. 3rd at 77.
CHUCK WILSON (Jul. 31st, 1948—Oct.
17th, 2018) The saxophonist worked
with Buddy Rich, Ed Palermo, Loren
Schoenberg, Howard Alden, Dan
Barrett, Buck Clayton, Joey DeFrancesco,
Bob Belden, Bobby Short, Randy
Sandke, John Pizzarelli, Don Sebesky,
Warren Vaché and others with a pair of albums under
his own name. Wilson died Oct. 17th at 70. v

F ESTI VAL REPORT

tampere
by laurence donohue-greene

sarajevo
by francesco martinelli

jasmin brutus

tim dickeson

Maarit Kytöharju

belgrade
by andrey henkin

Miklós Lukács

Olavi Louhivuori

La Korona

In his charming essay collection A Guide to the Serbian
Mentality, journalist Momo Kopor says this of Belgrade,
at the convergence of two rivers in the middle of Serbia:
“The Sava and the Danube live differently, each for
itself, but when they meet, they foam with the joy of
meeting...The witnesses to the rivers’ meeting, beneath
the Belgrade Fortress, are the witnesses of history.”
Indeed, one feels history throughout the city, both
ancient and startlingly modern. There is the
aforementioned fortress, which peers down on the
Brutalist architecture of the recently reopened Museum
of Contemporary Art. A trip to the House of Flowers,
burial site of Josip Broz Tito, father of Yugoslavia, will
take one past the dizzying pastiche of buildings built
after the Balkan wartime period of 1991-2001; for those
of us who hear reference to bombings and battles as
something from a distant past, the chronological
proximity to so much bloodshed is overwhelming.
It is evident even in the pedigree of the Belgrade
Jazz Festival (Oct. 25th-29th). 2018 was the 34th edition
yet the festival was established in 1971. For years it
was impossible to hold the event. So that it now
flourishes and, by inviting an international cast of
performers, allows Belgrade to reclaim its title as the
crossroads of Europe, is a testament to the artistic spirit
in general and specifically that of organizers Dragon
Ambrozić and Vojislav Pantić.
The festival followed a steady if grueling format,
mostly within two spaces of the Dom Omladine (House
of Youth): sets at the larger Velika Sala at 7 and 8:30
pm, followed by two more at smaller Sala Amerikana
at 10:30 pm and midnight. The one exception was the
Monday night high-profile gigs at Kombank Dvorana,
a large concert hall. Your correspondent came for the
last four days of the festival and was treated to old
favorites, some groups whose concepts were not fully
realized and, most welcome, a few revelations.
As for the favorites, The Necks and The Thing
showed that familiarity, far from breeding contempt,
fosters telepathic communication. The former trio,
hailing from Australia and now in its third decade,
demand as much attention from the audience as from
each other, lest a highly subtle shift—maybe even a
single note—be missed and the entire trajectory of
their uninterrupted improvisation be thrown askew. It
is astonishing to watch them form an entire ocean from
a single drop of water. The latter Nordic threesome,
who are approaching their china anniversary, ably
demonstrate that deep listening and even deeper aural
lacerations are not mutually exclusive. Their patented
brand of “Viking Jazz” recalls bearded, helmeted
warriors sweeping down through Northern Europe,
leaving the crushed and mangled in their wake.
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This year marked the centennial of the Finnish Civil
War, a dark period fresh enough in the country’s
collective memory. One of that war ’s bloodiest and
decisive battles occurred in the southern city of
Tampere, one of the country’s major industrial centers.
And though the war is still a sore subject in many
Finnish households, given its divisiveness and death
count, there is nothing like music to help the healing
process. Enter the Tampere International Jazz
Happening (Nov. 1st-4th).
This year ’s festival, the 37th edition, once again
reflected a global approach in programming, with
musicians from Argentina, Austria, Belgium, Cuba,
France, the U.K., Holland, Iceland, Japan, Latvia,
Norway, Portugal, Romania, Slovenia, Sweden, the
U.S. and, of course, Finland. And as has been the case
with many past editions, it was the latter contingent
that impressed most.
Busy drummer Olavi Louhivuori—leader of the
longstanding Oddarang group and past collaborator of
Tomasz Stańko, Marilyn Crispell and Lee Konitz—
debuted a new lineup for his The Net of Indra project
with Norwegian fellow 30-something Eivind Lønning
(trumpet) plus two legends in Finland’s Juhani
Aaltonen (tenor saxophone and flute) and Sweden’s
Palle Danielsson (bass) at Pakkahoune (Old Customs
House Hall), the largest of the festival’s three venues
and only time a Finnish-led band was presented in the
space. The quartet moved organically, Aaltonen and
Lønning immediately engaging in a tightrope-walking
improvised conversation; their two-minute long
invocation of tenor and trumpet foreshadowed a set
focused on spontaneity and spaciousness, centered on
several, noticeably inserted melodies, momentary
meeting points and connective tissue urged on by the
leader ’s subtle, dynamic, percussive style (often
utilizing rattles, bells and a table of ‘little instruments’).
The set was like discovering an early, long-lost ECM
session, particularly with label stalwart Danielsson.
Continuing in the collective approach were the
memorable trios of MOPO and Black Motor, both
exclusively Finnish bands, the former soon celebrating
its first decade, the latter over a dozen years old. Both
were heard at the often-packed Telakka club, directly
across the square from Pakkahoune. Releasing its
fourth album this year (stunning Mopocalypse on We
Jazz), MOPO invited guest reed player Mikko Innanen
for its set. The band’s name translates as moped, but
even without the addition of Innanen (baritone,
sopranino and alto) the group is more like a HarleyDavidson chopper! Like baritone master Mats
Gustafsson (whose Fire! Orchestra opened the final
day), MOPO’s baritone saxophonist Linda Fredriksson
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F or the past few years Sarajevo has been a sort of
home away from home for John Zorn. Unlikely as it
seems, it has to do with the global circulation of the
music and unrestrained vitality of the first Masada
recordings, which brought much-needed relief to the
war-torn Bosnian city. Enter Edin Zubčević, promoter
extraordinaire, who, since 1995, has organized one of
the most consistently engaging European jazz festivals,
besides producing excellent records on his Gramofon
label and contributing in general to the cultural life in
various spots of the Balkans.
After the customary rollercoaster with the powers
that be regarding grants and venues, Zubčević
managed to put together a first-class program for the
22nd edition of the festival (Nov. 2nd-4th): a two-day
Zorn extravaganza plus one evening of Bosnian artists
and some side events like seminars (including yours
truly presenting) and children’s concerts.
The venue remained unchanged: Dom Policije
(Police Centre Theater) in a bit of an absurdist twist.
The proceedings were opened by a solo saxophone
performance of stunning clarity, establishing the tone
immediately. Hard and transparent like a diamond,
Zorn’s music was based on the masterful use of timbral
possibilities, exploring different materials in two
memorable improvisations continuing the Classic
Game of Strategy series. Insurrection, with the twin
guitars of Julian Lage and Matt Hollenberg plus bassist
Trevor Dunn and drummer Kenny Grohowski was just
that—jubilant, ferocious, played with the energy of a
metal band and transparency of a Bartók string quartet.
Grohowski stoked the fire, amazing for his precision
and drive while never obscuring the textures.
The drastic change of pace with Petra Haden
singing Zorn songs was only partially successful but
certainly allowed the audience to recover before the
closing set of Cobra: a glorious rendition of what is
now a classic game piece, with all its irony and sense of
communal music-making at play; when all the wheels
and ropes began to work, creating the maze of
relationships among the performers, which gives life
to the vast musical fresco, even the composer/director
himself seemed genuinely surprised at the power of
the final result. A fitting conclusion to the evening.
The following afternoon—the Book of Angels
special—saw Zorn leading a quartet with Lage, Dunn
and drummer Kenny Wollesen followed by Cyro
Baptista’s Banquet of the Spirits with Brian Marsella
(keyboards), Shanir Blumenkranz (bass) and Wollesen.
Exhilarating, heady music—magic indeed. The spirit
of classic Masada was updated and uplifted through
high-energy performance and Marsella was especially
inspired and inspiring. These were hard acts to follow
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Some of that Sunshine
Karrin Allyson (Kasrecords)
by Alex Henderson

K arrin

Allyson has spent much of her career as a
hardcore jazz vocalist. The Kansas City native is both
an imaginative scat singer and sensitive interpreter of
lyrics. Some of that Sunshine, however, marks the first
time Allyson has recorded an album exclusively of her
own material. While Allyson features jazz players like
violinist Regina Carter and tenor saxophonist Houston
Person, the album has as much to do with adult
contemporary, R&B and the blues as jazz.
The more jazz-oriented selections include
“Nobody Said Love Was Easy” and ballad “Just As
Well”, both of which favor a dusky jazz-noir mood.
The good-natured title track sounds like it could have
been written by Harold Arlen or Johnny Mercer in the
‘30s or ‘40s.
Funky “Shake It Up”, however, recalls mid ‘70s
Rufus & Chaka Khan and the ballad “Time Is a Funny
Thing” hints at Philly soul. It’s obvious that Allyson is
equally fond of R&B-influenced adult contemporary
singers such as Carole King and Tapestry-era King is a
major influence on ballads like “As Long As I Know
You Love Me”, “Happy Now” and “You Don’t Care”.
Allyson might have had a rewarding career as a pop
singer. “Right Here, Right Now” and “Wish You Were
Mine” are enjoyably blues-minded and “Big Discount”
is a political jazz/blues smoker that references the
#MeToo movement while recalling the protest songs of
artists like Les McCann and Nina Simone. Allyson gets
in some scat-singing on the latter, reminding listeners
that she hasn’t forgotten about jazz.
Allyson’s flexibility throughout this album is a
valuable asset. Duke Ellington famously asserted that
there are only two types of music: good and bad. And
Some of that Sunshine is more than good—it’s excellent.
For more information, visit karrin.com. Allyson is at 54
Below Dec. 5th. See Calendar.

Sung with Words (A Collaboration wtih Dana Gioia)
Helen Sung (Stricker Street)
by Marco Cangiano

J azz and poetry is an old tradition and pianist Helen
Sung revisits this sub-genre with an outstanding
recording, joining forces with Dana Gioia, an awardwinning poet and former chairman of the National
Endowment for the Arts, and a group of top-shelf
musicians and singers. The latter could not have been
selected better: Jean Baylor, Carolyn Leonhart, Christie
Dashiell and Charenée Wade. But it is the material that
makes a difference. The dominance of the song form
seems to bring out the very best in Sung and her
partners. Bassist Reuben Rogers and drummer
Kendrick Scott are hard to beat in terms of cohesiveness,
taste and sheer creativity. Sung emerges as the leading
voice, conveying confidence and maturity distilled

through her many musical experiences.
Gioia’s spoken introductions act as natural
overtures; in most cases drums initiate the transition
from the spoken poem to the proper song. For instance,
Scott introduces “Convergence” while Gioia is still
reciting and propels the song into a real burner. Sung’s
solo on “Pity the Beautiful” is particularly inspired
and subdued, with hints of gospel peppered
throughout. The soft funkiness of “Too Bad” drives
trumpeter Ingrid Jensen’s spirited solo. “Touch” starts
with Dashiell’s slow a cappella, which becomes a coda
to the song, leading to an exquisite and terse musical
statement by Sung, Rogers and Scott.
The three originals that are technically not in the
song form are nonetheless inspired by real life. The
dramatic opening of “Lament” with Leonhart and John
Ellis’ bass clarinet recalls the tragedy of a young
African-American, Kalief Browder, who committed
suicide after being held for three years at Rikers Island.
The piece then evolves into a dirge with Rogers’ bow
bringing it to a close. “Into the Unknown” is a more
lively affair built initially on an angular rhythm
sequence and enriched by Ellis’ vigorous saxophone
solo. The melancholic “In the Shadowland” was
influenced by C.S. Lewis’ The Chronicles of Narnia and
features a delightful soprano solo by Ellis. “Mean What
You Say” concludes the album with Dashiell and Wade
dancing around the pleasantly and lightly funky tune.

piano, Fortner steps to the fore in a faster tempo,
quoting other Richard Rodgers songs and segueing
into a long, romping stride solo to close. Two songs are
in French, Salvant’s torchy “A Clef” and the cabaret
song “J’ai L’Cafard” (colloquially “Am I Blue”), sung
over organ emulating a lilting concertina. Fortner also
plays organ, as well as piano, on a soulfully bouncing
“One Step Ahead”. Creative range of repertoire here
almost, but not quite, overshadows Salvant’s
increasingly diverse command of her copious vocal
arsenal, one she sometimes too profligately explores.
For more information, visit mackavenue.com. Salvant is at
Jazz Standard Dec. 13th with Helen Sung. See Calendar.

DARYL SHERMAN
ON CHRISTMAS

For more information, visit helensung.com. This project is
at Jazz Standard Dec. 13th. See Calendar.

with ART BARON, trombone & BOOTS MALESON, bass
Tuesday, December 25, 8 & 9:30 PM
MEZZROW 163 W. 10th St. NYC - mezzrow.com

darylsherman.com

Paul Ricci & Mafalda Minnozzi
The Window
Cécile McLorin Salvant (Mack Avenue)
by George Kanzler

The last and longest track on this ambitious offering

from singer Cécile McLorin Salvant and pianist Sullivan
Fortner is a stunning version of “The Peacocks”, a
modern jazz standard by the late Jimmy Rowles, here
with the less-often-heard lyrics of Norma Winstone.
Salvant navigates the tricky changes and daunting
range of the music with aplomb, telling the story in a
breathless hush over piano in the opening choruses.
She is followed (in this live Village Vanguard recording)
by tenor saxophonist Melissa Aldana, floating and
surfing over sparkling piano chords before Fortner
takes over with a solo of rolling single-note lines. Then
all three come together in an extraordinary finale that
finds Salvant repeating the lyric in a more emphatic
voice, shadowed by Aldana as voice and saxophone
create a layered, impermeable texture as aurally
impressive as the peacocks of the title are visually.
The other 16 songs offer a kaleidoscopic range of
music: mid-20th Century pop recorded by The Four
Aces (“Tell Me Why”) and Nat King Cole (“Wild Is
Love”) to soul/R&B courtesy of Stevie Wonder
(“Visions”) and Aretha Franklin (“One Step Ahead”);
a Buddy Johnson blues, “Ever Since the One I Love’s
Been Gone”; a half-dozen from the Great American
Songbook; an Alec Wilder art song, “Trouble Is A Man”,
with stormy, thundering piano; and a “Somewhere”
with more piano, including a West Side Story minioverture, than vocal.
Salvant and Fortner are an equally matched pair,
the latter sometimes suggesting a more expansive
instrumental role than an accompanist. For instance,
after Salvant sings a suitably slow, romantic “The
Sweetest Sounds” (from Cinderella) over minimal
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Jan. 5th (4:30pm)
Jan. 6th (7:30pm)
at the NY HILTON
APAP showcases
with Pat Harris Prod.
1335 6th Ave (4th fl.)

... the hottest show of the night literally raised the
audience with jazzy versions
of "A Felicidade", "Desafinado",
"Every Time We Say Goodbye" and "Estate"
Carlos Calado "FOLHA de S.Paulo"

Kicking off a NY tour
promoting their 3rd CD
"Cool Romantics" behind
critically acclaimed shows
in clubs, theaters and
festivals in Brazil, Italy &
beyond

www.empathiajazz.com

Vanished Gardens
Charles Lloyd & The Marvels + Lucinda Williams
(Blue Note)
by Joel Roberts

This is the second release by master saxophonist
Charles Lloyd and his Americana-themed group The
Marvels, following 2016’s I Long to See You. This time,
they’ve added the iconoclastic singer-songwriter
Lucinda Williams for half of the ten tracks. While the
pairing may seem an odd one at first, Lloyd, a Memphis
native, and Williams, who hails from Louisiana, share
deep Southern roots and a strong spiritual core. And
Lloyd is certainly no stranger to the rock world. He led
the first jazz group to play the Fillmore West, the
legendary San Francisco psychedelic rock palace, and
guested with The Grateful Dead, The Beach Boys and a
post-Jim Morrison version of The Doors in the ‘60s-70s.
Lloyd and Williams have also, importantly,
previously collaborated with peerless guitarist Bill Frisell
and pedal steel specialist Greg Leisz, who comprise half
of The Marvels’ rhythm section, along with Lloyd
mainstays Reuben Rogers (bass) and Eric Harland
(drums), a genre-blurring group moving seamlessly and
organically between inventive, free-flowing postbop,
gritty country-rock and everything in between.
Lloyd, at the age of 80, is in the midst of a career

resurgence and playing as well as ever. Opener
“Defiant” is a slowly building country-tinged
instrumental, with wistful tenor intermingling with
moody, desolate guitars and shuffling drums. Williams
makes her first appearance on “Dust”, a stark,
unforgiving tune, which highlights her gorgeously
weathered voice before giving way to a frenzied,
extended solo by Lloyd. Williams digs deep into her
gospel bag on “We’ve Come Too Far to Turn Around”,
an inspiring new tune that sounds like a well-worn
standard, while Lloyd has a marvelous turn on flute on
the gently swinging “Blues for Langston and Larue”.
On the final two tracks, the band is pared down to
its core, with Lloyd and Frisell teaming up for a
brilliant and surprisingly straightahead (given the
session’s overall direction) duet version of the
Thelonious Monk ballad “Monk’s Mood”, which serves
as a reminder that, for all his eclecticism, Frisell
remains a premier jazz player. Williams joins in for the
closer, a stirring trio reading of Jimi Hendrix’ “Angel”,
equal parts melancholy and hopefulness.
While they come from ostensibly divergent
musical traditions, the partnership between Lloyd and
Williams comes off as natural and easy, suggesting that
maybe they’re not that different after all.
For more information, visit bluenote.com. This project is at
Rose Theater Dec. 14th-15th. See Calendar.

Protean Labyrinth
Kyoko Kitamura’s Tidepool Fauna (s/r)
by Tyran Grillo

Protean Labyrinth is a tunnel burrowing into the
linguistic soil from which we all sprout. It’s a sensation
best expressed in a handful of tracks bearing the title
“Push”. Of these, “Push Four” is the most emblematic,
a spontaneous ramble, which, like the album as a
whole, achieves coherence by virtue of its passage
through time—pushing indeed against the temptation
of meaning in favor of instinctive understanding. At
the center of this aphasia is vocalist Kyoko Kitamura,
who doesn’t so much lead the band as strike it like flint
on rock. Tenor saxophonist Ingrid Laubrock, bassist
Ken Filiano and drummer Dayeon Seok are chemically
bound to her at every moment, tasting the air of
possibility like a three-pronged tongue.
Despite the guiding scores from which the music
is drawn, the quartet undermines any purchase of
exposition. What starts as a bright groove one moment
might morph into throaty sinews of darkness the next.
That such changes occur without force or hierarchical
touch is testament to these musicians’ willingness to
smash their compass the moment it’s calibrated. The
finest turns are “Deadbolt” and “No Exit”, both
masterful containments of wildness. Each is a glass
house filled with vocal stones—not thrown but handled
so much that they’ve become rounded with care.
Kitamura’s voice, brimming with fierce humility,
is central to these goings on. In “Lure”, each of her
utterances is an Ouroboros of potential meaning
sacrificed on the altar of its own becoming and in
“Slide” she breaks out the vocal champagne, bubbling
and frothing her way through a subterranean mythos.
This is the underside of language, a sonic entity that
grows and moves of its own accord.
For more information, visit kyokokitamura.com. Kitamura
is at Spectrum Dec. 18th. See Calendar.
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G LO B E UNITY

Ahlam
NES (ACT Music)
No World Between Us
Noa Fort (Fortisima Music)
Imaginary Band
Lynn Cassiers (Clean Feed)
by Tom Greenland

More than any other instrument, the voice best
serves as an unmediated conduit of human emotion.
This month’s column reviews three exemplary
vocalists from the world(s) of improvised music.
NES, a trio of French-Algerian lead vocalist/
cellist Nesrine Belmokh, French cellist/vocalist
Matthieu Saglio and Spanish percussionist David
Gadea, forged its unique sound in Valencia, Spain.
Ahlam (Arabic for “dream”), its resounding debut, is
based on Belmokh and Saglio’s compositions and the
unusual combination of two cellists, who, besides
bowing their instruments in a traditional manner,
often bat or pluck them like a santur or oud or else
loop them in circular grooves. Belmokh’s lyrics and
phrasing sound a bit awkward in English, more
natural in French and Arabic, where her wellmeasured melismas and impeccable timing come to
the fore. Saglio’s ardent solos show influences of
Arabic taksim in their microtonal inflections and
flamenco cantaors in their deep hondo cry. Gadea
adds finishing touches with a custom drumkit that
appends cajón, darbuka and other implements, often
combining sticked and barehanded techniques.
Originally from Israel, vocalist/pianist/
composer Noa Fort has resided in New York since
2013. No World Between Us is her self-produced
debut, a seamless marriage of piano and voice, with
additional support from bassist Zack Lober and
drummer Ronen Itzik. Slowly but surely persuasive,
the original songs are understated and sprightly,
hiding their power until Fort hits that certain note
that certain way—as when she caresses the word
“haunt” midway through “Mirrors”. Her crossover
style recalls Joni Mitchell, her writing Stevie Wonder
(especially the B sections), her subdued pathos the
fadistas. But when it all gels, as on the 7/8-metered
“Unwritten Signs”, poignant “Empty Space” (a solo
feature), hypnotic “Winter Requiem”, lyrically
oxymoronic title track or Mitchell-esque “The Guest
House”, the sound is all her own.
Brussels-based vocalist Lynn Cassiers is known
for melding acoustic and electronic timbres.
Imaginary Band includes frequent collaborators
pianist Erik Vermeulen, bassist Manolo Cabras and
drummer Marek Patrman with additional firepower
from violinist Ananta Roosens, saxophonist Sylvain
Débaisieux and euphonium player Niels van
Heertum. Leaning to the acoustic end of her oeuvre,
the album features original songs with precisely
sung chromatic melodies interlaced with collective
improv tracks. Never dominating the mix, Cassiers’
voice is nonetheless central: floating, echoing,
electronically altered and looped or panned around
the soundspace—as if out of a dream. Her lyrics,
verging on the dark and peculiar, are just discernible,
mere suggestions of meaning. The quintet,
particularly Vermeulen, is extroverted, outspoken
without undue interruptions, the sure sign of an
ongoing and productive relationship.
For more information, visit actmusic.com, noafort.com
and cleanfeed-records.com

Una Noche con Rubén Blades
Jazz at Lincoln Center Orchestra (Blue Engine)
by Anna Steegmann

Living

legend Rubén Blades has released nearly 40
albums, created the best-selling salsa record in history,
won 18 Grammy awards and five Latin Grammy
awards. He could rest on his laurels but is always up
for a new challenge. Recorded live in 2014 with the Jazz
at Lincoln Center Orchestra (JLCO) in its home Rose
Theater, Una Noche con Rubén Blades features Blades’
most beloved hits from the past 40 years as well as jazz
standards from the Great American Songbook. JLCO is
without a doubt America’s superior big band; all its
musicians are outstanding and guests add backing
vocals, congas, timbales and bongos. JLCO’s bassist
Carlos Henriquez, who conceived the project, skillfully
arranged all but 1 of the 11 tunes, emulating the Swing
Era in Latin songs with spectacular polyrhythmic
elements and aiming for a sound that is “Panama, New
Orleans and New York all mixed into one.”
The recording starts with the rousing “Ban Ban
Quere”, JLCO leader Wynton Marsalis’ blazing trumpet
solo reaching impossibly high notes. “Too Close for
Comfort” is remarkable for Dan Nimmer ’s piano solo.
“Apóyate En Mi Alma”, arranged by José Madera, is
slow, tender and full of longing, Victor Goines’ soprano
saxophone achingly beautiful. “Patria” is sparse in its
instrumentation, with drummer Ali Jackson setting the
AfroCuban rhythmic pattern and Marsalis’ eerie
trumpet electrifying the audience.
Blades’ tenor voice and tender, expressive and
eloquent phrasing sound most sensual and passionate,
most at home, when he sings in Spanish. The English
songs feel more sterile. The album would work better
if it had been divided into two parts: Latin favorites
and American standards. Having both interspersed
feels disjointed. The listener has to shift gears radically
when all they should do is relax into the groove.
For more information, visit blueenginerecords.org. The
JLCO is at Rose Theater Dec. 19th-23rd. See Calendar.

have been written decades earlier. Frank PerkinsMitchell Parish’s “Stars Fell On Alabama” is a lush
ballad that has fallen out of favor; Sherman omits the
piano, offering a passionate yet subtle vocal, backed by
guitarist Don Vappie, bassist Jesse Boyd and Jon-Erik
Kellso’s burnished trumpet. “Lost In A Crowded Place”
was penned by the late singer/pianist Barbara Carroll,
with whom Sherman must have crossed paths in New
York City. Evocative trumpet goes well with Sherman’s
longing vocal and deliberate tempo at the piano. J. Fred
Coots-Haven Gillespie’s “You Go To My Head” is a
heartfelt vocal duet with Vappie in a sparse arrangement.
Duke Ellington’s infrequently performed “Azalea”
is offered in a loping, intimate interpretation, with lowkey trumpet providing some spice. A playful rendition
of the Gershwins’ “The Lorelei” is another infrequently
played work, highlighted by sassy exchanges between
Sherman and muted trumpet. Few people think of
Louis Armstrong as a composer; Sherman’s revival of
the ‘30s tune “If We Never Meet Again” is an invitation
to reconsider his songwriting. Her sentimental vocal
with a soft bossa nova undercurrent is the perfect
setting for this obscure ballad. Though Howard Dietz
and Arthur Schwartz were a prolific songwriting team,
“New Sun In The Sky” is likely unfamiliar to most jazz
fans. Sherman’s lighthearted Dixieland interpretation
is a change of direction for this session, with Vappie
switching to banjo.
While Sherman has never gained the widespread
attention that she merits, like many of the little known
songs she performs on this rewarding CD, her music is
worth exploring in depth.
For more information, visit jazzology.com. Sherman is at
Saint Peter’s Church Dec. 19th and Mezzrow Dec. 25th. See
Calendar.

HERBIE
NICHOLS

100tH BIRtHDAY
CELEBRAtION
jANuARY 2ND-5tH

CuRAtED BY FAY VICtOR

tHE StONE

At tHE NEw SCHOOL
GLASS BOx tHEAtRE
55 w. 13tH StREEt
wednesday january 2nd - 8:30 pm
The jazz Composer’s ColleCTive
play herbie niChols
Frank kimbrough (piano) ron horton
(trumpet) michael blake (saxophones)
ben allison (bass) matt Wilson (drums)

Thursday, january 3rd - 8:30 pm
herbie niChols sunG

Lost in a Crowded Place
Daryl Sherman (Audiophile)
by Ken Dryden

While there have been many singing pianists over the

decades, Daryl Sherman fits into a narrower
subcategory due to her more conversational vocal
style, polished during many years of performing in
Manhattan hotels for the general public. But don’t
think of Sherman as a cabaret performer; she can swing
and improvise with the best of them. What makes her
latest release special is the tantalizing mix of standards,
forgotten gems and originals and her strength at
communicating the essence of each lyric as if she has
personally lived it.
Sherman kicks off with her upbeat “The Land of
Just We Two”, a miniature that sounds like it could
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Fay Victor (Voice, lyrics, conceptualist)
anthony coleman (piano) michael attias
(alto and baritone saxophones) ratzo
harris (double bass) tom rainey (drums)

friday, january 4Th - 8:30 pm
solo reCiTaTions for
herbie niChols

Vijay iyer (piano) anthony coleman
(piano) aruan ortiz (piano)
and special guests

saTurday, january 5Th - 8:30 pm
roswell rudd’s Trombone Tribe
plays herbie niChols
deborah Weisz, josh roseman,
art baron, steVe sWell (trombones)
bob steWart (tuba)
steVen bernstein (conductor, trumpet)

Gofundme.Com/supporT-herbie-niChols-CelebraTion

Available Now!

cellarlive.com

Still Happy
Danny Bacher (Whaling City Sound)
by Marilyn Lester

If the DNA of Sidney Bechet and Louis Prima could be
combined, the result would be Danny Bacher. He
considers himself an entertainer in the old school mode
of Prima, but with a very modern sensibility. He’s been
an actor, writer and comedian but, as Still Happy
attests, is mainly an accomplished soprano saxophonist
and jazz singer. Bacher has an upbeat personality and
pours his optimism into a thematic dozen tracks that
add up to life is good despite hard knocks. This
philosophy is contained in his own blues-tinged
composition “In Spite of This I’m Still Happy”.
Opener “Getting Some Fun Out of Life”, a zesty
uptempo swinger, shows superb vocal and instrumental
phrasing, plus an ability to scat with the very best.
Bacher proves it again with a bebop-style “Joy Spring”
in which he produces vocalese on par with Lambert,
Hendricks & Ross. Uncannily, Bacher is almost a voice
double for Prima, but with far more smoothness,
elegance and warmth. Those qualities are showcased
in the ballad “Lucky to Be Me”. The most fun number
is an update of “Hooray for Hollywood”; Bacher ’s
revised lyrics are a hoot, the tempo spirited, playing
facile and creative touches—such as a samba band riff
complete with whistle—are 100% joy-producing.
Pianist Allen Farnham’s arrangements perfectly
reflect Bacher’s style while his solos demonstrate the
precise technique the classically trained often bring to
the table. Maintaining a tight rhythmical anchor are
bassist Dean Johnson, drummer Alvester Garnett and
percussionist Rolando Morales-Matos (who shines on a
swinging “Get Happy”). Trumpeter Charlie Caranicas
and tenor saxophonist Harry Allen add horn texture to
the set, the latter a nice complement to Bacher’s soprano.
Bacher ’s other original number, “Joie de vivre”,
serves as an instrumental showcase in its hip nod to
Swing Era dynamics and ably demonstrates how
Caranicas is a master of the classic jazz ethic. “Cloudy/
Nuages” is a mellow closer. Bacher ’s capacity to
entertain, tell a story and spread love makes for a
collection of tunes that calls for repeated listening.
For more information, visit whalingcitysound.com. This
project is at 54 Below Dec. 21st. See Calendar.

Anthem
Madeleine Peyroux (Verve)
by Jim Motavalli

On

her jazzy debut Dreamland (1996), singersongwriter Madeleine Peyroux won legions of fans,
but also some criticism for sounding like Lady Day.
Over the course of eight albums, she still echoes some
of Billie Holiday’s vocal style, but her actual music has
ventured far afield from standards and, sometimes,
from jazz.
Anthem was produced by bassist Larry Klein, who
is probably best known as a producer—on four albums
by former wife Joni Mitchell, for instance. As a bassist,
Klein played with such jazz names as Freddie Hubbard,
Joe Henderson, Wayne Shorter, Bobby Hutcherson,
Carmen McRae and Dianne Reeves, so he’s hardly
foreign to the idiom. And he keeps jazz bubbling under
the surface of this very smooth album, which features
funky organ, bluesy harmonica and a saxophone/
trumpet horn section. A jazzy Americana album, then?
That sounds right.
Anthem, with songs credited to Peyroux and the
musicians on the session, is a very strong work
plumbing the depths of despair and bad turns in life,
but with a decidedly upbeat, almost jaunty sound.
“On My Own”, for instance, is finger-snapping catchy
and makes great use of the horns. But it also has the
saddest lyrics: “I’m all alone / Like a pebble thrown /
Into the great unknown”. “Down on Me” is equally
downbeat: “My job’s gone missing / Insurance is a fail
/ Credit cards stopped coming / My attorney’s in jail /
Just broke a law I never heard of before”. But it’s
bouncy, almost lighthearted, with soul-tinged backup
vocals. There’s great work from David Baerwald on
guitar and Peter Kuzma on Hammond organ. And if
that’s not enough, there’s “Party Time”, which is a
beautifully detailed but non-autobiographical look at
the inside of a depressing rehab unit. But the song is
beautiful, with a European feel highlighted by Gregoire
Maret’s harmonica and the hooky chorus goes, “This is
Party Time! Try to remember—it’s Party Hearty Time!”
“The Brand New Deal” is a modern “Compared to
What?” and lists every dirty deal inflicted on ordinary
folks. It could have been written by Mose Allison,
though the arrangement would benefit from a bit of
that old Les McCann/Eddie Harris urgency. But Chris
Cheek acquits himself well on a Tom Waits-friendly
baritone saxophone and the backup singers are there to
say “uh huh” when Peyroux tells them that every
Congressman comes with a price.
Peyroux, who sounds great throughout, said an
operating principle of this album is, “When you fall
down in this country, it’s hard to get back up.” Another
song is about her (unnamed) heroes and she reminds
us they were all “failures, losers, drunkards, fallen
saints and suicides.” So what better choice for the
album’s lone cover than Leonard Cohen’s title track,
with its immortal line, “There’s a crack in everything /
That’s how the light gets in”.
This material is personal for Peyroux, who’s had
her ups and downs and sometimes long gaps between
albums. Her website says, “Unprepared for the
physical strain of being a professional singer, she lost
her voice for a while.” In 22 years, she’s made nine
recordings. If she needs to pace herself, that’s fine,
because her work is always worth the wait.
For more information, visit vervelabelgroup.com

CM050318
ALYSSA ALLGOOD
Exactly Like You

CL041818
JOE MAGNARELLI
If You Could See
Me Now

CL012718
SAM DILLON
Out In The Open
featuring
Billy Drummond
Available January 18, 2019

RTRCD001
CANNONBALL
ADDERLEY
Swingin’ In Seattle,
Live at
The Penthouse
1966-67

RTRCD002
ETTA JONES
A Soulful Sunday,
Live at The Left
Bank featuring
The Cedar
Walton Trio
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The Questions
Kurt Elling (OKeh)
by George Grella

There are singers and then there are singers who are
musicians. The former sing songs, the latter have
command of their voice as an instrument and of all the
elements with which one makes music.
Kurt Elling is a musician and since his debut
album Close Your Eyes has been one of the finest and
most creative jazz musicians on the scene. For fans
who love the synthesis of poetry, literature and
philosophy with which he writes lyrics and the daring
with which he selects classic jazz recordings to turn
into vocalese, his past several albums have been
pleasant disappointments. He’s been singing classic
songs, but mostly as a singer, not a musician.
The Questions is somewhat of a return to Elling the
musician. There is the mix of standards (“Skylark”),
modern jazz classics (“A Secret in Three Views” from
Jaco Pastorius’ “Three Views of a Secret”) and
unexpected pickings from the world of commercial
music (Peter Gabriel’s “Washing of the Water”).
Supporting Elling is a multi-generational band of Stu
Mindeman (piano, organ), Joey Calderazzo (piano),
John McLean (guitars), Clark Sommers (bass), Jeff
“Tain” Watts (drums) plus Branford Marsalis

(saxophones) and Marquis Hill (trumpet, flugelhorn).
This is not a total return to form—his version of
Bob Dylan’s “A Hard Rain’s A-Gonna Fall” is blandly
energetic in an album-oriented-rock sort of way and
his take on Paul Simon’s “American Tune” doesn’t take
flight. But there is vintage Elling here, subtly ambitious
recontextualizations of modern jazz, which, lyrically,
further the singer ’s beautiful and moving explorations
of mortality and the soul’s place in the universe.
Carla Bley’s “Endless Lawns” and Calderazzo’s
“The Enchantress” incorporate poetry from Sarah
Teasdale and Wallace Stevens, respectively, and the
combination of a Franz Wright poem and Mindeman’s
“A Happy Thought” is glorious, musically adept and
full of meaning.
For more information, visit okeh-records.com

Lessons Learned
Judi Silvano & The Zephyr Band (Unit)
by Alex Henderson

My Dance came as a surprise to longtime followers of
singer Judi Silvano in 2014. More than the fact that her
only accompaniment was pianist Michael Abene (of
WDR Big Band fame) was that Silvano was performing
exclusively original material. Although Silvano had

ORI DAGAN

included original songs on previous releases, familiar
standards were often used as vehicles for improvisation.
Silvano the composer takes center stage once more
with Lessons Learned.
The vocalist uses a full band to bring her material
to life: Kenny Wessel (guitar), Adam Kolker (bass
clarinet, tenor and soprano saxophones), Ratzo B.
Harris (bass) Bob Meyer (drums) and Todd Isler
(percussion). Silvano’s husband Joe Lovano, who
produced the session, is featured on tenor saxophone
for two selections: the probing, 11-minute “Riding a
Zephyr” and noir-ish “Dust”, which hints at the music
of Ethiopia and Mali.
The singer ’s more abstract side asserts itself on
the funky yet angular “The Music’s in My Body” and
“Dark Things”, which employs a choppy, punk-ish
beat. This is a consistently introspective album and the
latter tune finds Silvano examining some darker
thoughts. But more often than not, Lessons Learned has
an optimistic outlook; Silvano is definitely seeing the
glass as half-full on contemplative offerings such as
“Hand and Heart”, “You Will Know”, “Round and
Round” and “Castle Song”. “Shuffle and Sway” has
the feeling of an African-American spiritual, recalling
some of Abbey Lincoln’s collaborations with Max
Roach. The defiant, soulful tune is about demanding
positive changes in one’s life and letting go of negative
things that aren’t working.
Silvano achieves a healthy balance of the melodic
and the cerebral. Many jazz vocalists shy away from
composing original material, but Silvano is not one of
them. She is as skillful a writer as she is a singer and
Lessons Learned, like My Dance four years ago, is a fine
product of both.
For more information, visit unitrecords.com

“NATHANIEL:
A TRIBUTE TO NAT KING COLE”
Available now!
____________________________________
Featuring: Sheila Jordan,Alex Pangman
and Jane Bunnett

****4 STARS
-Spill Magazine
________________

Winner:
Global Music Award
(Silver) For Best Album
_______________________________________

“Dagan’s Perspective Toward Jazz Is
Provocatively Charming & Ingenious.
- Huffington Post
_____________________________________________
“
“One
Of The Best Albums Of The Year”
-Curt Davenport (CurtJazz)
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Catch Ori Live on January 8th 2019 in New York City
at ETCETRA ETCETERA
for more info visit website below
@oridaganjazz

www.oridagan.com

Then and Now
Benny Green (Sunnyside)
Let’s Sail Away
Jeff Rupert/Veronica Swift (Rupe Media)
by George Kanzler

Benny Green and Jeff Rupert are veteran jazz artists
with decades of experience: New York-based pianist
Green has been a keeper of the bebop/hardbop flame
since his early days with Art Blakey’s Jazz Messengers
and Betty Carter; tenor saxophonist Rupert is a
mainstay of the Florida jazz scene for over a generation.
Veronica Swift, in her mid 20s, is the daughter of the
late bebop pianist Hod O’Brien and jazz singer
Stephanie Nakasian. She was already singing jazz as a
pre-teen and aside from a college-age foray into rock,
goth and metal, continues to pursue a jazz path. It is
one that has led her into not only singing lyrics, but
also developing a unique scat style and creating
vocalese scat and lyrics to recorded jazz solos.
Swift appears on five of the dozen tracks on
Green’s Then and Now, scatting on three of them. Green
leads his longtime trio of bassist David Wong and
drummer Kenny Washington as the core of an album
that also includes Anne Drummond’s flutes on three
(non-vocal) tracks, with Josh Jones’ percussion added
on two of them. Green also plays a vintage Rhodes
electric piano on three tracks, including the opener
(featuring flutes and cowbell), his dedication to and
mashup of a couple of songs associated with Donny
Hathaway. A pianist who brings out the joy of bebop,
Green is matched by Swift’s ebullient scatting. On
Dexter Gordon’s “For Regulars Only” and Horace
Silver ’s “Split Kick”, she not only scats as a horn on the
melodies, but also scats to her transcribed solos by
Gordon and Freddie Hubbard and Clifford Brown and
Lou Donaldson, respectively. On Walter Davis, Jr.’s
“Humphrey”, Swift improvises a scat solo over
suspended-time, tension-release segments, and then
joins Green scatting along on shouts and vamps. Swift
has named Anita O’Day as the jazz singer she admires
most and here she sings, in heartfelt style, the ballad
“Something I Dreamed Last Night”, which O’Day
recorded in 1950. She also sings her own words on
Green’s tricky, stop-time “Naturally”.
Swift is a full collaborator on Let’s Sail Away,
appearing on all ten tracks; contributing lyrics to
Rupert’s ballad “Beauty Becomes Her”; and even singing
in Portuguese on a medley of Baden Powell-Paulo Cesar

Pinheiro bossas. Her collaboration with Rupert extends
to penning romantic lyrics to his ballad “Beauty Becomes
Her”, with memorable lines like “Her heart’s got a cost
of loving” and scatting along with tenor on a shout
chorus. But most impressive is her vocalese lyrics to Stan
Getz’ solo on “Pennies from Heaven”, wherein she
channels an older woman’s reminiscences to a lover
from 50 years before. Rupert is one of those rare players
today who subscribes to the Four Brothers school of
tenor playing and Swift perfectly complements his style.
Other highlights include a 10-minute “Rhapsody In
Blue” with an added three-horn section and nods to Billy
Strayhorn and Benny Golson; “Dream A Little Dream of
Me” with lilting vocal; and Rupert’s musical setting of a
Shakespeare sonnet, “My Mistress’ Eyes”, delivered
with art song élan by Swift.
For more information, visit sunnysiderecords.com and store.
cdbaby.com/cd/jeffrupertwithveronicasw. Swift is at Rose Theater
Dec. 19th-23rd with Jazz at Lincoln Center Orchestra and
Birdland Dec. 26th-31st with Birdland Big Band. See Calendar.

Partners
Nancy Harrow (BenFan Music)
by Jim Motavalli

Partners is a compilation of singer Nancy Harrow’s
work from 1962 to the present. Her style—a straight
down the middle approach to jazz singing, with little
improvisation—has changed remarkably little. The
title refers to the many excellent musicians who have
worked with her over the years. It’s unfortunate, then,
that the credits are such a mess: it’s “Roland” Hanna;
Phil Woods is playing clarinet on “Railroad Man”; and
“T’Aint Nobody’s Business” omits the excellent Jim
Hall on guitar and the aforementioned Woods. It’s the
only cut taken from the 1962 Atlantic album You Never
Know; it would be nice to hear more from that one.
Harrow is strongly expressive on some of the
ballads, such as Duke Ellington’s “I Got it Bad and That
Ain’t Good” and Jimmy Van Heusen-Johnny Burke
standard “But Beautiful”. A bunch of the material is
from a 1964 demo with Kenny Burrell (guitar), Major
Holley (bass) and Denzil Best (drums); the guitarist
shines on “It’s a Wonderful World” (not the Armstrong
hit). Several cuts feature Harrow with just one musician:
Hanna, guitarist Jack Wilkins, bassists Rufus Reid and
Ray Drummond. It’s some of the best material here.
Some of the songs here shade into cabaret and that’s
where Bob Dylan’s “Country Pie”, The Beatles’ “Fixing
a Hole” and The Eagles’ “Desperado” belong. Another
plus is Harrow’s duos with male singers. On “Hit the
Road, Jack”, Clark Terry steals the show, not just with
bristling trumpet but with a scat-friendly, mumbled
vocal. Anton Krukowski (Harrow’s son) is wonderful
on Stephen Sondheim’s “Not While I’m Around” and
Vernel Bagneris has a nice spotlight on “Railroad Man”.
The latter is one of five originals from Harrow and
songwriting is definitely one of her gifts. On the basis
of “Railroad Man”, “So Why Am I Surprised?”, “The
Extra Mile”, “Until it Comes up Love” and especially
“But Not the Cat”, she could have easily written a
winning Broadway show. Harrow is still recording—
her latest album The Song is All dates to 2016. It’s
represented here by “Until it Comes up Love”. Taken
together, this is a worthy compilation, but perhaps for
the next pressing the credits could be straightened out.
For more information, visit nancyharrow.com
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Igbó Alákorin (The Singer’s Grove) Vol. I & II
David Virelles (Pi/El Tivoli Music)
by Marc Medwin

There’s homage and then there are those acts of
research that afford the luxury of exploring history
from dual vantage points, paying respect while
simultaneously fostering innovation. The two volumes
of pianist David Virelles’ Igbó Alákorin (The Singer’s
Grove) exemplifies the best of what the latter case can
offer. Homage has long been at the heart of the radical
music Virelles has been making, but this new two-part
project is just as radical for the seamless integration of
history and innovation in the service of dynamite
musicianship.
Virelles offers informative liner notes in which he
calls this project a homecoming and attempt to come to
further terms with his roots, a journey that has led him
over all manner of acoustic and electronic terrain; this
is a prequel of sorts. The disc is cast in two sections.
The first nine tracks comprise David Virelles Introduces
Orquesta Luz de Oriente and its focal point, its
microhistorical subject, is the Orchestra Chepín
Chovén of the ‘30s, a big band fueled equally by the
music African-American bands of the U.S. were making
and by sociomusical traditions from Virelles’
hometown of Santiago. While several composers are

Academy Records
& CDs
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dvds.
We buy and sell all
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For large collections,
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Open 7 days a week 11-7

12 W. 18th Street NY, NY 10011
212-242-3000

treated in this section, including Virelles himself, the
second section, subtitled Danzones de Romeu at Café La
Diana, explores the pioneering contributions of Antonio
María Romeu, a pianist and prolific composer of
danzón. Here, the spotlight is on Virelles as pianist with
guiro courtesy of Rafael Ábalos.
For those who have long admired Virelles’ vastly
diverse and all-inclusive take on the music of his
homeland but who are not well educated in its musical
culture, as in this writer ’s case, this disc is a historical
and stylistic revelation.
It is fascinating to compare the harmonically
complex syntax of Enrique Bonne Castillo’s “Un
Granito de Arena” to Virelles’ “Sube la Loma,
Compay”, as they are two studies in conflicting and
controlled modernity. The former pits starkly unisoned
choral singing against lush winds and brass as the
sultry rhythm lopes along, moving the music elegantly
forward. The latter epitomizes the energy and concision
perceived on hearing one of those mid ‘30s Ellington
small-group sessions; Virelles channels the harmonic
complexities of Herbie Nichols or Andrew Hill via the
rhythms and percussive sounds of his birthplace amid
the heavily syncopated piano style inherited from
Romeu and others. Check out his increasingly
pointillistic and complicated—it seems unfair to use
the pejorative “dissonant”—feats of pianistic prowess
informing “Bodas de Oro”’s swaggering gait. He
interacts similarly with and against Román Filiú’s alto
saxophone and the heartbreakingly beautiful vocals
and wistful requinto of the veteran troubadour
Alejandro Almenares. By contrast, Virelles’ pianism is
much more overtly faithful when rendering Romeu’s
classic “Tres Lindas Cubanas”, where, according to his
notes, he duplicates Romeu’s solo in historical
deference.
Virelles has realized his dream of enshrining these
all-important
compositional
and
performative
elements of his heritage. To hear the pianistic and
ensemble antecedents Virelles rhapsodizes and updates
on his earlier Pi and ECM discs allows a more complete
picture of the cultural and musical continuum shaping
the career of this adventurous and innovative
composer-historian.
For more information, visit pirecordings.com. Virelles is at
Village Vanguard through Dec. 2nd with Mark Turner and
Dec. 25th-31st with Chris Potter, Le Poisson Rouge Dec.
19th solo and The Jazz Gallery Dec. 22nd as part of a Roy
Hargove tribute. See Calendar.

Combo 66
John Scofield (Verve)
by Matthew Kassel

It’s easy to overlook John Scofield, at least as a jazz
listener. The 66-year-old guitarist who came to
prominence alongside Miles Davis in the ‘80s has
always operated somewhat adjacent to the jazz
mainstream.
Over the past couple of decades, he has gained
more prominence among jam-band aficionados than
jazzheads, joining forces on several records with the
chamber-funk trio Medeski Martin & Wood, most
notably A Go Go (Verve, 1998). But within the jazz
world, Scofield has a sound and improvisational style
like no other guitarist. His delicate phrasing and oily
tone, cut with a hearty dash of vinegar, are instantly
identifiable, though in large doses his playing can get a
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bit grating.
Now, Scofield has released a new album that will
satisfy both jazz and jam-band fans alike. Accompanied
by keyboardist Gerald Clayton, bassist Vicente Archer
and drummer Bill Stewart (Scofield’s longtime
collaborator), the guitarist has put forth a sturdy
assemblage of nine mostly straightahead tunes, all
originals, punctuated with moments of satisfying funk.
The songs follow the standard head-solos-head
template, appropriate enough—though a lot happens
in the interstices—since they are all deeply swinging,
propelled by dry ride cymbal, round, resonant bass
notes and gospel-inflected phrases on the piano and
Hammond B-3 organ.
The Hammond B-3 is what makes this music
sound most like Scofield’s stuff with Medeski Martin &
Wood, particularly on “New Waltzo”, which gets
gutbucket. But for the most part these tracks stand on
their own. Highlights include opener “Can’t Dance”,
which sets the tone for the record with a memorable,
uplifting melody. The country-inflected “Willa Jean” is
reminiscent of Scofield’s previous 2016 record, Country
For Old Men, which won a Grammy, but veers off into
new territory. “King of Belgium” has a bop-like feel,
though played at a medium swing tempo rather than a
breakneck speed.
Finally, the penultimate track, “I’m Sleeping In”,
is simply lovely, with an excellent, take-your-time solo
from the leader, who sounds entirely unworried about
proving himself to anyone. There’s something about
Scofield’s astringent tone that is extremely refreshing
when put in a more traditional context like the one on
this record.
For more information, visit vervelabelgroup.com. This
project is at Blue Note through Dec. 2nd. See Calendar.
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• Tony Bennett & Diana Krall—
Love is Here to Stay (Verve/Columbia)
• Pierre Dørge—Soundscapes (SteepleChase)
• Milford Graves—Bäbi
(Bäbi Music-Corbett vs. Dempsey)
• Charlie Haden & Brad Mehldau—
Long Ago and Far Away (Impulse)
• Frank Kimbrough—Monk’s Dreams:
The Complete Compositions of Thelonious
Sphere Monk (Sunnyside)
• Karin Krog & Georgie Fame—
On A Misty Night (Odin)
• Mark Masters Ensemble—Our Métier (Capri)
• Christian McBride—New Jawn
(Mack Avenue-Brother Mister Prod.)
• Barre Phillips—End To End (ECM)
• Tessa Souter—Picture in Black and White
(NOA)
Laurence Donohue-Greene, Managing Editor
• Peter Evans/Barry Guy—
Syllogistic Moments (Maya)
• Harriet Tubman—The Terror End of Beauty
(Sunnyside)
• Per-Åke Holmlander It’s Never Too Late
Orchestra—Carliot (Not Two)
• Phillip Johnston—The Adventures of Prince
Achmed (Asynchronous)
• John McLaughlin & The 4th Dimension
(with Jimmy Herring & The Invisible Whip)—
Live in San Francisco (Abstract Logix)
• Joe McPhee/Mats Gustafsson—
Brace for Impact (Corbett vs. Dempsey)
• Møster—States of Minds (Hubro)
• The Necks—Body (Northern-Spy)
• Jacob Sacks—Fishes (Clean Feed)
• Akira Sakata/Simon Nabatov/Takashi Seo/
Darren Moore—Not Seeing Is A Flower (Leo)
Andrey Henkin, Editorial Director

Humanity
The Humanity Quartet (Cellar Live)
by John Pietaro

This ensemble, founded by drummer Leon Parker and
bassist Sean Smith, embodies the concept of art beyond
art’s sake. Smith’s liner notes state that our society has
fallen into a bullying state, one marked by divisiveness,
violence and greed. Parker and Smith recruited tenor
saxophonist Joel Frahm and guitarist Peter Bernstein
into this collective focused on “a fresh sharing of ideas
and feelings that bring people together.” The Humanity
Quartet plays in a tempered manner harkening back to
classic Blue Note and Impulse, reclaiming the era with
a focus on its drive toward progress and collectivity.
The album is comprised of postbop, ballads and
Latin-oriented compositions. Some of the originals,
fittingly, are so reminiscent of standards as to seem
hauntingly familiar. Opener “A Good Thing” has a
bossa nova tinge and minor melody, followed by “Song
for a New Day”, a promising note that recalls the
concept of rebirth in peoples’ movements over the past
century. The tune itself, however, includes no hint of
revolution what with its mellow R&B/crossover vibe.
Visions of David Sanborn and George Benson permeate
the structure but this is far from the mellow jazz school.
Parker, especially, keeps it on the edge (he still refuses
to incorporate a hi-hat or second cymbal into his kit)
and while Frahm’s tone is continually welcoming, he
isn’t afraid to tap into the far reaches at points. But the
quartet, true to its mission, seeks no spotlight. Listen
for the quite beautiful collectivity on “Irving” and
especially “Tears”, as well as the unison rush of
“A Whole New You”. And the title track’s cautiously
gorgeous melody, framed by Bernstein and Smith, is
lifted into new realms. Bernstein’s approach is pianistic
but with an embrace of atmosphere even more than
harmony. Here, the rhythm section both caresses and
refutes the center. To perfection. As the record
progresses, that sense of shared experience only
advances, widening still further with the addition of
vocalist Marya Lawrence on “Samba for Evandrea”.
For more information, visit cellarlive.com. Joel Frahm is at Smalls
Dec. 3rd, Zinc Bar Dec. 7th and Birdland Dec. 18th-25th with
Freddy Cole. Peter Bernstein is at Smoke Dec. 1st-2nd with Jim
Rotondi and Village Vanguard Dec. 4th-9th. Sean Smith is at
Walkers Sundays. Leon Parker is at Jazz Standard Dec. 1st-2nd
with Aaron Goldberg and Village Vanguard Dec. 4th-9th with
Peter Bernstein. See Calendar and Regular Engagements.

Band Menu
Bill Stewart (s/r)
by Thomas Conrad

Bill Stewart is in demand as a sideman because of the
taste, discretion, versatility and sheer wit of his
drumming. Between world tours with major leaders
like Pat Metheny and John Scofield, he has found time
to compile a substantial discography of his own. Band

Menu is his 11th album as a leader since 1995.
It is a trio date with Walter Smith III on tenor
saxophone and Larry Grenadier on bass. The saxophone
trio has a limited but significant history. These
ensembles are usually led by the saxophonist: Sonny
Rollins, Joe Henderson, Ornette Coleman, more
recently JD Allen. The fact that the drummer leads
Band Menu creates a subtle but critical shift in
perspective. Drums are forward in the mix and rhythm
becomes the primary subject of most tracks.
“Hair and Teeth” and “Modren”, like most Stewart
tunes (seven of the nine here), are rhythmic frameworks.
All instruments in the trio become rhythm instruments.
Grenadier devotes himself to suggestive ostinatos.
Smith derives melody from Stewart’s clever patterns of
accentual variation. Melody serves rhythm rather than
vice versa. Stewart’s music is appealing in its clarity
and deftness and especially in its cosmopolitan
grooves. But his concept sometimes puts Smith, one of
the most capable tenors in jazz under 40, in a box.
The best three tracks depart from the concept.
“Invocation” is a rapt ballad that draws you deeply
into its domain of contemplation. Smith’s “Apollo”
gives him a place to flow melodically (rather than
stutter-step rhythmically). Then there is Bill Evans’
“Re: Person I Knew”. It is intriguing to hear this
famous composition interpreted by a pianoless trio.
Stewart’s ensemble slows it, fragments it and arrays
silences between the fragments. Smith draws Evans’
pensive theme into long plaintive calls while cymbals
splash dramatically and bass tolls darkly.
For more information, visit store.cdbaby.com/cd/billstewart.
Stewart is at Blue Note through Dec. 2nd with John Scofield
and Cornelia Street Underground Dec. 14th-15th with
Andrew Rathbun. See Calendar.

Time Like This
Michael Formanek Elusion Quartet (Intakt)
by Stuart Broomer

Michael Formanek is both a distinguished bassist and

thoughtful composer, but the breadth of his vision came
into sharp focus with 2016’s The Distance (ECM) by his
18-member Ensemble Kolossus. His skills as a composer
are just as evident with a new quartet of Tony Malaby
(tenor and soprano saxophones) and Kris Davis (piano),
with Ches Smith contributing significant sonic variety
by playing vibraphone, drumkit and Haitian tanbou.
Formanek is a master at creating tension curves,
evident in several medium-slow and medium tempo
pieces in which composed and improvised materials
move in different directions, both structurally and
emotionally. The opening “Down 8 Up 5” sets Malaby’s
melody statement against an insistently dissonant
structuring figure from Davis, eventually leading to an
extended passage of bass, piano and vibraphone that
could set a standard for subtly moody, chamber jazz.
That sense of architecture eventually colors “Culture of
None” as well, which, in contrast, hardly feels written at
all until it moves from a free interplay of bass and hand
drums to an obliquely precise piano solo and on to the
theme. “A Fine Mess” plays off the same sense of tension,
Malaby’s tautly phrased, intensely articulated theme
serving to introduce a reflective moment from Davis.
This pattern of mixing and matching moods and
approaches continues, with highly structured materials
paired with segments of free improvisation, whether in
succession or simultaneously. There’s a sense of

musical intimacy that seems to make all things possible,
structure feeding freedom and the freedom contributing
to the resilience of formal components. In “A Fine
Mess” the tense theme statements bracket an extended
group dialogue suggesting a kind of dream state. On
“The Soul Goodbye”, Malaby seems to pull back
against the collective press to freedom until he finally
erupts with the set’s most impassioned expression. It’s
a stellar CD, especially for those who like their jazz
with an abundance of freedom and constraint.
For more information, visit intaktrec.ch. Formanek is at
Greenwich House Music School Dec. 1st and Korzo Dec.
4th, both with Devin Gray. See Calendar.

UNEARTHE D G EM

Live at Café Amores
Alexander von Schlippenbach/Aki Takase
(NoBusiness)
by Andrey Henkin

The cover of Live at Café Amores, a 1995 live date from
Hofu, Japan, features Alexander von Schlippenbach
and Aki Takase looking as if they are posing for their
portrait as Homecoming King and Queen. And, at
least in the world of married pianists who work in
duo, they have little competition. Bow before them!
The club was owned by Takeo Suetomi, who also
produced a series of albums for his Chap Chap label
during this period, some of which are seeing reissue
on NoBusiness though this is a first-time release. As
such, it becomes the second document of four by the
pair in duo, after an FMP release of 1993-94 Berlin
recordings. This program is quite similar, with
shared Schlippenbach originals (“Na, Na, Na, Na ...
Ist Das Der Weg?” and “The Morlocks”) and pieces
by Thelonious Monk and, fascinatingly, Frank Zappa
(“You Are What You Is”). Also intriguing here is a
medley of Mingus tunes arranged by Takase (“Duke’s
Choice-Boogie Stop Shuffle”), a 1935 Harry Warren
film tune (“Lulu’s Back in Town”) and another
Schlippenbach tune, “Jackhammer”, which came
from the same 1993 Berlin Contemporary Jazz
Orchestra sessions (conducted by Takase) that
delivered “The Morlocks”. If all that doesn’t tickle
your inner discographer, this session is unique for
another, logistical, reason. Café Amores apparently
was teensy so we have Schlippenbach and Takase
playing the same piano (the package includes
absolutely adorable pictures of the pair elbow-toelbow on the same bench—memories for the
grandkids). So this is an unusual sort of piano duo in
that there is the density associated with and expected
from the form yet none of the overlap of notes. Far
from being a novelty, the pair worked fluidly in close
quarters, inhabiting different ranges of the piano yet
somehow coalescing across the totality.
Three of eight pieces are actually solos: opener
“Jackhammer” (Schlippenbach) and the Mingus medley
and Warren piece (both Takase). A third element comes
to the forefront on duet closer “The Morlocks”: various
cutlery placed inside the piano. What is a manic piece to
begin with (named for the H.G. Wells monsters)
becomes even wilder with the preparations.
For more information, visit nobusinessrecords.com
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The Windup
Dave Ballou & BeepHonk (Clean Feed)
by Tom Greenland

F ree jazz groupings mandate a balance of foreign and
familiar: too much time together fosters predictability
and routine, too much apart compromises collective
intuition and chemistry. Dave Ballou’s BeepHonk
seems to have found the sweet spot on The Windup,
which documents a 2017 gig at Baltimore’s The Windup
Space. The quartet clicked instantly on its very first
(impromptu) gig at the venue in 2011, part of a series
curated by bassist Adam Hopkins. Since then,
performances have been irregular; the album
represents, therefore, a rekindling of the original spark.
Comprised of three tracks of increasing length, the
album is a prime exemplar of free-improv-meets-progrock. Ballou wields a full fat sound, bristling at the
seams, issuing out in a flood of short dense motifs.
Guitarist Anthony Pirog, equally intense, bounces ideas
back and forth with the trumpeter, quicksilver legato
runs or crackling fireworks explosions coated in an
array of thick distorted tones. “Fluffer Nutter”
highlights their ability to ride co-solos through dynamic
peaks and valleys, the quiet aftermaths as effective as
the collective highs. “BeepHonk 1” is a highly cohesive
16-minute free-for-all, mostly spurred by Ballou, who
experiments with extra-instrumental sound effects,
especially towards the end, where he sounds like an
amorous humpback whale in the throes of courtship.
The epic-length “Nice Spot/Another Fool” is
bookended by two Ballou tunes, the first a sort of free
chorale, the second an Iberian/Phrygian theme redolent
of Miles Davis’ Sketches of Spain (especially when Ballou
stoppers his horn with a Harmon mute), but these are
really mere springboards to a series of dramatic tensioncum-releases. In spots, you can almost imagine the
musicians waiting, listening, wondering what will
happen next. Pirog, better known for his mastery of tone
and timbre, electronic looping and Allan Holdsworthstyle shrapnel-flying-everywhere technical flash, proves
equally adept at clean-toned hyper-bop, spinning out
limber and well-finessed lines. But again, the crowning
achievement is what the quartet accomplishes together,
clearly distinguishable in the clambering denouement
to the final rousing climax.

to meet the needs of each of these diverse compositions.
Setting and content are well coordinated in the
three-part “Music For Dance”. Progression through the
“Eternal” search for a dance/life partner to the ecstasy
of the “Love Dance” and the union of “Two as One” are
eloquently described. Pianist Hyuna Park joins with
Stevens’ gorgeous horn to animate the compositional
development and bassist Luca Rosenfeld and drummer
Gary Fogel provide the space and atmosphere that
allows their interaction to develop.
“Please Return” is a three-part suite centered on
the paintings of Norwegian artist A.K. Dolven. Harry
Miller ’s keyboards signal a change in spirit and Stevens
has wisely enlisted alto saxophonist Jordan Young to
present each portrait and their voicings convey a
hopeful vibe. On the first and third movements
Rosenfeld goes electric and with drummer Misia Vessio
adds some funk while the middle section, “Don’t
Worry I’ll Lift the Sky”, is a delicately emotional
interlude showcasing Rosenfeld’s beautiful arco
playing and close connection with Vessio.
“The Flock and the Shadow” is a five-part
composition that commandingly closes out the session.
It is based on the poetry of Eldrid Lunden and includes
Sean Moran’s beautifully searing guitar. The sections
are demarcated by Anja-Christin Nielsen’s powerful
narration and in the process an exceptional jazz-rock
operatic aesthetic develops. The give and take between
Stevens and Young’s plaintiveness and Moran’s
intensity is outstanding. Connections tells three
different stories but its innovative use of exquisitely
harmonized stylistic, ensemble and compositional
diversity defines its unifying message.
For more information, visit billstevensconnections.hearnow.com.
Stevens is at Tomi Jazz Dec. 2nd. See Calendar.

For more information, visit cleanfeed-records.com. Ballou is
at Greenwich House Music School Dec. 1st and Korzo Dec.
4th, both with Devin Gray. See Calendar.

Mars WilliaMs Presents:

an ayler XMas Vol. 1 & 2
Connections
Bill Stevens (Milessmiles Prod.)
by Elliott Simon

Connections from trumpeter Bill Stevens traverses a
musical trajectory moving from chill to hybrid to
electric all within a jazz milieu. Thought and planning
in addition to clear musicality are apparent in each of
three suites and separate ensembles are fittingly chosen
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The Maid with The Flaxen Hair: A Tribute to Johnny Smith
Mary Halvorson/Bill Frisell (Tzadik)
by Robert Bush

Guitarist Mary Halvorson has been at the top of the

modern six-string game for a while and with each new
release her ascendance to that throne seems all the more
justified. This disc, a sublime duet with fellow guitarist
Bill Frisell, celebrates the criminally underrated Johnny
Smith, with whom Frisell studied briefly in his youth.
Smith gained notoriety for a cover of “Moonlight
in Vermont” by John Blackburn and Karl Suessdorf. It
leads off the disc and establishes a pattern that repeats
throughout. Frisell plays rich chord melodies in the
right channel while Halvorson operates with a more
destructive bent in the left. She often employs a pitchshifting pedal, which can distract from the purity of
the piece, although this seems entirely on purpose.
Mandolin-style picking and all sorts of harmonics
dominate the title track, which also makes good use of
volume pedal swells and subtle gestures with righthand techniques. There’s a kind of demented
counterpoint happening all over “Scarlet Ribbons For
Her Hair”, but the sound of those big-box jazz guitars
exploiting very obtuse harmonies is wonderful.
Nearly perfect is their breathtaking approach to
“In The Wee Small Hours of the Morning”, which

mostly falls solidly in the tradition of jazz guitar duets.
Reduce the pitch-shifting and you could easily imagine
Tal Farlow and Cal Collins in a smoky barroom.
Folk standard “Shenandoah” finds Frisell hewing
close to the melody while Halvorson craftily assumes
the wild-card position. Each player combines openstring voicings and harmonics to advance their cause.
Short and to the point, this is a standout track.
They pull off a very original arrangement of “The
Nearness of You”, where the melody emerges from the
ether; lots of probing counterpoint keeps the interest
up. “Misty” get pretty psychedelic with a combination
of effects pedals, extra-musical gestures and pure
creativity but “Walk Don’t Run”, Smith’s contrafact on
“Softly As In A Morning Sunrise”, is pure magic.
For more information, visit tzadik.com. Frisell is at Rose
Theater Dec. 14th-15th with Charles Lloyd and Roulette
Dec. 20th. Halvorson is at Cornelia Street Underground
Dec. 30th with Tom Rainey. See Calendar.

Blow
Donny McCaslin (Motéma Music)
by Eric Wendell

The

latest from tenor saxophonist Donny McCaslin
continues his experimentations with jazz and electronic

music, showcasing jazz as more of a spice than the
foundation. 8 out of 11 tracks feature vocals. Beginning
with opener “What About The Body”, McCaslin seems
determined on catching the ear not of the fervent jazz
fan but rather that of the FM radio admirer. Singer Ryan
Dahle brings an art-rock sensibility to the forefront but
pushes McCaslin aside perhaps in an effort to bring
more of a classic pop hook to the song. “Club Kidd”
follows suit with an alternative feel that seems out of
place until McCaslin gives himself the end of the song
for an extended solo. Singer Jeff Taylor lends his ethereal
vocals to “Tiny Kingdom”, a surrealistic study
showcasing the splendid groove of bassist Tim LeFebvre
and drummer Mark Guiliana. The psychedelic demeanor
of the song is a bit aimless and doesn’t showcase
McCaslin enough. Taylor’s quirkiness is on full display
on the fever dream that is “Tempest”, which hits hard
but doesn’t really go far enough in its execution.
That’s not to say that all of the vocal-led songs are
a hindrance to McCaslin’s sound. “Great Destroyer”
beautifully weaves Dahle’s tender vocals and insistent
tenor into a gorgeous anthem. Closer “Eye of the
Beholder” features the beyond-sultry vocals of Gail
Ann Dorsey in a slow, neo-soul stew that cradles the
ear. The best example of McCaslin’s work comes on the
third track, “Break the Bond”; the longest song at 9:13,
it features LeFebvre, Guiliana and keyboardist Jason
Lindner taking their time to slowly build dynamics.
Blow continues McCaslin’s efforts to do more with
jazz in the popular music realm yet one can hope that
future releases will course-correct to show more of
McCaslin the foundation as opposed to the spice.
For more information, visit motema.com. McCaslin is at
Jazz Standard Dec. 5th as part of a Blue Note Records
tribute. See Calendar.

Alchemy Sound Project PreSentS
new york Premiere of ericA lindSAy’S
meditAtionS on trAnSformAtion

Piece commiSSioned by chAmber muSic AmericA new jAzz workS
with
Sumi tonookA (PiAno)
SAmAnthA boShnAck (trumPet)
SAlim wAShington (woodwindS)
dAvid Arend (bASS),
willem de koch (trombone)
And gueSt victor lewiS (drumS)

tueSdAy, december 11, 7:30 Pm $20/$10
greenwich houSe muSic School

27 bArrow Street | greenwichhouSe.org
4 stars “a mesmerizing combination of chamber jazz,
symphonic music, modern jazz and big band…the sound of
the full ensemble is beautiful and powerful…you’ll love it all.”
—BoB Protzman, DownBeat
“the picturesque music evolves as it progresses…subtle,
tasteful, and thoughtful…” —Scott Yanow, Jazz artiStrY now
“…a stellar work of art…a beautiful and entertaining
aural excursion.” —D. Glenn DanielS, the Jazz PaGe

AlchemySoundProject.com
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The Snowghost Sessions (Songlines)
Those Who Remain (National Sawdust)
Wayne Horvitz
by Mark Keresman

When it comes to eclecticism, John Zorn has few
rivals—one is pianist Wayne Horvitz. They have made
music together in Naked City and Sonny Clark Memorial
Quartet and, like Zorn, Horvitz has engaged in bebop,
free jazz, through-composed composition, film scores,
fusion, you name it. Here are two very different Horvitz
albums, both skirting stylistic barriers.
The Snowghost Sessions is music for the piano trio
format with bassist Geoff Harper and drummer Eric
Eagle, Horvitz playing not only acoustic and electric
piano but Hammond B-3 organ, Mellotron and assorted
electronic keyed devices. It has a mostly subdued hue
but not exactly mellow; “55 6 (21) Variations” has a
pensive, ominous melody but the reverie is interrupted
by a spurt of bluesy Hammond organ. “Northampton”
is a slow, Dave Brubeck-ish blues with a doomsday
beat and interjections from other keyboards. “No Blood
Relation #1” begins as a bittersweet ballad, Horvitz
sensitive and forlorn over wafting swing, other
keyboards overlaying embellishments, but the piano is
the one guiding us down the darkened hallway. “For
James Tenney” is driven by stormy drumming while
piano provides a calm-in-eye-of-the-hurricane motif
and wave after wave of electronic keys offer surreal
counterpoint. Not a typical jazz piano trio set, but a
slyly 21st Century one.
Those Who Remain is a different beast entirely,
consisting of two extended compositions for classical
ensembles—an orchestra and a string quartet—and
improvising soloists: guitarist Bill Frisell and clarinetist
Beth Fleenor. The title composition evokes works by
classical composers Aaron Copland, Igor Stravinsky
and Leonard Bernstein, a turbulent, rhythmically
driven, very American work, with rhythms suggesting
the insistence and clangor of industry and hustlebustle, jazz-flavored noir sounds of big cities. Frisell’s
tantalizingly concise, Americana-tinged solos are rich
with crystalline jazz phrasing, cinematic Western
twang, downhome pastoral idylls and bluesy asides.
“These Hills of Glory” is even more powerfully
rhythmic, with melodramatic phrases (in a cinematic
sense) and warm, soulful clarinet. The elegiac final
movement has some virtually heartbreakingly sad
passages, with Fleenor ’s upper-range, almost flute-like
performance providing rays of hope.
For
more
information,
visit
songlines.com
and
nationalsawdust.org. These projects are both at Roulette
Dec. 5th. See Calendar.

Telepatia Liquida
Daniel Carter/Patrick Holmes/Matthew Putman/
Hillard Greene/Federico Ughi (577 Records)
Live Constructions
Daniel Carter/Hilliard Greene/David Haney (SLAM)
Eponymous
Listening Group (577 Records)
by John Sharpe

Multi-instrumentalist Daniel Carter has made a point
of participating in collective ensembles throughout his

career, notably including acclaimed outfits like Other
Dimensions In Music and TEST. Now 73, his continued
openness to collaboration has resulted in a stream of
younger musicians beating a path to his door.
Prominent among them, Italy-born drummer Federico
Ughi has proven a particularly sympathetic partner.
Not long after meeting they began a series of house
concerts, which gave birth to 577 Records. Then in 2015
the label initiated the Forward Festival to mark Carter ’s
70th birthday and it has become an annual event.
Recorded on the last night of the 2017 Festival, the
34-minute LP Telepatia Liquida reunites Carter with the
crew responsible for Telepathic Alliances (577 Records,
2017). You might notice a theme emerging and indeed
the group favors a remarkably simpatico free jazz,
spontaneously generated but nonetheless continually
flirting with tonality and consonance.
As a rhythm section, bassist Hilliard Greene and
Ughi mesh together seamlessly, as quick to slip into
propulsive locomotion, like the unexpected Latin
swing that kicks on “Deluxe Light”, as they are to shift
in and out of meter. While Carter might be the star, he
works in egalitarian consort with clarinetist Patrick
Holmes and pianist Matthew Putman in a restless
polyphony. As a unit they prove as comfortable with
balladry as with bluster, although the default is a
conversational exchange. When, as if by consensus, the
interplay stills, opportunities for individual expression
appear. Ughi starts “Shine-a-town” with a solo tattoo,
full of subtly modulated timbres, before Carter ’s
squalling tenor pushes towards the extremes, swiftly
followed by spiraling clarinet and knotty piano
clusters. After that brief injection of energy, a brooding
sequence underpinned by resonant bowed bass
gradually transmutes into an urgent staccato unison
from Ughi and Putman to furnish an emphatic ending.
The final “Throne” serves as a summation of the band’s
selling points, alternating between pacy grooves, spotlit colloquy between coolly abstract alto and churchy
clarinet and an exciting confluence of percussive piano,
strummed bass and rollicking drums.
Carter and Greene join with pianist David Haney
in a first-time encounter on Live Constructions. That’s
also the title of the Sunday evening show on Columbia
University’s WKCR where these studio improvisations
were recorded.
The overall mood is one of subdued melancholy.
Although group music with lots of listening going on,
Carter tends to be dominant with the others often
seeming to take their lead from his blend of poetic
meditations and aphoristic exclamations. His slow
smeary lower-register trumpet establishes a ruminative
feel in “Construction Number One”. Greene’s
throbbing pizzicato meshes with Haney in a choppy
undercurrent, later morphing into a simultaneous
downward stepping figure, early evidence of a
connection reinforced as the set progresses. Carter
switches to tenor saxophone on “Number Two”, but
the blue lyric vibe continues, this time butting up
against a contrary off-center accompaniment. “Number
Three” is sparser: Haney begins alone, his line
muscular and thickly voiced before yielding to Greene
for a solo of rapid flurries and flexed twangs; once
Carter rejoins they scale a peak of soaring arco, piano
droplets and singing tenor. Haney makes full use of the
piano’s resources. He strikes the strings on “Number
Four” in tandem with Greene’s singing bow work and
later undercuts the dreamy languid atmosphere with
clanking manipulation of the piano’s innards, a tactic
he also pursues on the eerie intro to “Number Five”.
The album finishes without resolution, suggesting
there could be more to come from this convivial
threesome.
Carter, Holmes and Ughi also feature on Listening
Group, the eponymous LP from a nine-piece band
remarkable for their restraint. The clue is in the name.
On each of the four cuts, different instruments come
into prominence, forming multiple strands, which
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combine in a kaleidoscopic swirl. The band is
completed by Claire de Brunner (bassoon), Nick Lyons
(alto saxophone), Jeff Snyder (electronics), Stelios
Mihas (guitar), Jonah Rosenberg (piano) and Zach
Swanson (bass).
The opening “Unconsciously Perceived” has an
especially spacious ambience, as buzzing bassoon
drifts across a mellow soundscape in which everyone
avoids crowding. The conception is most akin to a
chamber orchestra, as neither Ughi nor Swanson seek
to impose a rhythmic framework. No one rushes to fill
any gaps that arise, allowing the music space to breathe
and develop in a natural manner. It takes a lot of
discipline, good ears and a strong group ethos to
remain this open and uncluttered and yet still move
forward without the tentativeness that often mars
similar uncharted large-scale endeavors by groups of
newer vintage. Carter is one voice among many
and with Lyons also playing alto saxophone, it’s not
always possible to attribute sounds. However, on
soprano Carter ’s long tones and elegantly sculpted
contours create a thread around which others can
weave. “Being Born” proceeds in waves of sound,
sparkling piano surfacing from the rubato vortex,
while “To the Overall” is distinguished by a passage of
almost syncopated pulsing from piano, bass, drums
and chiming guitar. “Clearly Heard” provides a short
finale and the only communal crescendo of the 33
minutes, before characteristically dropping away to
near silence.
For more information, visit 577records.com and
slamproductions.net. Carter is at ShapeShifter Lab Dec.
6th-7th as part of the 577 Records Forward Festival,
including with Listening Group Dec. 6th and the Telepatia
Liquida project Dec. 7th. See Calendar.
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Vera
Myriad3 (Alma)
by Donald Elfman

The thing about this new recording by Canadian trio

Myriad3 is how much intensely expressive music
comes from elements often minimal and static. The
musicians cohere emotionally and artistically around
these elements and develop sounds that are rich, open
and beautifully hypnotic. As on the group’s three prior
recordings, the music is strikingly realized by the
production of Peter Cardinali and engineering of John
“Beetle” Bailey, both of whom create an environment
in which the creativity of this group blossoms.
As an arresting example of how all this works,
opener “Pluie Lyonnaise” is gorgeously serene and
elegant, slightly sad but more peaceful than morose.
It’s written by pianist Chris Donnelly and his delicate
touch is simple and tranquil yet richly meditative. He’s
soon joined by his simpatico bandmates—bassist Dan
Fortin and drummer Ernesto Cervini—who flesh out
this environment with dark light of their own.
There are a wonder of riches and influences:
Cervini’s “Tamboa” is inspired by a wooden Christmas
mallet-like instrument he used to create the intro; his
“Couche Tard (Sleep Later) finds Donnelly using
Fender Rhodes to give a different kind of depth to
a quietly throbbing poem; Donnelly tackles some
ragtime piano pieces of Igor Stravinsky with wild,
often strangely riotous results; Fortin contributes the
stay-in-place groove of “Fortress”, which builds in
power, and the gorgeous closer “Total”, so gentle as to
be almost not moving; and Donnelly’s “Meme Art”
and “Ward Lock” both vibrate with strong percussive
use of piano and drums to create mesmerizing forward
movement.
Thanks to the varying sonic emphases, Vera
becomes an album by a group with three leaders, all of
whom work to create unique musical environments.
For more information, visit almarecords.com. Dan Fortin is
at Alphaville Dec. 6th. See Calendar.

Eponymous
Quartette Oblique (Sunnyside)
by Marco Cangiano

Is jazz becoming a repertory business of well-known
standards? Quartette Oblique, brought together by
drummer Michael Stephans with Dave Liebman
(saxophones), Marc Copland (piano) and Drew Gress
(bass) for this live date from The Deer Head Inn,
provides the answer: not quite. The well-known tunes
revisited by the Quartette confirm that jazz continues
to be in the business of redefining itself indefinitely.
While reflecting its members’ individualities the group
denotes its own sound and liberal approach.
Most of the tunes start with the well-known
melodies but then proceed to dissection. “So What” is
a case in point: Gress states the theme and follows up

with a solo walking along the theme whereas Copland
slowly takes off in a different direction; as the trio
reaches a climax Liebman enters forcefully on tenor to
shift progressively back toward the tune’s basic
structure. As Liebman runs through the full range,
Copland lays out for an intense tenor-drum dialogue.
The program begins with “Nardis”, sustained by
the burning rhythm section. The pace slows down
marginally for Copland’s solo, complemented by Gress
and Stephans’ tight and yet subtle accompaniment. The
late John Abercrombie’s lovely “Vertigo” showcases
introspective piano building toward nimble soprano
saxophone. Arthur Schwartz-Howard Dietz’ “You and
the Night and the Music” is subjected to a somewhat
surreal reinterpretation in what Stephans’ eloquent
liner notes define as mizeweyaa—a Native American
expression for the “coming together of different
elements to form a unification”. “All Blues” receives
similar treatment, with fleeting soprano and a thoughtful
drum solo. Gress’ “Vesper” is a lovely ballad featuring
the bassist’s only solo. On a less enthusiastic note, a
particularly heartfelt and suspenseful interpretation of
“In a Sentimental Mood” is unfortunately marred by
excessive noise of plates and cutlery.
For more information, visit sunnysiderecords.com. Dave
Liebman is at Smalls Dec. 6th with Michael Feinberg. Drew
Gress is at Roulette Dec. 3rd with Sylvie Courvoisier. See
Calendar.

Sublette’s exhaustively researched liner notes). Guest
trumpeter Wynton Marsalis lends his clarion sound to
the hardbopping “La Burla De Los Congas” and
Monk-ish ballad “The Night At Bwa Kay Man” while
vocalist Leyla McCalla and banjo player Don Vappie
add Haitian flavor on the alluring “Mesi Bondye”.
As the importance of Cuba’s contribution to
modern music becomes increasingly evident, this
landmark date and its historical perspective will be of
great value in grasping both the indigenous roots of
AfroCaribbean jazz and its advancing future.
For more information, visit artistshare.com. Villafranca is
at Harlem Stage Gatehouse Dec. 6th. See Calendar.

Transforming
lives Through
jazz arTs
educaTion
inTergeneraTional jazz jam
sunday, december 16 2-5pm
national jazz museum in harlem

sWing holidaY dance ParTY
co-led by artistic director eli Yamin and
special guest mickey d and friends with mickey
davidson, dance, antoinette montague, voice,
jennifer vincent, bass, dwayne “cook” Broadnax,
drums, and Benny rubin jr., saxophone
singers, musicians, dancers, spoken word artist and
audiences of all ages invited to listen and/or join in.
Intergenerational Jazz Jam is made possible in part with funding from the Upper
Manhattan Empowerment Zone Development Corporation and administered by LMCC.

for more information visit jazzpower.org

Cinque
Elio Villafranca (ArtistShare)
by Russ Musto

The sixth album from Cuban-born pianist Elio
Villafranca takes his fusing of indigenous rhythms
from his native island region and contemporary jazz
a giant step further. He delves deeply into the music’s
African roots with a five-movement suite by an
ensemble expanded to include a tradition-drenched
percussion section of Arturo Stable, Jonathan Troncoso
and Miguel Valdes. Augmenting Villafranca’s
compelling compositions are interludes comprised of
folkloric drumming/chanting field recordings and
historical narrations by Terrance McKnight, giving
context to the music’s inspiration and genesis.
The two-disc set begins with “El Rey de Congo
(The King of the Congo)”, a celebratory drum-andvoice field recording with a portentous piano/flute
coda from Villafranca and Vincent Herring. It is
followed by McKnight’s narration biographizing the
enslaved African revolutionary Joseph Cinque, backed
by piano and conga. Steve Turre’s mournful plungermuted trombone joins Villafranca on the title track,
a melancholic ode redolent of Mingus’ “Goodbye Pork
Pie Hat”, with an impassioned Herring on alto
saxophone and Freddie Hendrix’ growling trumpet
soaring over processional percussion. Dissonant
McCoy Tyner-ish piano and strident horns are heard
with driving congas on urgently swinging “The
Capture”, a feature for Greg Tardy’s brawny tenor,
before the suite’s first movement closes with the
classically-tinged “Troubled Waters”.
The remainder of the album continues with the
ensemble expertly navigating the varied musical
traditions influencing Villafranca’s richly distinctive
originals, which are again supplemented by field
recordings and McKnight’s spoken word narrations
(further expounded upon in musicologist Ned
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FLUSHING TOWN HALL & CONVERGENCE ARTS
Present

Lauren Sevian’s
LSQ
SUN | DEC 16 | 2 PM

"delivering some of the most heart-warming bari
work you're likely to hear today.” - All About Jazz
Lioness, a concert series featuring women in jazz curated
by Convergence Arts, presents the Lauren Sevian’s
“LSQ”. The LSQ is a dynamic, hard hitting, modern
straight ahead jazz quartet featuring the baritone
saxophone in the unique setting of a lead voice.

$5/FREE for Members, Students & Teens

FLUSHING TOWN HALL
www..ushingtownhall.org
(718) 463-7700 x222
137-35 Northern Blvd.
Flushing NY 11354

We Two
Dmitry Baevsky/Jeb Patton (Jazz&People)
by Ken Dryden

O ne of the joys of saxophone/piano duos is hearing
how musicians can take more chances without having
the presence of a full rhythm section. Alto saxophonist
Dmitry Baevsky, a native of Russia who moved to New
York City as a child, once again crosses paths with
pianist Jeb Patton, known for his work with Jimmy
Heath. Their chemistry continues to grow in this
remarkable date.
The setlist is a creative mix of standards and less
frequently performed jazz compositions. The fireworks
begin with a furious interpretation of Horace Silver ’s
“Swingin’ the Samba”, where rapid-fire, dark-toned
alto is ignited by driving piano. The saxophonist’s
original “Something For Sonny” is delightful, twisting
bop with a playful exchange. McCoy Tyner ’s
“Inception” was the title track of his 1963 debut as a
leader; the pair devour this challenging piece whole
while leaving the listener wanting more. The duo’s
stripped-down conception of Duke Ellington’s
“Le Sucrier Velours”, written for his “Queen’s Suite”,
is no less effective than the original full orchestra
recording, Patton conjuring the composer at times. The
late-night feeling achieved in a bluesy, laid-back
treatment of “Don’t Let The Sun Catch You Cryin’”
makes Baevsky and Patton seem beyond their years,
with soft vibrato supported by spacious, elegant piano.
It’s a safe bet Patton brought in Heath’s jagged bop
tune “The Serpent”; the fiery interpretation feels like a
blindfold, high-wire act with no net. The session wraps
quietly with a lush arrangement of the Cole Porter
standard “Easy To Love”, where Baevsky’s prowess at
‘singing a song’ would have pleased Lester Young,
who had little use for youngsters who were mere
“repeating pencils”.
For more information, visit jazzandpeople.com. Baevsky and
Patton are at Smalls Dec. 7th-8th. See Calendar.

Weighting
Gabriel Zucker (ESP-Disk’)
by Phil Freeman

P ianist Gabriel Zucker ’s debut album takes inspiration

from Rachel Kushner ’s 2013 novel The Flamethrowers,
which tells the story of a female artist from New York
via Nevada who becomes involved with Italian
revolutionaries in the ‘70s. An excerpt from the novel,
several hundred words long, is printed inside the
digipack and many of the track titles (“Would It Come
Back To You?”, “Missing Our Appointments With Each
Other”, “the stones in my pockets”) are drawn from it.
But what if the listener chooses to ignore all that? What
if the music is just a series of sounds, without context
or reference? Under those conditions, the album,
frankly, blossoms. It’s organized into three suites of
three, two and three tracks and 20, 12 and 30 minutes,

respectively, and performed by a bassless quartet with
Adam O’Farrill (trumpet), Eric Trudel (saxophone) and
Tyshawn Sorey (drums).
The room is the fifth member of the ensemble. The
mic placement and use of reverb are masterful;
engineers Ryan Streber and Chris Connors are to be
congratulated for their achievement. This album really
should be heard at least once with headphones.
O’Farrill and Trudel spend long stretches of the record
in duet, or harmonizing with each other, but they
wander away from the microphones at times, letting
reverb and echo swallow them up as though they’re
wandering predawn streets, lost in fog. Drums are kept
in the background, never drowning out the other
instruments although Sorey’s contributions are
complex and at times quite explosive. The heaviness of
his playing and the wooden-tub sound of his kit recalls
‘60s free jazz. He could have been ported over from a
BYG-Actuel session in Paris. Zucker, too, has a firemusic approach to the keyboard—at his most
aggressive, he brings to mind Dave Burrell or Bobby
Few, but he’s also capable of gentleness and great
beauty, too.
Weighting nods to ‘70s New York City without
sounding Loft Jazz-esque. It’s the sonic equivalent of
the shot of steam rising from a manhole cover that
opens Martin Scorsese’s Taxi Driver: abstract and
classicist at once, occasionally thunderous but also
deeply romantic at others.
For more information, visit espdisk.com. Zucker is at
Spectrum Dec. 7th and Areté Gallery Dec. 19th. See
Calendar.

Perhaps the only misfire is the version of “Lush Life”,
which doesn’t quite gel with a somewhat studied vocal
but is redeemed by the trio. Throughout, Lossing
provides lovely counterpoint to the horns’ spiraling
lines. Goldberg’s contralto clarinet sounds particularly
lovely and Knuffke’s arrangements and the flow of this
disc’s program present one of the most unique players
working today.
Knuffke crops up in the sextet on Danish guitarist
Pierre Dørge’s latest Soundscapes. He used musicians
with whom he normally doesn’t play and they were
carefully chosen, except for trombonist Conrad Herwig
who was a last-minute replacement, but who fits
perfectly with Knuffke and saxophonist Stephen Riley.
The band is filled out by virtual SteepleChase house
rhythm section Jay Anderson (bass) and Adam
Nussbaum (drums).
Dørge provided a number of new pieces as well as
several from the songbook of his main ensemble New
Jungle Orchestra. Everyone gets to shine on this disc;
particularly effective is “Enigmatic Twilight”, perfect
for Riley’s unique contemporization of Duke Ellington
erstwhile tenor saxophonist Paul Gonsalves’ style and
Dørge was clearly coming from Ellington’s crepuscular
mode when he wrote this piece. Knuffke’s melodic
gifts are tapped on the ballad “A Rose For Laurent”.
Dørge makes effective use of the brass/reed voicings,
particularly noticeable at the conclusion of “Alligator
In Paradise”. While Dørge’s South African-inspired
mode is evident on a few tracks, particularly a
dedication to onetime New Jungle Orchestra bassist
Johnny Dyani, it’s his Ellington affinity (perhaps laced
with a little Gil Evans) that is to the fore on this disc. A
worthy addition to his discography.
For more information, visit steeplechase.dk

Witness
Kirk Knuffke/Steven Herring (SteepleChase)
Soundscapes
Pierre Dørge (SteepleChase)
by Robert Iannapollo

In an era with a large number of high-quality trumpet
(and its variants) players, cornet specialist Kirk
Knuffke stands out. His warm sound, technical
flexibility and broad improvisational and compositional
approach have served him well over the various
projects he’s helmed since his first release in 2008.
A strong composer in his own right, he’s as comfortable
tackling projects that interpret the forgotten corners of
modern jazz literature (lesser-known works of Charles
Mingus, Don Cherry, Ornette Coleman, et al.). He also
can easily handle free improvisation, especially notable
in his duets with clarinetist Ben Goldberg.
For Witness, Knuffke has come up with something
different: classical baritone Steven Herring backed by
a trio of himself, Goldberg and pianist Russ Lossing.
It’s rather daring to place Herring’s powerful vocal in
front of a trio playing loose, semi-improvised
arrangements.
The material chosen is rich in diversity: spirituals,
jazz and pop classics (Strayhorn, Sun Ra, Mancini),
operatic pieces (Rossini, Verdi) and a couple of
originals set to poems by Carl Sandburg and Kirby
Congdon. Herring has to be given credit for diving
into a project that seems light years away from his
main gig. It’s a genuinely odd experience hearing him
sing Mustafa’s aria from Rossini’s L’Italiana in Algeri
while the trio improvises wispily behind him. Or to
hear Sun Ra’s “The Satellites Are Spinning” spoken/
sung with the trio leading the melody. The spirituals
are spot-on and Herring is a magnificent interpreter of
this material and the trio gives him a strong backbone.
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The Machinic Unconscious (Tzadik)
Its Shape Is Your Touch (VDSQ)
Wendy Eisenberg
by Andrey Henkin

O ne of the most fascinating aspects of music criticism
is trying to apply relatively immediate external
observation to the extended process of an internal
artistic mind. The critic can conceptualize,
contextualize, word-paint or dissect. We make (or
force) connections, cling to desperate analytical straws.
The more unique the music, the more ineffectual,
frankly, we become. But rather than feel marginalized,
the critic should be relieved that music still moves
forward (with or without us), like a farm-thresher
sucking up all in its path and combining the raw
organic matter into future nourishment.
Wendy Eisenberg is a Boston-based guitarist who
is known outside of the jazz world for the band Birthing
Hips. That pop-punk band’s moniker should be an
indication that Eisenberg is operating towards a
particular sphere of modern guitar playing inhabited
quite refreshingly by women (Mary Halvorson, Ava
Mendoza, Sandy Ewen, though none of these names
are offered as reference points). She announces herself
to the larger improvised music world with a pair of
releases. One is a trio with the venerable rhythm
section of bassist Trevor Dunn and drummer Ches
Smith (who have worked as a trio with Halvorson as
well as subversive saxophonist Travis LaPlante), where
Eisenberg is featured on electric for an hour-long
program of 11 improvisations, and the other 40 minutes
of solo acoustic guitar across seven tracks, also
extemporaneously created.
The two couldn’t be more different yet clearly the
product of the same methodology and aesthetic. And
that they arrive together demonstrates that Eisenberg
is creating her oeuvre along parallel paths; the tools
are different but the artisan is the same.
The Machinic Unconscious has moments of brutality,
psychedelia, apocalyptic anthemism and deep slog.
Dunn, who has the Midas Touch for any project with
which he is involved, grounds the pieces in unexpected
ways, allowing Eisenberg freedom of non-idiomatic
exploration. She is Woody Weatherman one moment,
Derek Bailey the next (see opening paragraph). Her
range of effects and technical acumen also birth a
remarkably wide range of moods and dynamics. This
is both a prototypical Tzadik record and the reason
why Tzadik exists. A remarkable statement.
Its Shape Is Your Touch is, counterintuitively the
harder listen. Without the presence of others, Eisenberg
speaks to herself and it is left to the listener to translate
her language in real time, a dialect that has syntax we
recognize but exists unto itself still. If The Machinic
Unconscious is a massive canvas splattered with thick
slabs of neon paint, Its Shape Is Your Touch is a series of
sepia-toned postcards, curling at the edges. The music
herein is gentler, its lo-fi quality giving it a porchswing-like feel, yet the logical underpinning is more
spacious and abstract, so pieces quickly turn corners
and the resulting centrifugal impact can be jarring but
isn’t that why we listen to music anyway? Then there
are pastoral, blues-rich asides, so a listener can be
excused for a feeling akin to a milk cow in the eye of a
summer hurricane.
For more information, visit tzadik.com and vdsqrecords.com.
The Machinic Unconscious project is at Nublu 151 Dec.
11th and Its Shape Is Your Touch project is at The Owl
Music Parlor Dec. 22nd. See Calendar.
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Six Encomiums for Cecil Taylor
Winged Serpents (Tzadik)
by Tyran Grillo

If the music of Cecil Taylor was a continent, this album
is a chain of islands. Divided in magnitude yet sharing
the same creative waters, each of its pianists offers one
of six eulogies in praise of an artist who knew no
bounds and whose powerful life is held in the balance
of interpretation.
Craig Taborn’s “Genuflect” plays out a dialogue
between the ethereal and the earthly. His feel for
texture is savory enough to be edible and recalls the
soul-filling starches that were staples of the Taylor
diet. This lucid catharsis sits comfortably next to Sylvie
Courvoisier, who brings her intimate knowledge of the
piano’s interior to bear on “Quauhnahuac” as a master
linguist would phonemes: that is, creating meaning
out of elements that in and of themselves have none.
Her anatomical precision elicits solace and strength in
equal measure. The humbly titled “Minor Magus”
finds Brian Marsella scraping away the dirt of grief in
giant handfuls. It’s a fascinating and unrelenting piece
that speaks of a biography struggling to catch up with
its departed subject.
“Grass and Trees on the Other Side of the Tracks”
is Kris Davis’ song of spontaneity. By turns prayerful
and spasmodic, it struggles to breathe of its own
accord, like a pair of lungs fighting the influence of a
respirator. Aruán Ortiz’ “Unveiling Urban Pointillism”
may just be the body housing said lungs, pulling away
from a dream so adhesive that one begins to question
the value of waking at all. Anthony Coleman swings
from the rafters of a written score (the album’s only).
Its title, “April 5th, 2018”, dates Taylor ’s death, veering
into improvised corners of renovation. The most
somber of the set, it is also the most traditional,
sprinkling fragments of ragtime, swing and pop into
its brewing vessel. A fitting end to one whose
posthumous legacy is just beginning.
For more information, visit tzadik.com. A tribute to Cecil
Taylor is at Roulette Dec. 11th. See Calendar.

Intelsat
Alister Spence/Satoko Fujii (Libra)
Mizu
Satoko Fujii/Joe Fonda (Long Song)
Live at Big Apple in Kobe
Mahobin (Libra)
by Steven Loewy

J apanese pianist Satoko Fujii has distinguished herself
as an eclectic, adventurous performer, composer and
arranger, capable of pushing limits and enjoying
collaborations with musicians who test her creative
instincts. She exults in pursuing new challenges and
often revisits old haunts, exploring new vocabularies
and dancing down unknown paths with determined
audacity. Two duos and a quartet highlight different
sides of this remarkably nimble performer. Each was
released as part of Fujii’s 60th birthday celebration, in
which she issued a new CD each month of 2018.
Intelsat brings Fujii far from her jazz roots,

immersing the pianist in a partnership absorbed in
electronics, static constructs and droning atmospherics.
From the start, this is not an easy listen, as Alister
Spence’s pervasive and static electronics predominate,
with piano blending into ambient sounds. On opener
“Mimas”, the two meld slow, sometimes atmospheric,
sometimes scratchy sounds. They interact marvelously
on “Narvi”, Fujii displaying lower register clusters
against Spence’s repetitive electronica and although
there are periods of drawn-out sound sculptures, there
is much beneath the surface. Abstract, sometimes
intense “Telesto” is more of a showcase for the piano,
with short aggressive bursts and fast runs juxtaposed
against electric piano. “Fenrir” has a strangely New
Age feel, with Fujii offering variations on a simple line,
repeating single notes and plucking strings. The lengthy
“Paaliaq” has seemingly random percussive intrusions
and penetrating piano while Spence pounds with
unrelenting energy, though the movement is more static
than evolutionary. The short “Dione” focuses on
plucking inside the piano, contrasted with synthesizerlike strumming in an engulfing randomness. Closer
“Methone” pulses with electronics and long prepared
tones. As with the other tracks, it requires very close
listening to appreciate its subtlety.
Mizu documents a remarkable evolving interaction
with bassist Joe Fonda, a delicate thread of serious
resolute interplay. Opener “Rik Bevernage” begins
slowly, but quickly leads to heated, concerted
exuberance, with piano and bass pursuing a powerful
interconnectedness and rich sound. Fujii improvises
full throttle, a relentlessly magnificent display of
technique, leading to a vigorous solo from Fonda.
Throughout changes predominate, as the piece burns
with unmitigated excitement, where Fujii and Fonda
crush notes with stunning abandon, morphing to a
consistently brilliant and aggressive bass solo, Fonda
sometimes slapping the body of the instrument then
suddenly reverting to gentle tones. Fujii is all over the
keyboard, her prodigious free improvisational skills in
full bloom and gentler side also in the forefront, as she
consumes the entire breadth of the piano. The shorter
“Long Journey” has Fujii offering simple lines as she
and Fonda are fully attuned in egoless synchronicity.
The sounds rise and fall ever so slightly and Fonda
caresses his bass as Fujii repeats her pulsing mantra,
picked up by Fonda, as the delightful, if too brief,
journey comes to an early end. The closing, eponymous
piece is a lesson in patience, beginning with whisperlike piano, only raising the volume after more than
four minutes. When Fonda enters, the two are as
indistinguishable as intertwined strands. The piece
evolves slowly, piano and bass embracing, followed by
verbal chants, barely audible flute and a thoughtful
bass solo. A beautiful end to a satiating performance.
Mahobin’s Live at Big Apple in Kobe works so well
in part because it embraces shifting collective sounds
of surprise. Two horns, piano and electronics is an
unusual combination and on the lengthy “Rainbow
Elephant”, it coalesces as a constantly changing mass
of sound. At times concentrated and at others wistful,
with almost everything in between, there are
spectacularly plaintive, exotic and penetrating
moments from Fujii, wildly imaginative and thoughtful
electronics by Ikue Mori and striking out-of-the box
contributions by Danish saxophonist Lotte Anker
while Fujii’s longtime collaborator Natsuki Tamura
occasionally interjects with his patented off-the-wall
trumpet thrusts. There is a majesty to it all in which, to
paraphrase Yeats, it never falls apart and the center
somehow holds. The much shorter “Yellow Sky” is an
entirely different though equally exquisite feast, in
which Tamura takes a stronger role, Fujii revels in
fervent intensity and electronics form the backbone.
For more information, visit librarecords.com and
longsongrecords.com. Fujii is at The Stone at The New
School Dec. 13th with Mahobin. See Calendar.
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Quoniam Facta Sum Vilis
Brandon Lopez (Astral Spirits)
by Kurt Gottschalk

The more technique gets extended, it sometimes
seems, the thinner it becomes. Each new noise coaxed
from an instrument soon becomes a part of the lingua
franca. It’s a phenomenon neither new nor exclusive to
the avant garde. In pop music, producers can actually
take the same samples and plug-ins that Timbaland or
Diplo pioneered to make records nearly identical to the
innovators. In experimental improv, we get
saxophonists sounding like John Butcher and
drummers mimicking Sean Meehan. The result is that
new sounds tend to sound less and less new.
The result is also that the increasingly rare
exceptions shine all the more brightly for the fact.
By their nature, it’s hard to say quite what makes an
exception an exception, or what makes the shine so
bright. That is, in fact, what makes their music so
compelling. Bassist Brandon Lopez is one of those who
make the new sound new again. He does so with a
strong sense for the architecture of noise and for
somehow imparting that sensibility to his playing
partners. That whatever it is, his singular sine qua non,
has been recognized over the last year with residencies
at Roulette and Issue Project Room, two of the city’s
most esteemed spaces for unusual sounds.
Lopez’ solo album is a sort of a blueprint of what
makes his group projects so exciting. The extreme
sounds of so-often-called ‘extended technique’ mix
with dense melodies and passing, scratchy passages.
His compositional ideas don’t come through as
strongly as they do in ensemble, but what does come
through is his mastery of the instrument. The richly
recorded 42 minutes resonate with technique. But as
noted already, there are plenty of people with
technique. What makes Lopez unique is his ability to
communicate the densities, the contrasts and the quick
changes, to a band. As an instrumentalist, Lopez is just
as capable—in a sense—to communicate purpose to
himself, and to the listener. Quoniam Facta Sum Vilis is
a monologue, but a trim one, filled with intention and
successful exposition.
For more information, visit monofonuspress.com. Lopez is
solo at Museum of Arts and Design Dec. 13th. See Calendar.
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In a Convex Mirror
John Zorn (Tzadik)
by George Grella

J ohn Zorn has been so prolific this century as composer
and bandleader that I can’t remember the last time I’ve
heard him playing anything close to jazz on his alto
saxophone (there’s been plenty of heavy metal). Just
a chance to hear him play again in the language he
developed in the ‘80s-90s is notable in itself. That his
playing is so imaginative and compelling and
maintains such fine balance between the expected and
the surprising makes this album unexpectedly and
terrifically satisfying.
Zorn has formed a trio for this date, with longtime right-hand woman Ikue Mori using electronics
and drummer Ches Smith (Zorn pitches in on Fender
Rhodes). As per usual, there is an aesthetic/intellectual
program, in this case the argument is for a Haitianbased, modern voodoo quality. And as per usual, you
can take that or leave it and just listen.
The three tracks are of such a consistent sound and
style of exploration that the album can be heard as one
long continuity, one so inventive that there is neither
a dull nor relaxed moment. Smith lays down strong
rhythms on Haitian tanbou that clearly drive and
inspire the leader. Mori adds washes of responsive,
abstract soundscapes.
Zorn is as excellent, as fine as he’s been for many
years. His post-Jackie McLean sound is as big as ever
and there are the familiar squalls and caterwauls.
There’s also a complete integration of his encyclopedic
taste as a listener; his improvising language has become
a seamless and deep mix of hardbop, free playing, B
movie soundtracks, big bands, Semitic music and, of
course, many shades of rock. And there’s nary a hint of
an ironic, postmodern stance; to paraphrase Stravinsky,
Zorn doesn’t just respect other music, he loves it.
For more information, visit tzadik.com. Zorn and Mori are
at The Stone at The New School Dec. 15th. See Calendar.

Blue Inventions
Neal Kirkwood (s/r)
by George Kanzler

This reviewer ’s first experience of Neal Kirkwood
was in 1999, hearing his robust Octet (two saxophones,
trumpet, French horn, trombone, rhythm section) at
The Savoy, a briefly extant but significant (it was quite
affordable) jazz club across from the bus entrances of
the Port Authority Terminal on 41st Street near Ninth
Avenue. Needless to say, this album is a far cry from
that octet, which mixed Kirkwood’s originals with
repertory from Mingus, Monk and Ellington. Blue
Inventions is a chamber jazz work, both impressionistic
and occasionally abstract, featuring his piano on all 13
tracks, joined by Tim Harrison (flute) and Ron Horton
(flugelhorn) on three tracks, plus two tracks with only
Harrison and one with just Horton. But the album is

mostly a showcase for Kirkwood, both as a wideranging pianist and imaginative composer.
Although the solo piano tracks are all intriguing
creatively and eclectically, the trios and duos are the
most memorable. “Blue Sinfonia”, the opening trio
track, recalls John Lewis’ “Django”, beginning as a
drawing room chamber piece, then breaking into a
faster swing tempo for solos. “The Sea” follows, this
trio piece building like ocean swells as piano and then
flute join the lead flugelhorn, with tempo increasing
from flute to piano solos and flute shadowing
flugelhorn in a coda. Both Harrison and Horton are
perceptive improvisers with a lyrical bent who avoid
clichés and they have fun with Kirkwood on “Myth”,
a short riffy tune that devolves into simultaneous
group soloing, à la Mingus. But their talents shine best
on the duets “Brief Intervals” and “Eve’s Garden”. The
former is a staccato theme with darting flute over
piano giving way to breathy overblowing (recalling
Rahsaan Roland Kirk) while the latter features
flugelhorn with piano in a circling theme with a warm,
extended horn solo as a centerpiece. The piano solo
tracks conjure up many jazz piano stylists, from
Ellington (“Jade Butterfly”) to Dave McKenna and
Monk (both on “Evening Breeze”), with hints of Bill
Evans, Keith Jarrett and McCoy Tyner along the way
too. Blue Inventions impresses as an eminently listenable
suite in chamber jazz and solo piano mode.

(Dan’s drumming helps), with a bit of Abdullah Ibrahim
flavor. It’s also the best new composition here. Cover
versions anyone? Chris’ “3 Wise Men” takes us back to
Asia—camels crossing a desert perhaps? Dave’s “Thank
You (Dziekuje)” finishes the album and was inspired by
a visit to Chopin’s home. It’s a slow bossa nova in 5/4,
with more bass trombone. DeMicco is also showcased,
in a gentle mood. In the end, the album isn’t so much
about revisiting that historic tour as it is about exploring
what was in Dave Brubeck’s repertoire at the time. The
dry martini sound of Paul Desmond is missed, of
course, but it’s still an engaging nod.
For more information, visit brubeckbrothers.com

For more information, visit nealkirkwood.com. This project is at
Third Street Music School Settlement Dec. 14th. See Calendar.

TimeLine
Brubeck Brothers Quartet (Blue Forest)
by Jim Motavalli

TimeLine celebrates the 60th anniversary of an 80-concert
State Department tour of Eurasia in 1958 by Dave
Brubeck (born 98 years and died 6 years ago this month).
It opens with “Blue Rondo à la Turk”, which we learn
was inspired by the “wild beats of street musicians”
Brubeck heard in Istanbul. It’s crossed with Darius
Milhaud (who taught Brubeck at Mills College) and
American blues. This version is slower than the
somewhat pounding original and minus the wild beats,
though Dan Brubeck gets in some nice hand drum work.
Guitarist Mike DeMicco and pianist Chuck Lamb both
turn in good, tight work. “Far More Blue” is another of
dad’s tunes (the bulk of the album) and includes his
trademark shift away from a traditional time signature,
starting in 4/4 and segueing to 5/4. It’s another showcase
for Lamb, who’s a less percussive, bouncier pianist than
Brubeck. Dan’s percussion also gets a workout.
I’ve heard the band live and Chris Brubeck was
absolutely terrific on acoustic bass. Here he’s playing
electric and it’s less distinctive, though still pretty
darned good. He also picks up bass trombone on such
cuts as “Easy As You Go” (dad again) and sounds like a
different musician. It’s an older style, a bit blowsy,
reminiscent of the swing guys in their later years.
Dave Brubeck could sure write melodies and “Since
Love Had Its Way” (from musical The Real Ambassadors
written for Louis Armstrong) is one of his better works.
This version is uptempo and solidly swinging. Chris
plays a singing bass solo that really cooks.
It’s not all Dave. Lamb contributes and plays
engagingly on “Boundward Home”, a brisk midtempo
bopper meant to convey the bracing experience of an
ocean voyage. His “Prime Directive” is really propulsive
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Kaleidoscope
Cyrus Chestnut (HighNote)
by Scott Yanow

Cyrus Chestnut is among the most consistent and
consistently satisfying jazz pianists of the past 25
years. He released his first album as a leader in 1992
and his discography includes standards, swinging
originals, spiritual albums and tributes to Charlie
Brown and Elvis Presley; all are enjoyable.
Kaleidoscope finds Chestnut really stretching his
repertoire although he always plays in his own
recognizable style. In 2011 he recorded a set of classical
themes for the Japanese Venus label (Swingin’ Classics);
Kaleidoscope has him digging deeper into classical
music while always turning the music into inventive
jazz. Leading a trio with bassist Eric Wheeler and
drummer Chris Beck, he starts off by swinging
Debussy’s “Golliwog’s Cakewalk” (from Children’s
Corner). After a conventional jazz waltz version of
“Darn That Dream” (which has him exploring “Pop
Goes The Weasel” for a bit), he interprets four themes
by Satie, another piece by Debussy (“Jimbo’s Lullaby”)
and melodies by Ravel, Mozart and Deep Purple (!);
the latter is “Smoke On The Water”. Chestnut also
performs two thoughtful originals and the spiritual
“Lord I Want To Be A Christian”.
Unless one recognizes the themes (most famous
are Satie’s “Gymnopedie No. 1” and the exuberant
rendition of “Turkish Rondo” based on Mozart’s
“Piano Sonata in A Major”), it will not always be
obvious that the melodies originated from classical
works. The modal treatment given “Jimbo’s Lullaby”
makes it sound as if it were composed by McCoy Tyner
and Satie’s “Son Binocle” is at times closer to the
playing of Ahmad Jamal. “Gnossienne No. 1” has a
rhythmic vamp reminiscent of Jamal’s “Poinciana” in
spots or conjuring up a trip across the Sahara.
Throughout the offbeat set, the pianist’s trio is
tight with Wheeler and Beck closely following.
Chestnut clearly relished the opportunity to explore
‘new’ material, making this a CD well worth exploring.
For more information, visit jazzdepot.com. This project is at
Smoke Dec. 13th-16th. See Calendar.

“because this distrust and suspicion, left unchecked,
can turn into darker forces.” With that O’Farrill sought
to create an event based on Fandango, the annual
musical and cultural event at the border of Veracruz and
San Diego. He and Sehgal partnered with Jorge Francisco
Castillo, the founder of Fandango, in this “project which
tears down the human-made walls that form between
people.” This album is the first of a three-part project
seeking to reinforce cross-border relations between the
U.S. and Mexico; to follow are a history book (with a
foreword by David Brinkley) and documentary about
the son jarocho musicians of Veracruz.
It’s impossible to separate this work from its
resistance politics, but the bacchanal built into most
every cut insures pure listening joy. The melodies, both
soaring and lush, are realized through bristling
orchestrations of churning rhythms, global voicings,
flowing improv and top-tier soloists. The strength of
O’Farrill’s 18-piece Afro Latin Jazz Orchestra engaging
with 30 international musicians over 33 cuts will set
stereos afire. Adding to the urgency, much here was
recorded live. Among the guests are violinist Regina
Carter, oud player Rahim Al Haj, hip-hop artist Ana
Tijoux, violin trio Villalobos Brothers, cellist Akua Dixon,
a wealth of son jarocho musicians and many more.
The O’Farrill band kicks into a full-throttle on
“Xalapa Bang!”, serious big band jazz built on sizzling
samba. Vocalist Mandy Gonzalez takes the lead along
with soloists O’Farrill, Villalobos Brothers (who
composed the work) and baritone saxophonist Larry
Bustamante while drummer Vince Cherico absolutely
takes flight during the montuno section. Compelling
Latin/hip-hop fusion “Somos Sur” features the throaty
voice of Tijoux tangling with a mariachi-influenced
brass section and explosive trombones of Rocky Amer
and Frank Cohen. Within the confluence of sounds and
cultures, you may note a Central European tinge within
the horn riffs. The focal point of this collection is
O’Farrill’s enthralling “Invisible Suite” placed over
three cuts of the first disc, a deftly arranged modern
orchestral work powered by bristling Latin rhythms
and smoking solos with ethereal segments and the
silvery vocals of the Young People’s Chorus of New
York City. Carter shines as if voluntarily possessed by
the spirit of Leroy Jenkins and later sections also
incorporate the New Haven String Quartet, bassist
Gregg August and trumpet player Seneca Black.
The album includes so many stunning musicians
and speaks out on so many relevant issues, it’s
impossible to cover all in a single review. Fandango at
the Wall exemplifies political art as successful in its
creative aims as in its demand for social justice.
For more information, visit resiliencemusic.com. O’Farrill’s
Afro Latin Jazz Orchestra is at Birdland Sundays. See
Regular Engagements.

REHEARSAL STUDIO
PRODUCTION FACILITY
CONCEIVED, CREATED AND BUILT
BY
MUSICIANS FOR MUSICIANS
Fandango at the Wall: A Soundtrack for
The United States, Mexico and Beyond
Arturo O’Farrill & the Afro Latin Jazz Orchestra
(Resilience Music Alliance)
by John Pietaro

Arturo O’Farrill’s double-CD extravaganza is as much

a celebration of Latin culture as it is a response to the
odious rhetoric spewing out of DC. Released shortly
before the midterm elections, as Trump daily vilifies a
refugees’ caravan as a “criminal invasion”, this global
statement is timely indeed. Liner notes by producer/
multi-instrumentalist Kabir Sehgal remind us that
complacency about such antagonism is dangerous
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MAFORD@OPTONLINE.NET
255 WASHINGTON ST
Mike M-1 Ford 914 751-5411
MT VERNON NY 10550
Gordon Jones 914 888-4201

“Gordon’s life has previously been chronicled, but not with
so much of his own achingly personal, brutally honest
voice. . . . This is a must-read for jazz fans.”
—Jazz Times

“. . . the book is intriguing and leads the reader forward
like an absorbing detective novel.”
—All About Jazz

“. . . shows us not only the world Dexter Gordon lived and
breathed, but many other musicians we know, don’t know
and should know. . . . The book is incredible.”
—Jazz in Europe

“Blending forensic research with scholarly insight,
Sophisticated Giant’s compelling story unfurls like one of
Gordon’s sinuous sax solos.”
—Record Collector
An extensive tour of author events around the US and Europe runs through
2019. For more information, visit www.maxinegordon.com/events.
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Oran Etkin
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Oran Etkin

“Great clarinet player”
“Excellent improviser”
– New York Times

Free for children, $20 for adults.
TUESDAY, JANUARY 29, 2019 AT 7PM

Camille Bertault
An emerging voice
“bigger than the buzz”
—Vogue

$30
Cultural Center of the
Lycée Français de New York
505 East 75th Street, New York NY 10021
Rens. : (212) 439 38 72
More information and reservation
at culturalcenter.lfny.org
Camille Bertault

Fishes
Jacob Sacks (Clean Feed)
by Stuart Broomer

P ianist Jacob Sacks leads a quintet with a two-tenor

frontline of Ellery Eskelin and Tony Malaby (the latter
doubling soprano), bassist Michael Formanek and
drummer Dan Weiss. They play jazz in what could be
called a parallel tradition, one shaped by unique
incidents and outside voices. Random traffic bleats
from the horns can suggest the saxophone concrète of
Charles Mingus’ “A Foggy Day”; Sacks can summon
up the roller-coaster boogie of Herbie Nichols or spare
abstraction of Paul Bley; the rhythm section can find a
vamp so minimalist it can function as such while barely
passing for a pattern; and Formanek can bow a solo
that begins in a Charlie Haden whale call. There’s even
a moment (on “This Is a Song?”) when the horns and
piano do a fine imitation of a CD glitch or
a locked groove. Eskelin and Malaby supply enough
gruff tenor amid spartanly atonal accompaniment to
suggest Eddie “Lockjaw” Davis, Johnny Griffin and
a Bley trio have shown up on the same stage and no
one quite knows who called whom.
While that frontline might blow all night on a
12-bar blues, there are 11 tracks here on a CD, which, at
46 minutes long, is just a shade over optimum

LP-length; that strange economy extends to a series of
composition titles (“Carnegie the Sketcher”, “Carnegie
Kvetches If”, “Carnegie Echos Kent”, “Carnegie Chutes
Fork”, “Carnegie Stock Thew”), suggesting musicians
realizing a lifelong dream of eating at the Carnegie
Deli. Many tracks are too weird or brief to be
immediately distinctive, but form an idiosyncratic
narrative arc, a series of oddly connected vignettes,
which, on the finale “Ill Blues”, finds Sacks sounding
like someone has dared Thelonious Monk to be oblique.
Sacks performs the minor miracle of dancing
through the jazz past and emerging with a music that’s
original, witty and—even further out—engagingly
relevant. He should be encouraged.
For more information, visit cleanfeed-records.com. Sacks is
at Roulette Dec. 12th with Michaël Attias and Smalls Dec.
18th. See Calendar.

Traveling Moving Breathing
Samo Salamon/Tony Malaby/Robert Dani (Clean Feed)
by Tom Greenland

Slovenian guitarist Samo Salamon seems set on taking
the bottom out of the ensemble equation, as witnessed
by his bassless trio and quartet projects. Traveling
Moving Breathing is the latest in this trend, featuring
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frequent cohort Roberto Dani (drums) and less frequent
partner Tony Malaby on tenor and soprano saxophones.
Bassless here doesn’t mean that the leader tries to
cover the low end of the frequency spectrum with 6th
string drones; rather that interactivity is foregrounded,
akin to Scott LaFaro’s role as co-soloist in Bill Evans’
group or Bill Frisell with Paul Motian and Joe Lovano.
The music threads the interzone between fences
and freedom, with enough compositional structure, or
at least implication of it, to insure cohesion while
allotting ample space for unpredictability. Malaby
shows incredible range and sensitivity: belting in
bel canto style like an Italian tenor singer (“Grey
Matter”, “Traveling Without Motian”), lithely rasping
in the upper ranges (“Breathing”), swinging with rough
swagger (“Dephony”, “Traveling Without Motian”) or
engaging Salamon in disjointed hockets (“Too Much”)—
he always generates something unusually apropos.
Dani eschews time-keeping for more responsorial
moves, heard to great effect on “Moving Target”, “Grey
Matter”, “Arnold” and especially “Breathing”, where
he emerges from and submerges into the collective
soundscape. Salamon favors a compressed overdriven
sound for his more extroverted statements, either
leading the fray or countering Malaby’s gestures with
arpeggiated motifs, opting for fast muted lines or
chordal fragments when he’s lurking in the background.
At its best—during moments of “Dephony”,
“Breathing”, “Traveling Without Motian” or “Too
Much”—the trio makes a strong case for going bassless.
For more information, visit cleanfeed-records.com. Malaby
is at 55Bar Dec. 4th with Ben Monder, Roulette Dec. 12th
with Michaël Attias, Bar Lunàtico Dec. 17th, Bushwick
Public House Dec. 17th, Balboa Dec. 20th and Smalls Dec.
29th, the last three with Billy Mintz. See Calendar.

Superette
Chris Lightcap (Royal Potato Family)
by Robert Bush

Acoustic jazz purists beware: this might not be the
Chris Lightcap record you’ve been conditioned to
reach for automatically. Superette is all about concept—
both as a group and an album—one that features
Lightcap playing electric bass in a quartet leaning on
the twin guitars of Curtis Hasselbring and Jonathan
Goldberger alongside drummer Dan Rieser.
That quartet expands with essential contributions
from guitarist Nels Cline and organ player John
Medeski. The net result is a disc of instrumental rock
music evoking the surf era of Link Wray with bits of
The Allman Brothers and a dash of Ornette Coleman’s
Prime Time blended in for balance.
It all begins with a few shorter pieces—the anthemlike “Selector” and Medeski-aided “She Walked In”,
which set up a mood for the longer tunes to follow.
I found it impossible to digest “Faraway Planet”,
which adds Cline for a three-guitar workout, without
being reminded of the hypnotic groove of the Darryl
Hall/John Oatts runaway AM radio hit “Maneater”.
Medeski also signs in and the result is a mélange that
suggests a meeting of The Ventures and Mahavishnu
Orchestra. The heavily atmospheric “While You Were
Out” opens as a drum and bass groove but then the
guitars enter—all tremolo and reverb-laden—and the
listener is transported to the soundtrack of virtually
every Quentin Tarantino movie. Jangling, chiming
guitars and quirky bass unisons dominate the Malimeets-Redondo Beach beat of “Diyali”, with a little
electric Ornette tossed in for effect. Speaking of effects,
there is never a paucity of delay, tremolo or whammybar drama from these players.
Dig the sensitive brushwork from Rieser on
“Calling On Cars”. That and the subtle keyboard
contributions from Medeski make this cut one of the
album’s most memorable moments. Everyone lays
back just a tad and this sense of restraint makes all the
layering even more effective.
Link Wray’s “Ace of Spades” is notable because it
illuminates the connection between the composer and
everyone’s favorite guitar anti-hero, Cline. That’s a
“link” I’d never really contemplated, but it all seems so
obvious now. Cline also shines with a lap-steel
contribution on “Light Trails”, where he sounds like
Santo & Johnny’s 1959 hit “Sleep Walk”, filtered
through a hallucinogenic fog.
For more information, visit royalpotatofamily.com. Lightcap
is at Korzo Dec. 18th. See Calendar.

The Seasons
Ben Wendel (Motéma Music)
by Eric Wendell

O n his latest release, tenor saxophonist Ben Wendel
takes a cue from Russian composer Pyotr Tchaikovsky,

who composed a group of short piano pieces entitled
The Seasons. Wendel composed 12 short duets evoking
the spirit and/or style for whomever he had written
the particular piece, releasing them each month via
YouTube. Participants included tenor saxophonist
Joshua Redman, bassist Matt Brewer and guitarist
Gilad Hekselman. For the album The Seasons, Wendel
expanded the duets for quintet. The result can’t quite
live up to the conceit of the original project.
What made the initial duets so intriguing, besides
the performances themselves, was the visual aspect.
For example, “January” was a duet with pianist Taylor
Eigsti and the video shows them exiting a New York
City subway and performing the piece to an empty
house in the club SubCulture. On the album version,
Wendel, Hekselman and pianist Aaron Parks play
beautifully but the visual is not there, leaving
a void. The lack of visuals doesn’t preclude beautiful
performances however. On “April”, the tight groove
Wendel and Hekselman deliver is outstanding. This is
also a facet of “May”, but feels as if it can easily be
displaced rhythmically, resulting in a tightrope
sensation that is hard to escape.
Emotional arcs are of considerable merit as
witnessed on “July”, where a tender melody is
performed over arpeggiated chords, creating a sublime
soundscape. The track also features a brilliant solo by
Parks, demonstrating a degree of artistry both sublime
and delicate.
While grand in scope, the initial duets pack more
of a punch and show the care and precision that Wendel
put into the project. The album suffers in comparison.
For more information, visit motema.com. This project is at
Jazz Standard Dec. 6th-9th. See Calendar.

Ithra
Dave Rempis/Tomeka Reid/Joshua Abrams
(Aerophonic)
Geometry of Caves
Tomeka Reid/Kyoko Kitamura/
Taylor Ho Bynum/Joe Morris (Relative Pitch)
by John Sharpe

It’s a cliché that you can judge people by the company
they keep, but nonetheless it feels especially true in the
realm of jazz. Consequently it’s telling that cellist
Tomeka Reid frequently surfaces in some stimulating
situations and increasingly ones taking her beyond her
AACM roots. Some of her earliest appearances on disc
were in the ensembles of flutist Nicole Mitchell and
Reid worked in a similar vein on the 2015 debut by her
eponymous quartet, aligning her melodic acumen with
a strong sense of groove. But still she explores novel
settings, rubbing shoulders with some accomplished
improvisers on the two discs at hand.
Ithra finds Reid in a triumvirate alongside
Chicagoan reedplayer Dave Rempis and bassist Joshua
Abrams (of the Natural Information Society) for a
program of eight collective inventions with oblique
but still discernible ties to the jazz tradition.
It helps that Abrams is on board as it frees Reid to
follow her own path without any notional responsibility
to fill or hold down the bottom. In fact the trio thrives
on the three-way interplay between the principals. One
of the best examples comes on “Morphallaxis”, its
unpredictable trajectory stretching from brooding
sustains to thorny staccato via sprightly conversational
exchanges and chamber sensibilities revealed in the
romantic folk-tinged lines; both Reid and Rempis flirt
with an aching extemporized melody against Abrams’

grounding throb in one particularly appealing
sequence. That delicate honeyed flavor surfaces
elsewhere among the edgy interaction, in Reid’s
songlike bowing at the conclusion of the scratchy
“Sister Cities” and warped Americana of the bucolic
“Sigu Tolo”, which stems from the braiding of Rempis
and Reid’s contrapuntal rejoinders with Abrams’ rich
legato.
But elsewhere Reid revels in extended techniques,
combining subtly modulated chirrups and abrasions
during the short urgent exclamations of “Lerna” and
dealing in bat frequency whistles and metallic twangs
on the mysterious “Many Labors”. Rempis noticeably
reins in his freewheeling jazzy virtuosity, choosing not
to ride the short-lived groove set up by Reid and
Abrams at the end of the same track. But for all the
focused expression, the laughter appended to the
warm farewell of “Sessile” confirms that a lot of fun
was had too.
Reid mixes it up with a similarly talented cast on
Geometry of Caves, in a foursome completed by vocalist
Kyoko Kitamura, guitarist Joe Morris and cornet player
Taylor Ho Bynum. Wonderfully gritty but exuberant
interchange is the name of the game across seven
on-the-fly creations. Each participant shows that fine
balance between listening and doing your own thing
distinguishing the most satisfying improvisations. The
quartet effortlessly uncovers all the combinations
inherent in the lineup in a fast mutating soundworld,
although the absence of prolonged solo forays signals
that this was conceived very much as a group endeavor.
With its shift from severe to languid to spiky to
peaceful, opener “Lerna” establishes the template.
Guitar flurries vie with cello thwacks and slashes in
intense dialogue, as Reid demonstrates her improv
chops. There’s a natural affinity evident between
Bynum and Kitamura, perhaps reflecting their joint
orbit around Anthony Braxton, most obvious in the
passage towards the end of “It Is Deeper Than It Is
Wide” where shrieks are echoed by cornet vocalizations
in what becomes a spontaneous reiterated motif.
Reid likewise often seems drawn to invoke order,
albeit briefly, as when she lays down a calming
pizzicato pulse to offset Morris’ animated sawing at
the close of “Glowworm (Fungus Gnat)”. The cut that
comes nearest to delivering the intimate feel that the
instrumentation might imply is the final “Stalactites
Chapel”, in its early stages at least, where the ethereal
long tones suggest a suitably liturgical dimension,
before the piece, like its predecessors, spins off in the
unexpected and exhilarating tangents that make this
such a rewarding outing.
For more information, visit aerophonicrecords.com and
relativepitchrecords.com. The Geometry of Caves project
is at Spectrum Dec. 18th. See Calendar.

FREE CONCERTS

www.jazzfoundation.org
NYC PARKS
Jackie Robinson Recreation
Ctr, 85 Bradhurst Ave, 11am
12/8: Roy Meriwether Solo
Piano

JAZZ MUSEUM IN HARLEM
58 West 129th Street, 2pm
12/1: David Durrah
1st Saturday of every month
BROWNSVILLE HERITAGE
HOUSE

581 Mother Gaston Blvd, 3pm

12/15: Roy Meriwether and
Wade Barnes Tribute Band
3rd Saturday of every month

COMING SOON
Look out for more free
concerts with the New
York Public Library and
NYC Parks.
More Info at:
www.jazzfoundation.org/
events/
This project is supported in part by an
award from the National Endowment for
the Arts, the New York State Council on
the Arts with the support of Governor
Andrew M. Cuomo and the New York
State Legislature and by public funds
from the New York City Department of
Cultural Affairs in partnership with the
City Council.
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Whispers and Secrets
Adam Kolker/Russ Lossing (Fresh Sound)
by Donald Elfman

Whispers and Secrets is a portrait of a group completely

at ease. Having worked together for many years, the
band came together in one beautifully unstructured, yet
thoughtful burst of invention to record material that
had become, as Kolker notes, “part of our repertoire”.
The results are freely yet emotionally lyrical.
It’s not surprising that the album should open with a
Wayne Shorter composition, since the spirit of the whole
recording seems to be in the simple-yet-not-so-simple
vibe of Shorter’s writing. “Lost” is from 1965 and it’s
elegant and plain. The version here is darker but Adam
Kolker’s saxophone—complemented by the deft and
smart harmonies and lush notes of pianist Russ Lossing—
is so heartfelt and intimate the tune takes on even richer
colors. Bassist Masa Kamaguchi adds to the quiet mix
and it’s almost impossible to hear drummer Billy Mintz’
subtle entrance and subsequent punctuations.
Kolker contributed three compositions: “A Seven
Bar Tune” is led by his soprano and fairly loose in its
conception as each member contributes subtly and
with restraint; “Only One” swaggers and dances,
pushed along by the solid yet loose urging of Mintz
and there’s an almost jaunty theme at the center of

“Gnash”. Mintz penned two unique compositions:
delicate “Beautiful You”, on which Lossing and Kolker
present soft—almost whispering—takes on the almost
evanescent harmonies, and “Flight”, which also feels
Shorter-inspired as evident in soulful yet mysterious
tenor playing. Lossing’s “Whispers” is of a piece, too,
with the quiet feel of the whole recording. It tips out
into some ethereal bass clarinet from Kolker and
Lossing on some breathtaking fills and assertions. The
two leaders collaborated on “Secrets”, a haunting, dark
duet, which lets go so gently and quickly we hardly
know it and the album is ending.
For more information, visit freshsoundrecords.com. Kolker is at
Bushwick Public House Dec. 17th, Balboa Dec. 20th and Smalls
Dec. 29th with Billy Mintz. Lossing is at Ibeam Brooklyn Dec.
15th and Dec. 16th with Kazuki Yamanaka. See Calendar.

Moving Day
Mark Wade Trio (s/r)
by Marco Cangiano

This is Mark Wade’s second outing and confirms
expectations set by his debut, a step forward in terms
of cohesion of the trio and the music contained therein.
This is largely due to Wade’s facility as a composer;
each tune is built on introductions, different themes
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that at times take the form of proper movements,
frequent meter changes and apt codas. “The Bells”, for
instance, has three interwoven themes, the first of
which is adapted from Debussy and the last one
echoing bells heard in Nice’s old quarter. “Wide Open”
also features two themes, providing a build-andrelease tension solved by Wade’s melodic solo.
Tim Harrison is a rhapsodic pianist, with an
uncanny ability to capture the very essence of each
composition. The same applies to Wade, whose solos
often introduce new thematic material. Scott
Neumann’s intelligent use of the full drumset
characterizes his very creative and tasteful approach to
filling the ample space left by his partners.
The music flows within a prevalence of medium
tempos and an unusual melodic richness. The title
track is a reflection on Wade’s many shifts—
15 according to Sammy Stein’s very informative liner
notes—the feeling of which is opened and closed by a
seven-note pattern stating the hesitancy of moving
followed by the successive settling-in. In between,
different sections alternate nostalgia with hopeful
expectation. “Midnight in the Cathedral” reveals an
oriental and somewhat dramatic flavor while “Quarter”
is influenced by New Orleans and built around two
alternating themes underlined by martial cadenzas
redolent of a marching band. The two non-originals,
“Another Night in Tunisia” and “Autumn Leaves”, are
reinvented, the former delivered languidly and the
latter shifted in spirit, but also through an explicit
quote, towards Herbie Hancock’s “Maiden Voyage”.
Closer “Fading Rays of Sunlight” rounds up one of the
most interesting piano trio recordings of the year.
For more information, visit markwademusicny.com. This
project is at Flushing Town Hall Dec. 15th. See Calendar.

The Journey
Chris Beck (A.W.M.C.)
by Ken Dryden

Drummer Chris Beck put a lot of thought and hard
work into his leader debut, supporting himself with a
seasoned group of trumpeter Terell Stafford, tenor
saxophonist Stacy Dillard, pianist Anthony Wonsey
and bassist Eric Wheeler. After graduating from Temple
University and earning a Masters at Rutgers University,
he worked with David Murray, Mulgrew Miller, Rufus
Reid, Oliver Lake, Cyrus Chestnut, Nicholas Payton
and Wycliffe Gordon, along with private study with
drummer Michael Carvin, who produced this CD.
The band’s interpretation of Wayne Shorter ’s
“Mahjong” is a showcase for the underrated Dillard
(who has only been sporadically recorded under his
own name) while Wonsey’s intricate improvisation is a
strength as well. Beck’s soulful “Ode To Mother Young”
has a lyrical quality conveying a bittersweet air while
his “Teona” is a spacious, delicate ballad, inspired in
part by Shorter ’s “Nefertiti”. The focus is on heartfelt
tenor and lush piano chords while a soft bassline and
whispering brushes provide a perfect background.
The leader ’s “Hodge-Podge” is a punchy hardbop
miniature featuring intense interplay by Wheeler and
Beck in support of the three soloists.
The joyful “Waiting For Aiden”, dedicated to the
drummer ’s young son, is highlighted by effusive
trumpet. Aiden’s 2015 death following an accident
inspired Beck to include Eric Clapton’s “Tears In
Heaven”. Arranging it together with Yoichi Uzeki,
Beck adds a sincere vocal beautifully backed by gospel
piano. With this well-rounded CD, Chris Beck will be
one to watch in the near future.
For more information, visit store.cdbaby.com/cd/chrisbeck1. Beck
is at Smoke Dec. 13th-16th with Cyrus Chestnut. See Calendar.

Character Study
Andrew Rathbun (SteepleChase)
by Phil Freeman

Canadian saxophonist Andrew Rathbun is backed by
strong, creative musicians on his seventh SteepleChase
release as a leader. Trumpeter Tim Hagans can shift
with ease from wild electric fusion to high-powered
hardbop; pianist Gary Versace is a highly versatile
accompanist who, though he sticks to piano here, also
plays organ and accordion; and bassist Jay Anderson
and drummer Bill Stewart are the kind of rhythm
section that can take a piece anywhere it needs to go.
The latter two also appeared on Rathbun’s last album,
2014’s Numbers & Letters, while Versace was on his
second album, 2007’s Affairs Of State. The album
features seven Rathbun originals and a version of
Wayne Shorter ’s “Et Cetera” and the thoughtfulness at
the heart of Shorter ’s music is present here as well.
There’s a strong collective spirit on Character Study.
Although there are plenty of solos, Rathbun and

Hagans seem much more focused on creating
harmonies, exchanging ideas and conducting a musical
conversation. Similarly, most of the compositions
sound deeply indebted to the introspective and
autumnal mood of Miles Davis’ Nefertiti. Even the ones
that start out high-energy, like the opening “The
Golden Fool” or the closing “Turmoil”, eventually
settle down into a kind of gentle rustling, like a breeze
blowing through a pile of leaves, shifting some but
leaving most to fall back into place.
Rathbun has a Shorter-esque tone, occupying the
middle of the tenor ’s range with a metallic edge to his
phrases and, like Dexter Gordon, will occasionally
throw a quick quote into one of his solos; “If I Only
Had A Brain” pops up during “His Quiet
Determination”, which may cause the listener to cock
their head sideways and wonder, Did I really hear
that? Yes, you did. Hagans often seems like more of
a leader than Rathbun—he gets the album’s first solo
and it’s a burner. Versace anchors the music, his chords
and hypnotic melodies the cooling agent that brings
everything down to a simmer when it might otherwise
boil over while Stewart keeps everyone at attention
with the occasional sharp cymbal crash.
For more information, visit steeplechase.dk. This project is at
Cornelia Street Underground Dec. 14th-15th. See Calendar.

The Garden of Earthly Delights
John Zorn (Tzadik)
by Tyran Grillo

The sixth outing from John Zorn’s Simulacrum finds
guitarist Matt Hollenberg, keyboardist John Medeski,
bassist Trevor Dunn and drummer Kenny Grohowski
grooming thoroughbreds that might as well have been
reared in the Naked City stable.
“Angels and Devils” hits the track at breakneck
speed while “Out of the Eternal Spire” finishes with
lyrical victory, courtesy of guest vocalist Sara Serpa.
Between these extremes, one can’t help but focus on
musicians over moods. From first to last, Dunn is
a standout contender, galloping across some serious
fault lines of intensity in “The Circuit” and “The
Dragon Tree” and locking step with the ever-masterful
Grohowski in “The Infernal Machine”, morphing from
avant jazz to soft ambience at the flick of a mane.
Hollenberg handles grit and beauty with equal
dedication, persevering through the rain-slicked
“Music of the Flesh” and “Mirror Image” as if blinders
were grafted into his instrument. Medeski is just as
chameleonic, but elicits bluest heat in the slowly
boiling title track. Zorn reserves “Eve and Adam” and
“Paean to the Prince of Hell” for the most melodic
turns, running his curatorial hands across idols honed
in surf music and Muzak-leaning doctrines.
All the more reason to ignore the CD’s obi strip,
which gleefully informs us we are about to enter a “manic”
and “wild musical world where absolutely anything is
possible!” Although typical of Tzadik’s marketing copy, it
does a disservice to such lovingly crafted music that is a
far cry from the mere shock value such platitudes imply. If
anything, it’s a nostalgic throwback to the shuffled
aesthetic of its progenitor’s Avant-era gems, sure to be a
warm blanket for veteran listeners and betraying nothing
of its supposed inspiration.
For more information, visit tzadik.com. Zorn is at The Stone
at The New School Dec. 8th and 15th. See Calendar.
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In New Orleans
Curtis Fuller (Progressive)
by Steven Loewy

Recorded in 2002, but not released until 2018, this
album features legendary trombonist Curtis Fuller,
who turns 84 this month, leading an informally
assembled sextet performing a set of standards, with
two versions of “Caravan”.
One of the giants of hardbop trombone, Fuller
came on the New York scene in the late ‘50s with a
series of recordings, the most famous his focused
playing as a sideman and soloist on John Coltrane’s
seminal Blue Train. In the ‘60s, Fuller was a regular
with Art Blakey’s Jazz Messengers and continued to
record, slowing down a bit in the ‘80s-90s, but making
a bit of a comeback in the Aughts. Fuller ’s unique
technique and sound are immediately identifiable:
burnished nasal tone; focus on the middle range of the
horn; finely intuitive choice of notes; and, particularly
in the earlier years, a precise articulation at rapid speed
that mimicked a valve trombone.
Fuller is joined here by Blakey tenor saxophone
alumnus Javon Jackson, riveting trumpeter Maurice
Brown and a New Orleans rhythm section anchored by
drummer Jason Marsalis. Fuller, then in his late 60s,
shines with flashes of his explosive technique.
The tunes are mainstays, generally played at
medium tempos and, for the most part, following
a similar pattern of head/solos, sometimes everyone
trading fours, ending with the head. Jackson bursts
forth with the melody on the opening “Good Bait”,
Fuller in counterpoint, followed by a firmly swinging
and relaxed saxophone solo. Trombone comes next,
with powerfully fast legato clusters, succeeded by
a relaxed flowing solo from pianist Peter Martin, duet
between Marsalis and bassist Bill Huntington, traded
fours and recap of the melody. The pattern repeats
generally for the remainder of the album. Highlights
include solid soloing all around, scintillating drums on
both versions of “Caravan”, uncharacteristic growls
and shotgun blasts from Fuller on the alternate version
plus a fine solo by the leader on “Old Folks”, with
a compelling contribution throughout from Brown.
For more information, visit jazzology.com/progressive_records.php

The Iron Man: Live at Smoke
Harold Mabern (Smoke Sessions)
by Scott Yanow

H arold Mabern is billed as “The Iron Man” on his
recent double-CD. He certainly seems immortal. The
82-year-old pianist, a contemporary in Memphis of
Booker Little, George Coleman and the slightly older
Phineas Newborn, made his recording debut in 1959
with the MJT Plus Three. His years as a sideman
included associations with Art Farmer, The Jazztet,
Rahsaan Roland Kirk, Betty Carter, Wes Montgomery
and Lee Morgan. Mabern headed his first album in

1968. A teacher at William Paterson University since
1981, Mabern has had many students become famous
in recent years, with tenor saxophonist Eric Alexander
one of the most illustrious. Alexander and bassist John
Webber have been working with the pianist since 1992
with Joe Farnsworth being the ‘newcomer ’, not
recording with Mabern until 1993.
This set documents the final night (Jan. 7th, 2018) of
a three-week run at Smoke. While the 14 performances on
this twofer cover a bit of ground, there is a stronger John
Coltrane inspiration than usual with Alexander
sometimes purposely sounding a bit like circa 1960 Trane
and Mabern including such numbers as “Almost Like
Being In Love”, “Dear Lord” and “Mr. P.C.”.
The program begins and ends with soul jazz
boogaloo originals by Mabern (“A Few Miles From
Memphis” and “Rakin’ And Scrapin”). Along the way
surprises are encountered. The rarely performed swing
standard “I Know That You Know” is taken uptempo
with a stop-time chorus and an unaccompanied spot
for Alexander. “Dear Lord” is played with more energy
and rhythm than Coltrane’s somber version. Mabern
creates a rhythmic Asian piece worthy of Horace Silver
with “Nightlife In Tokyo”. Jobim’s “How Insensitive”
is stripped of its Brazilian rhythms and taken as a
hard-driving romp while Michael Jackson’s hit
“She’s Out Of My Life” is turned into adventurous
modern jazz. A Mabern trio feature on “I Remember
Clifford” has him hinting briefly at Erroll Garner.
Mabern and Alexander (who makes a classic ballad
statement on “You Are Too Beautiful”) never let up
while Webber and Farnsworth offer complementary
support. Their highly enjoyable program makes the case
for the Harold Mabern Quartet being ranked as one of
modern jazz’ most consistently rewarding bands.
For more information, visit smokesessionsrecords.com.
Mabern is at Fat Cat Dec. 12th, Dizzy’s Club Dec. 14th-16th
with Joe Farnsworth, Smalls Dec. 19th and Smoke Dec.
27th-31st. See Calendar.

A Pearl in Dirty Hands
PUI4 (AUT)
by Stuart Broomer

PUI4 (an abbreviation for Portugal Uruguay Italy 4tet)

was assembled by Portuguese bass clarinetist João
Pedro Viegas and Italian pianist Nicola Guazzaloca and
includes violinist Carlos Zingaro, the dean of
Portuguese improvisers who turns 70 this month, and
Uruguayan bassist (and Lisbon resident) Alberto Rosso.
Though it’s a first meeting for this particular assembly,
the musicians have significant histories together. Viegas
and Guazzaloca have played together extensively in
Italy, while the three Lisboans have associations
stretching back to another first-time grouping, the 2013
recording Day One (JACC) with cellist Ulrich Mitzlaff.
There are ten improvisations, ranging from 3:39 to
6:52, some six within a range from 5:57 to 6:52,
suggesting the group had quickly found the duration
of its ideal breath. As a soloist, Zingaro is capable of
the most profound abstraction and his history includes
introspective collaborations with synthesizer player
Richard Teitelbaum, but it’s his sheer virtuosity and
vitality, ranging from vigorous late Romantic flourishes
to spiky modernism and kinetic swing, which come
across most strongly. That energy is matched with the
fluid invention of Guazzaloca and Rosso while Viegas
supplies an irrepressible spirit ranging from somber
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reflection to joyously expansive squawking and
occasional mouthpiece pyrotechnics.
The group expands and contracts, sometimes
within, sometimes between pieces, but the principles
of dialogue persist, whether it’s the elegant unfolding
of “Underwater” led by Guazzaloca, fierce percussive
rush of “Soon It’s Late” or maelstrom of swirling violin
and bass on “Firestarter”. For “On the Branches”, they
somehow imbue high modernism with an underlying
spirit of playfulness. PUI4 is ultimately distinguished
by its rare sense of form, each piece both act and result
of continuous collective shaping.
For more information, visit autrecords.com

IN PRINT

Sophisticated Giant: The Life and Legacy of Dexter Gordon
Maxine Gordon (University of California Press)
by Kevin Canfield

Dexter Gordon features in one of the most
celebrated photos in jazz history. In Herman
Leonard’s 1948 portrait, Gordon props his tenor
saxophone against a knee and exhales a cloud of
cigarette smoke. It’s an indelible image, so wellknown that Gordon’s widow Maxine worries that it
overshadows his complexities. As she puts it in her
exceptional new biography of her husband, he was
“full of humor and wisdom, a man who struggled to
reconcile being both a creative outsider who broke
the rules and a comforting insider who was a son,
father, husband and world citizen.”
Sophisticated Giant draws on her husband’s
personal archives and her own extensive legwork.
Dexter was working on an autobiography in the ‘80s
and Maxine “promised to finish the book if he
didn’t”. He died of kidney failure in 1990 at 67.
Maxine’s subsequent research unearthed his early
contracts—in 1945, Savoy Records paid the then-22year-old a $10 advance for an upcoming session—
and many other details about his circuitous career.
A Los Angeleno who joined vibraphonist Lionel
Hampton’s band as a teenager, Gordon soon
emerged as a bebop innovator. By the ‘50s, he was
famous enough to get a namecheck in Jack Kerouac’s
On the Road, but he was slowed by drug-related
arrests. Gordon lived in Europe from 1962-76,
recording One Flight Up and other superb albums for
Blue Note as well as many for non-Americans labels,
particularly Denmark’s SteepleChase. As an AfricanAmerican expatriate, the assassination of Martin
Luther King, Jr. “made him feel very helpless and
sad,” Maxine writes. His return to the States was
marked by another milestone album—Homecoming:
Live at the Village Vanguard (Columbia, 1976)—and
spirited engagement with his fans. “When Dexter
played on a touring Jazzmobile in Harlem,” she
writes, “crowds filled the streets.”
Maxine Gordon believes that “the story of
Dexter ’s life is nothing less than a cultural history of
creative Black Americans in the interwar and
postwar years.” In Sophisticated Giant, she’s written
a book that reflects this important truth.
For more information, visit ucpress.edu. A book signing
is at 92nd Street Y Dec. 18th at 12 pm.

Utter
Ingrid Laubrock/Tom Rainey (Relative Pitch)
by John Sharpe

Saxophone-drum

duets have become a common
occurrence over the last half-century, but few are
carving out such a distinctive niche for themselves as
Ingrid Laubrock and Tom Rainey. Utter constitutes
their third bare-bones excursion since 2013. Of course
it helps that wife and husband collaborate in so many
other settings too. Initially their duets were totally
improvised but they have since modified the concept
to include composition. However, that doesn’t mean
faithful renditions of charts. Having memorized the
pieces, they weave them in and out of the flow as they
wish, triggered by small musical cues.
Two such jointly-authored numbers bookend this
album. In the first, “Flutter”, Laubrock works over the
thematic material in fragmented style. Tenor and drums
share staccato phrases, then deconstruct and expand
them, before a passage of overblown skronk heralds a
tight unison ending. “Shutter”, the final track, alternates
between two modes: first a restrained falsetto and then
a corkscrewing line atop a propulsive tattoo, which
lends itself to another crisp conclusion. In between this
pair, Laubrock haunts the outskirts of melodicism more
than is anticipated given her reputation as one of the
most adventurous saxophonists on the scene.
However, this doesn’t entirely preclude her
restlessly creative exploration of timbre and texture.
On “Murmur” alone she moves from muffled key
popping to lower-register resonance recalling
didgeridoo, before changing character midstream to
pursue ideas verging on the lyrical. As ever Rainey
retains the ability to be mind-bendingly precise while
at the same time open and responsive. The title of
“Clickety-Smash-Boom” neatly encapsulates his
freewheeling approach on a concise outing completed
by Laubrock’s piping soprano saxophone quacks.
The repeated mantra of “Chant II”, penned by
Laubrock, manifests through various four-note
reiterations paced by Rainey’s kinetic tumble and even
seems to bleed into other cuts, reappearing as it does in
a different guise in “Dusk”. Such extemporized
structures impart a suite-like coherence to the program
and highlight yet another of the duo’s attractions, their
talent for conjuring satisfying form on the fly.
For more information, visit relativepitchrecords.com.
Laubrock and Rainey are at Cornelia Street Underground
Dec. 30th. See Calendar.

The Space
Kenny Werner (Pirouet)
by Ken Dryden

Solo piano allows a pianist the greatest freedom, but

in turn requires focus to produce the best possible
music. Veteran Kenny Werner has frequently recorded
as a soloist and emphasized in his acclaimed book

Effortless Mastery that a performer needs to break with
his conscious mind and play in the moment. These
beautifully recorded solo sessions from 2016 very
much find Werner at the top of his game and
consistently surprising his listeners.
The opening title track sounds as if it was freely
improvised, ranging from brooding themes to darting
free jazz, a tango and haunting, mysterious melodies.
Werner ’s inclusion of Keith Jarrett’s improvised
“Encore From Tokyo”, an infectious postbop calypso,
shouldn’t be a surprise as Jarrett is a master of blocking
out distractions. Werner makes Michel Legrand’s “You
Must Believe In Spring” his own with rich chords and
inventive improvising in a spacious treatment.
Producer Jacob Seizer penned both “Taro” and
“Kiyoko”. The former ’s introspective introduction has
the flavor of Wayne Shorter ’s late ‘60s writing while
the lyricism of Werner ’s improvisation conjures the
spirit of Bill Evans. The latter is a glistening
impressionistic ballad stimulating Werner to create one
of his best solo performances on record.
A standard like “If I Should Lose You” has been
explored often by jazz pianists, yet Werner uncovers
new possibilities in his abbreviated arrangement. He
combines a constantly evolving bassline with an
equally creative adaptation of the melody in a brisk
setting that wraps rather suddenly. Werner finishes the
date with “Fall From Grace”, a majestic, melancholy
original with the air of a choral prelude. The Space
merits consideration as one of best releases of 2018,
just as Werner should be considered as one of today’s
top jazz pianists.
For more information, visit pirouet.com. Werner is at Jazz at
Kitano Dec. 14th-15th with Roseanna Vitro. See Calendar.

Melody Reimagined: Book 1
Jason Marsalis and the 21st Century Trad Band
(Basin Street)
by Scott Yanow

J ason Marsalis does not like the term contrafacts, but
that is essentially what he and his quartet are playing
on Melody Reimagined: Book 1, taking harmonies and
chord changes from standards and giving them new
melodies. It is a tradition that goes back to at least the
‘30s and was a feature of many ‘originals’ from the
bebop era. Marsalis takes the practice a step further by
thoroughly disguising most of the standards,
modernizing the chord changes and altering the mood.
Other than a few cases where he purposely lets the
original melody peek out near the end of a performance,
it is nearly impossible to recognize the sources although
they are listed in the inner sleeve.
While his band’s name may lead some to expect
modern Dixieland or traditional New Orleans jazz, the
unit actually could be called “The 21st Century Modern
Jazz Quartet”. Marsalis, pianist Austin Johnson, bassist
Will Goble and drummer Dave Potter do not purposely
copy their predecessors but their instrumentation is
identical to the Modern Jazz Quartet and much of their
music, if not rigidly arranged, follows a tightly
worked-out format with an emphasis on introspective
moods and concise solos.
The most energetic pieces are “Radio Man Strikes
Again” (a repetitive theme played over the chords of
John Coltrane’s “Traneing In”), “Soul Sprites” (“Seven
Steps To Heaven” and featuring Johnson’s most
satisfying solo) and “Bourbon Street Ain’t Mardi Gras”,

based on “Bourbon Street Parade”, a song originally
based on “Bill Bailey”. Among the other numbers are
“Never Forget The 23rd Letter” (a downbeat exploration
of “Avalon”), “Passionate Dance” (an ‘80s pop song
given a tango feel) and a combination of Horace Silver’s
“Peace” with Charlie Haden’s “Silence” called “A
Peaceful Silence”. The final number, “80” (based on
“You Stepped Out Of A Dream”) has trombonist brother
Delfeayo Marsalis guesting and playing the melody of
the ballad while pianist father Ellis Marsalis is heard in
support of the leader’s vibraphone.
For more information, visit basinstreetrecords.com. This
project is at Dizzy’s Club Dec. 19th-20th. See Calendar.

ON SCREEN

Ein Künstlerportrait
Lajos Dudas
by Anna Steegmann

N o less than famed bandleader Artie Shaw called

Lajos Dudas “a first-rate clarinetist”. This
documentary and the two concert recordings are
important to both Dudas fans and young musicians
at the beginning of their career. Born in 1941 in
Budapest, Hungary and a longtime resident of
Germany, Dudas fell in love with jazz when he was
13 years old and discovered Benny Goodman and
other jazz greats on the radio. He looks back on his
55-year-long career and 25-year partnership with
guitarist Philipp Van Endert. Always curious and
eager to explore, Dudas played many styles—swing,
bebop, free jazz and fusion—and made a name for
himself as a composer.
The documentary starts with a dapper-looking
Dudas in a red blazer and a Miles Davis T-shirt.
What is jazz?, he asks. To him jazz is everything.
Jazz is his life. The next segment shows Dudas
playing the beautifully melodic “Sunday Afternoon”.
He recalls his childhood. His mother wanted
him to stay with the piano, but he had fallen in love
with the clarinet. There was no way to study jazz in
Hungary in the ‘50s-60s, so he studied classical
music and learned about jazz by listening. At the
Dutch Den Haag Festival Dudas watched Dizzy
Gillespie and Miles Davis in awe. He considers
Davis the most important jazz musician of all time.
Dudas recalls the first 10 hard years as a
freelance musician. Then he found a position as
clarinet and saxophone teacher in Neuss, a city in
North Rhine-Westphalia, Germany, and later became
Artistic Director for a jazz concert series. Being a big
fish in a small pond, he had opportunities to advance
his career he might not have had in bigger cities.
The narrative is broken up by live recordings and
outstanding performances showcasing Dudas and
Van Endert.
The 22-minute documentary and short recording
(6-minute) of a Neuss concert are the most
compelling parts of this trilogy. A Munich concert
(44 minutes) from 2003 initially captivates the
viewer with both men playing Thelonious Monk’s
“In Walked Bud” but ultimately disappoints because
of the unimaginative and static camera work.
For more information, visit el-dudas.de
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DAY
Andrey Henkin

Night Hawk
Coleman Hawkins (Swingville)
December 30th, 1960

And 5 Others
Montgomery Brothers (Pacific Jazz)
December 30th, 1957

After

early work with Lionel
Hampton at the end of the ‘40s,
guitarist Wes Montgomery decamped
back to Indianapolis, reemerging in
1955 with his brothers Buddy (piano)
and Monk (electric bass). This trio
would make their recording debut
two years later with this album. One
of the other five players is another
young Hoosier at the start of his
career: trumpeter Freddie Hubbard.
Buddy, who actually plays vibraphone
on the date, penned four tunes, the
program filled out by “All the Things
You Are” and “Billie’s Bounce”.

Saxophonist

Coleman Hawkins was
well into an accomplished career by
the time of this album, recording for
the short-lived Prestige subsidiaries
Moodsville and Swingville. Joining
him in the frontline is fellow tenor
player Eddie “Lockjaw” Davis, nearly
20 years his junior yet already
established. The band is completed by
two sons of Detroit in Tommy
Flanagan (piano) and Ron Carter
(bass) plus Gus Johnson (drums).
Hawkins only wrote the title track to
go along with three standards and
Ken McIntyre’s “Pedalin’”.

AFT
Joanne Brackeen (Timeless)
December 30th, 1977

After

work in the late ‘60s with
vibraphone player Freddie McCoy,
pianist Joanne Brackeen earned the
distinction of being only the second
woman to be part of Art Blakey’s Jazz
Messengers. Several years later she
embarked on her career as a leader,
which included three albums for
Holland’s Timeless. This is the middle
child, Brackeen leading a trio of
bassist Clint Houston (the pianist’s
partner for the first Timeless LP) and
guitarist Ryo Kawasaki (her partner
for the third) for a six-tune program of
originals by all three band members.

Wisteria
Jimmy Raney (Criss Cross)
December 30th, 1985

Stargazer
Dave Douglas (Arabesque Jazz)
December 30th, 1996

Recorded just under a decade before
his death at 67, this session, during a
period when the guitarist was making
albums for Denmark’s SteepleChase
and Holland’s Criss Cross, was the
penultimate release of over 30 since
Raney’s 1955 Prestige debut. Bassist
George Mraz appears on the 1990
Criss Cross followup But Beautiful but
this was the only time pianist Tommy
Flanagan and Raney would record
outside of Dave Pike’s groups. Two
standards and a pair of Benny Golson
tunes complement a song each by
Raney and Mraz (the title track).

Arabesque Jazz was a subsidiary of a

classical label and documented a wide
swathe of mostly local artists, both
veterans and up-and-comers, between
1992-2007. This was trumpeter Dave
Douglas’ second of four discs for the
label after releases on Soul Note, New
World and Songlines. With him is a
fascinating multi-generational band
of Chris Speed (tenor saxophone,
clarinet), Josh Roseman (trombone),
Uri Caine (piano), James Genus (bass)
and Joey Baron (drums), tackling six
Douglas originals and three Wayne
Shorter tunes from various eras.

BIRTHDAYS
Jay Leonhart b.1940
Miroslav Vitous b.1947
Harvie S b.1948
Steve Swell b.1954
Jason Stein b.1976

December 1
†Ike Isaacs 1919-96
†Dick Johnson 1925-2010
Ted Brown b.1927
†Hadley Caliman 1932-2010
†Jimmy Lyons 1933-86
Carlos Garnett b.1938
†Jaco Pastorius 1951-87

†Bob Dorough 1923-2018
†Dodo Marmarosa 1925-2002
Toshiko Akiyoshi b.1929
Juhani Aaltonen b.1935
Michael Carvin b.1944
†Tony Williams 1945-97
Bruce Ditmas b.1946

December 7
†Teddy Hill 1909-78
Sonny Phillips b.1936
Mads Vinding b.1948
Matthew Shipp b.1960

December 2
†Charlie Ventura 1916-92
†John Bunch 1921-2010
†Wynton Kelly 1931-71
†Ronnie Mathews 1935-2008
Jason Rigby b.1974
Tal Wilkenfeld b.1986

December 13
†Sonny Greer 1895-1982
†Ben Tucker 1930-2013
†Borah Bergman 1933-2012
Reggie Johnson b.1940

December 8
Sol Yaged b.1922
†Jimmy Smith 1928-2005
Tim Armacost b. 1962

December 3
†Corky Cornelius 1914-43
†Herbie Nichols 1919-63

December 14
†Budd Johnson 1910-84
†Spike Jones 1911-64
†Clark Terry 1920-2015
†Cecil Payne 1922-2007
†Phineas Newborn 1931-89
†Leo Wright 1933-91
†Jerome Cooper 1946-2015

December 9
†Matty Malneck 1903-81
†Bob Scobey 1916-63
†Donald Byrd 1932-2013
Jimmy Owens b.1943

December 4
†Eddie Heywood 1915-89
Frank Tiberi b.1928
†Jim Hall 1930-2013
†Denis Charles 1933-98
Andy Laverne b.1947
Cassandra Wilson b.1955
Andrew Drury b.1964

December 10
†Irving Fazola 1912-49
†Ray Nance 1913-76
†George Tucker 1927-65
†Bob Cranshaw 1932-2016
Ernst-Ludwig Petrowsky
b.1933

December 5
†Art Davis 1934-2007
Enrico Pieranunzi b.1949
Anders Bergkrantz b.1961

December 15
†Stan Kenton 1911-79
†Jimmy Nottingham 1925-78
†Gene Quill b.1927-89
Barry Harris b.1929
Curtis Fuller b.1934
†Dannie Richmond 1935-88
Eddie Palmieri b.1936
Toshinori Kondo b.1948
Kris Tiner b.1977

December 11
†Perez Prado 1916-89
McCoy Tyner b.1938
Mara Rosenbloom b.1984

December 6
†Ira Gershwin 1896-1985
†Dave Brubeck 1920-2012
†Bob Cooper 1925-93
†Frankie Dunlop 1928-2014

December 16
†Andy Razaf 1905-73
†Turk Murphy 1915-87
†Steve Allen 1921-2000
†Johnny “Hammond” Smith
1933-97

December 12
†Eddie Barefield 1909-91
†Frank Sinatra 1915-98
†Joe Williams 1918-99

†Joe Farrell 1937-86
Radu Malfatti b.1943
†John Abercrombie 1944-2017
December 17
†Ray Noble 1903-78
†Sonny Red 1932-81
†Walter Booker 1933-2006
†John Ore 1933-2014
Vyacheslav Ganelin b.1944
Chris Welcome b.1980
December 18
†Fletcher Henderson
1897-1952
†Willis Conover 1920-96
†Harold Land 1928-2001
†Nick Stabulas 1929-73
Wadada Leo Smith b.1941
December 19
†Erskine Tate 1895-1978
†Bob Brookmeyer 1929-2011
†Bobby Timmons 1935-74
Milcho Leviev b.1937
Lenny White b.1949
Kuni Mikami b.1954

Quinsin Nachoff b.1973
December 22
†Ronnie Ball 1927-84
†Joe Lee Wilson 1935-2011
†Nick Ceroli 1939-85
John Patitucci b.1959
December 23
†Chet Baker 1929-88
†Frank Morgan 1933-2007
December 24
†Baby Dodds 1898-1959
†Jabbo Smith 1908-91
†Henry Coker 1919-79
†Ray Bryant 1931-2011
†Chris McGregor 1936-90
†Woody Shaw 1944-89
Ralph Moore b.1956
Paal Nilssen-Love b.1974

December 20
†John Hardee 1918-84
†Sam Falzone 1933-2013
Larry Willis b.1940
Ehud Asherie b.1979

December 25
†Louis Cottrell 1878-1927
†Kid Ory 1886-1973
†Big Jim Robinson 1892-1976
†Cab Calloway 1907-94
†Oscar Moore 1912-81
†Pete Rugolo 1915-2011
†Eddie Safranski 1918-74
†Don Alias 1939-2006
†Don Pullen 1941-95
Ronnie Cuber b.1941

December 21
†Marshall Brown 1920-83
†Rita Reys 1924-2013
†Hank Crawford 1934-2009
†John Hicks 1941-2006
Cameron Brown b.1945

December 26
†Butch Ballard 1917-2011
†Monty Budwig 1929-92
†Billy Bean 1933-2012
†Brooks Kerr 1951-2018
John Scofield b.1951

December 27
†Bunk Johnson 1889-1949
†Booty Wood 1919-87
Bill Crow b.1927
†Walter Norris 1931-2011
TS Monk b.1949
Pablo Held b.1986
December 28
†Earl “Fatha” Hines 1903-83
†Al Klink 1915-91
†Moe Koffman 1928-2001
†Ed Thigpen 1930-2010
†Bob Cunningham 1934-2017
†Dick Sudhalter 1938-2008
Ted Nash b.1960
December 29
†Cutty Cutshall 1911-68
†Irving Ashby 1920-87
Jan Konopasek b.1931
Joe Lovano b.1952
George Schuller b.1958
Danilo Pérez b.1960
Reuben Radding b.1966
George Colligan b.1969
December 30
†Jimmy Jones 1918-82
†Jack Montrose 1928-2006
Wolfgang Dauner b.1935
Jerry Granelli b.1940
Lewis Nash b.1958
Frank Vignola b.1965
December 31
†John Kirby 1908-52
†Jonah Jones 1909-2000
†Peter Herbolzheimer
1935-2010

cassandra wilson

December 4th, 1955

After a Japan-only LP, singer
Cassandra Wilson recorded a
more auspicious debut for
Germany’s JMT in 1985, the
first of several albums for the
label before she moved
onwards and upwards to
Blue Note in 1993, where she
stayed for over 15 years.
During her career, she has
also worked extensively with
Steve Coleman, Greg Osby
and Courtney Pine as well as
New Air, Bob Belden, David
Sanchez, Steve Turre, Dave
Holland, Lincoln Center Jazz
Orchestra, David Sanborn,
Don Byron, Tom Harrell,
Terence Blanchard, David
Murray, Charlie Haden and
many others. Wilson has
won two Grammys: in 2009
for Best Jazz Vocal Album
(Loverly, Blue Note) and in
1997 for Best Jazz Vocal
Performance (New Moon
Daughter, Blue Note).
-AH
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visit nycjazzrecord.com for answers

1. Home state of the Adderley Brothers (abbr.)
4. ECM pianist Bärtsch
7. Jazz had been getting a bad one for decades
10. Vandermark 5 or Mike Reed’s People, Places and
Things?
12. Bassist John who played with Lester Young,
Thelonious Monk and Sun Ra
13. Romanian pianist Baciu, Jr.
14. You’ll need this currency to attend Bergen’s
NattJazz (abbr.)
15. Thinking saxophonist Gil?
17. What liner notes are
19. Native Language Music catalogue prefixes
20. TV station that commissioned Sonny Sharrock
to write music for Space Ghost Coast to Coast (abbr.)
21. Swing drummer J.C.
23. Composer Carmichael
25. Irakere made a concert recording with this
classical ensemble in 1983 (abbr.)
26. Evan Parker band that has made five albums for
ECM (abbr.)
28. Italian pianist Danilo
29. Shake Kean wrote a song for this Communist leader
32. Henning Sieverts’ Intuition album Hidden C has
these underwater creatures on its cover
33. 1977 Julius Hemphill Sackville album ____ Boyé &
The Gotham Minstrels
34. 2014 Mikołaj Trzaska/Rafał Mazur/Balázs Pándi 2014
Gusstaff album ____ & Feathers
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DOWN
1. Photographer Scott or cellist Erik
2. Inst. where the Thelonious Monk Quartet With John
Coltrane At Carnegie Hall recording was found
3. 1971 John Taylor Turtle album Pause, And Think ____
4. New Orleanais clarinetist Jimmie
5. 2018 Sons of Kemet Impulse album Your Queen ____
Reptile
6. How many a jazz album is funded these days
7. Trio of Jasper Høiby, Anton Eger and Ivo Neame
8. The JFA is one
9. 1957 Billy Eckstine/Sarah Vaughan Mercury album
Passing ____
10. Dutch electronics artist Fuhler
11. Dexter Gordon 1967 Gearbox unearthed gem
____ Califa
16. Instant Music Records catalogue prefixes
18. ‘80s Miles Davis guitarist nickname
21. Dutch keyboard player Jasper Van’t
22. “Bluebird Of ____”, tune from Duke Ellington’s
The Far East Suite
23. 1976 Chick Corea Polydor album My Spanish ____
24. Trombonist John ____ & His 17-piece Instrument
27. Grachan Moncur III 1969 BYG-Actuel album
____ Dei De Madrugada
30. Philippe Deschepper/Martin Fredebeul/
Jacques Mathieux/Jean-Luc Ponthieux 1983
AMF Music album
31. Use this airport code to visit the birthplace of singer
Astrud Gilberto

HOLI DAY GIFT G UID E
John
Coltrane
1963: New
Directions
Five-LP boxed set
(or three-CD set)
comprising all of the
famed saxophonist’s
1963 Impulse recordings:
Both Directions at Once:
The Lost Album, John
Coltrane and Johnny
Hartman, Dear Old
Stockholm, Newport ‘63
and Live at Birdland.
Includes full-color booklet
and ephemera reproductions.

umusic.com—
$120

JAZZ
ADJUSTABLE
TABLE
Inspired by actual drum
hardware, this adjustableheight table is made of a
chrome-plated tripod base
and tempered glass table top
with 18” diameter
sharperimage.com—$170

Part of the legendary penmaker Montblanc’s
Great Characters Edition, these pens honor the
equally legendary trumpeter Miles Davis.
A standard rollerball and limited edition
1926 (the year of his birth) rollerball or fountain pen are
available as well as special Miles Davis Jazz Blue Ink.

MILES DAVIS PEN COLLECTION
montblanc.com—$795-3,140

“Jazz On
A Summer’s Day”
60th Anniversary
Edition
Newly remastered for its diamond
anniversary, Bert Stern’s iconic film of
the 1958 Newport Jazz Festival has
never looked so good. This set includes
the film, a second DVD with an interview
with Stern, an introduction to
Jazz on a Summer’s Day, artist
biographies and photo gallery, two LPS
of the music from the film and a
40-page hardcover book with artist
and track details.

ccmusic.com—$79
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POSTER ART OF
NIKLAUS TROXLER
Niklaus Troxler, founder of
the famed Swiss Willisau
Jazz Festival, is also an
accomplished graphic
artist, designing posters
for his festival from 1975 to
2009. Over 50 of his designs
from the late ‘70s-late ‘90s
are available as high-quality
silkscreens measuring
30” x 50”.
internationalposter.com
—$150-500

Open Land - Meeting
John Abercrombie
This film by Arno Oehri and Oliver Primus is
a touching portrait of the esteemed guitarist
made shortly before his death in 2017. The
ECM stalwart reflects on his long career and
is seen in his natural habitats: on stage, at
a jam session, teaching and talking guitars.
The film’s soundtrack features selections
from Abercrombie’s over-two dozen albums.

ecmrecords.com—$25

vintage instrument lamps
Vintage trumpets, saxophones, clarinets, French horns,
sousaphones, banjos, drums and other instruments
turned into unique lamps are perfect for jazz lovers
and anyone who appreciates retro design.

A Treasury of Jewish Christmas Songs
Jake Ehrenreich (with Roger Kellaway Trio) (s/r)
A Joey Alexander Christmas
Joey Alexander (Motéma)
Harmony for the Holidays
Duchess (Anzic)
by Andrey Henkin

lightdents.com—$150-1,350

Art Ensemble of Chicago
and associated
ensembles
A massive and fitting tribute to one of the
most significant bands in both Chicagoan and
overall jazz history and a standard bearer for
legendary musician collective Association for
the Advancement of Creative Musicians. The
21 CDs include all four of the Art Ensemble of
Chicago’s middle-period ECM releases plus
additional ECM albums by bandmembers
Lester Bowie and Roscoe Mitchell and
related sessions from Wadada Leo Smith,
Transatlantic Art Ensemble and Jack
DeJohnette, spanning a period from 19782013. Included is a 300-page book with
essays by ECM founder Manfred Eicher, Steve
Lake, Craig Taborn, George Lewis and Vijay
Iyer, plus numerous photos and reproductions
of musical scores, studio notes and various ephemera.

History of
European
Jazz
One of the most
ambitious projects
in jazz scholarship,
this 752-page
book, supported
by the Europe
Jazz Network and edited by
noted journalist Francesco Martinelli,
is the first extensive look at the history of
indigenous European jazz as written by
the experts of each country or region.
Central, Eastern and Western Europe,
Scandinavia, Western Mediterranean,
Baltic States and Eurasia are all covered
in detail previously unavailable to English
readers with additional chapters on
Early African American Entertainers;
Django Reinhardt and Jazz Manouche;
Jews and Jewish Music; The AvantGarde: Black-and-White Atlantic
Dialogues; Film; and Festivals.

equinoxpub.com—$280

ECMRECORDS.com—$92.59

Art Kane: Harlem
1958: The 60th
Anniversary Edition
60 years after the event, the “A Great Day in Harlem”
photo shoot of 57 jazz stars on a Harlem stoop
continues to memorialize a golden era of jazz history
and inspire imitators. This tome is the definitive
history of the event and includes a Foreword by
Quincy Jones and Benny Golson, Introduction by
Jonathan Kane, “Art Kane Remembers” (original text
by the photographer), and, for the first time, virtually
every single frame from the historic shoot.

wallofsoundgallery.com—$50

It’s time to put the ISTMA back in Christmas: Information
Systems and Technology Management. We’re all busy
people: posting Tweets, Instastories, Facebook memories
and Snaps of all our holiday gifts while entering into
flamewars over Real American-versus-Liberal Elite methods
of tree-trimming. Here are three new Christmas albums
to load into your Apple HomePod, Amazon Echo or Google
Home for a hands-free soundtrack to the season.
It took about 1,900 years but the Jews finally found
a way to make up for all the unpleasantness with our Lord
and Savior and the nails and thorns and blood... Christmas
music. All the best music for the holiday comes from the
pens of those who would never go near a honey-glazed
ham. Singer Jake Ehrenreich presents 13 of the best on
A Treasury of Jewish Christmas Songs. He is a pleasant
ringer for Tony Bennett and is ably supported by the trio of
pianist Roger Kellaway with bassist Dan Lutz and drummer
Kevin Winard, plus guitarist Bruce Forman. The tunes are
the expected fare (“White Christmas”, “Let It Snow”, “It’s
The Most Wonderful Time of the Year”), with the one iffy
inclusion being “Christmas Time is Here” (composer Vince
Guaraldi was not Jewish but lyricist Lee Mendelson was).
A nice touch is including the birthnames of the tunesmiths,
almost all who [had to] work under pseudonyms.
At 15, pianist Joey Alexander should be in footiepajamas waiting to unwrap presents piled under the tree,
not releasing his fifth album, a digital EP entitled A Joey
Alexander Christmas. But, hey, kids and their fortified
cereals these days. The four tunes are an interesting mix:
“Come All Ye Faithful” and “What a Friend We Have in
Jesus” (both trio tracks with bassist Larry Grenadier and
drummer Eric Harland) are explicitly religious yet presented
unproselytizingly as mellow Charlie-Brown-Christmas-type
swing and light gospel, respectively. Richard Rodgers-Oscar
Hammerstein’s “My Favorite Things”, a duet with Grenadier,
is not technically a Christmas song unless one reads it as
a paean to modern-day materialism. Things close with a
solo reading of Bob Thiele-George David Weiss’ “What A
Wonderful World”, showing that Alexander is too young to
read the newspapers.
As inevitable as heading to the mall on Dec. 26th with a
headache and bloated stomach to exchange unwanted gifts
is that Duchess, the elfin vocal trio of Amy Cervini, Hilary
Gardner and Melissa Stylianou, would eventually release
a Christmas album. But unlike the former activity, the digital
EP Harmony for the Holidays is something to treasure.
Backed by Michael Cabe (piano), Jesse Lewis (guitar),
Matt Aronoff (bass) and Charles Ruggiero (drums), plus
guests Anat Cohen (clarinet), Nadje Noordhuis (trumpet)
and Nick Finzer (trombone) for one track, Duchess takes on
a refreshingly varied program: Lyle Moraine’s “Christmas
Island” (immortalized by The Andrews Sisters); Greg KurstinInara George’s song about mixed households celebrating
the holidays, “A Christmas Compromise”; and Robert Alex
Alexander’s Hawaiian-themed “Mele Kalikimaka” (as done
by Bing Crosby and The Andrews Sisters) to go along with
a wondrous “Silver Bells”, wistful “What Are You Doing New
Year’s Eve” and “Santa Baby”. The latter is the one misstep
as Duchess are all very nice girls to take home for the
holidays, not the sultry tramps who usually sing this theme
of tinselled golddiggers everywhere.
For more information, visit jewishxmassongs.com, motema.com
and anzicrecords.com. Ehrenreich’s project is at Birdland Theater
Dec. 24th-25th. See Calendar.
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CALENDAR
Saturday, December 1
• Ayana Lowe with Patrizia Scascitelli, Fukushi Tanaka, Saadi Zane, Alex Stein,

James Zollar
55Bar 6 pm
êPeter Leitch New Life Orchestra with Bill Mobley, Duane Eubanks, Tim Harrison,
Steve Wilson, Jed Levy, Carl Maraghi, Matt Haviland, Max Siegel, Phil Robson,
Peter Zak, Yoshi Waki, Jason Tiemann
		
The 75 Club at Bogardus Mansion 8, 10 pm $20
ê1032K: Ku-umba Frank Lacy, Kevin Ray, Andrew Drury
		
8 Ball 7 pm $10
• Ethan Eubanks’ Detroit Grease Bar Lunàtico 8:30, 10 pm $10
• Mark Cocheo Trio with Mark Zaleski, Brian Adler
		
Bar Next Door 7:30, 9:30, 11:30 pm $12
• Eric Comstock
Birdland 5:30 pm $30
• Curtis Stigers
Birdland 8:30, 11 pm $40
• Bruce Harris
Birdland Theater 9:45 pm $30
êJohn Scofield Quartet with Gerald Clayton, Vicente Archer, Bill Stewart
		
Blue Note 8, 10:30 pm $35
• Mickey Bass and The New York Powerhouse Ensemble with Bill Ware, James Zollar,
Brent Birkhead, Tommy Morimoto, Mark Johnson
		
The Cell 8, 9 pm $15
• Carol Sudhalter Trio
Cleopatra’s Needle 8 pm
• Joe Morris Trio with Dezron Douglas, Gerald Cleaver
		
Cornelia Street Underground 8:30, 10 pm $10
êMary Stallings and Emmet Cohen Trio with Russell Hall, Kyle Poole
		
Dizzy’s Club 7:30, 9:30 pm $45
• Dan Aran Band; Chino Pons
The Django at Roxy Hotel 7:30, 10:30 pm
• Ugonna Okegwo Quartet; Raphael D’lugoff Quintet; Greg Glassman Jam
		
Fat Cat 7, 10 pm 1:30 am $10
• Tyrone Birkett’s Sonic Sanctuary Goddard Riverside’s Bernie Wohl Center 7:30 pm $20
êDevin Gray’s Dirigo Rataplan II with Ellery Eskelin, Michael Formanek, Dave Ballou		
		
Greenwich House Music School 8 pm $18
• Sarah Elizabeth Charles’ SCOPE Harlem Stage Gatehouse 7:30 pm $25
êFlyways: Anaïs Maviel, Adam Lane, Mara Rosenbloom
		
Ibeam Brooklyn 8 pm $15
• Lage Lund’s Rebuild The Rubble with Theo Bleckmann, Micah Thomas, Pete Rende,
Ben Street, Obed Calvaire
The Jazz Gallery 7:30, 9:30 pm $25
• David Durrah Jam Session
Jazz Museum in Harlem 2 pm $10
• Allegra Levy with Randy Ingram, Alex Goodman, Tim Norton, Jeff Davis
		
Jazz Standard 12 pm $10-35
êAaron Goldberg Trio with Matt Penman, Leon Parker
		
Jazz Standard 7:30, 9:30 pm $30
• Joseph Camardo/Justin Fink
Knickerbocker Bar & Grill 9, 10:15 pm $3.50
• Rick Germanson/Gerald Cannon Mezzrow 8 pm $20
êPhantasos: Josh Sinton, Adam Hopkins, Jason Nazary
		
Nublu 10 pm
• Jonathan Goldberger; Tim Kuhl Pete’s Candy Store 5, 6 pm
• Stephen Boegehold Ganglion Quartet; Lesley Mok’s The Living Connection		
		
Scholes Street Studio 8 pm $10
• Michael Morgan Trio
Shrine 6 pm
• Taru Alexander
Sistas’ Place 9, 10:30 pm $20
• Steve Slagle Quartet with Lawrence Fields, John Menegon, Adam Nussbaum;
Joel Ross Quartet with Immanuel Wilkins, Rick Rosato, Josh Ross; Eric Wyatt		
		
Smalls 7:30, 10:30 pm 1 am $20
• Jim Rotondi Quintet with Peter Bernstein, David Hazeltine, Alex Claffy, Joe Farnsworth
		
Smoke 7, 9, 10:30 pm $40

• Alyson Williams and Nat Adderley Trio
		
The Sound Bite 7, 9 pm
êAngelica Sanchez Big Band with Herb Robertson, Nolan Tsang, Tom Killacky,
Kenny Warren, Mike McGuiness, Andrew Bishop, Gideon Forbes, Caroline Davis,
Josh Sinton, Ben Gerstein, Brian Drye, Matt De Leon, Jacob Garchik, Omar Tamez,
Steve LaSpina, Ramón Lopez
The Stone at The New School 8:30 pm $20
• Columbia University Jazz and World Music Ensembles
		
Symphony Space Leonard Nimoy Thalia 4, 7:30 pm
êMark Turner Quintet with Jason Palmer, David Virelles, Matt Brewer, Nasheet Waits		
		
Village Vanguard 8:30, 10:30 pm $35
• Retumbra: Noah Becker, Jonah Udall, Steve Williams; Peyton Pleninger’s Biotonic with
Alex Levine, Dan Pappalardo, Adriel Vincent
		
Williamsburg Music Center 10, 11:15 pm $10
êDave Douglas Enact with Jeff Parker, Anna Webber, Kate Gentile, Nick Dunston and
guest David Adewumi
Zürcher Gallery 8 pm $20

Sunday, December 2

• Dave Scott Quintet with Rich Perry, Leonard Thompson, John Hébert, Billy Mintz		

		
55Bar 9:30, 11 pm $12
• Mari Koga
Birdland 6 pm $30
• Alan Ferber NYU Jazz Nonet
Blue Note 11:30 am 1:30 pm $39.50
êJohn Scofield Quartet with Gerald Clayton, Vicente Archer, Bill Stewart
		
Blue Note 8, 10:30 pm $35
• Chloe Perrier; Violette
Club Bonafide 6, 7:30 pm $15-20
• Polyphonic Minds: Peter Pesic, Denman Maroney, Ratzo Harris, Bob Meyer, Lisa Karrer,
Wally Glickman
Cornelia Street Underground 6 pm $10
• Anouman: Peter Sparacino, Koran Agan, Josh Kaye, Eduardo Belo
		
Cornelia Street Underground 8:30 pm $10
êMary Stallings and Emmet Cohen Trio with Russell Hall, Kyle Poole
		
Dizzy’s Club 7:30, 9:30 pm $30
• Lucy Yeghiazaryan Quartet; Isaac Mizrahi
		
The Django at Roxy Hotel 7:30, 10 pm
êGuillermo Gregorio, Omar Tamez, Ramón Lopez
		
Downtown Music Gallery 6 pm
• Terry Waldo’s Gotham City Band; Jade Synstelien’s Fat Cat Big Band
		
Fat Cat 6, 8:30 pm $10
• Feifei Yang and Dongfeng Liu with Tore Tao, Curtis Graham Nowosad and guest
Gary Lucas
Flushing Town Hall 2:30 pm $16
• William Hooker, Matt Chilton, Wil Ren, Raymond Nat Turner, Arthiom Dos Reis Furtado
		
Funkadelic Studios 11 am
êAaron Goldberg Trio with Matt Penman, Leon Parker
		
Jazz Standard 7:30, 9:30 pm $30
êMakaya McCraven’s Universal Beings with Shabaka Hutchings, Dezron Douglas,
Brandee Younger, Miguel Atwood-Ferguson, Jeff Parker, Nubya Garcia, Joel Ross,
Carlos Niño, Josh Johnson, Junius Paul, Malik Abdul-Rahman
		
Le Poisson Rouge 8 pm $25
• Chris Flory, Larry Ham, Lee Hudson Mezzrow 8 pm $20
• The Klezmatics
Murmrr 8 pm $30-45
• Paul Jost Trio with Jim Ridl, Dean Johnson
		
North Square Lounge 12:30, 2 pm
• Cameron Mizell
Pete’s Candy Store 8:30 pm
• Sara Caswell String Quartet with Jen and Kris Allen
		
Saint Peter’s Church 6 pm
• Sofia Tosello/Franco Pinna
Scholes Street Studio 3 pm $20
• Bright Dog Red: Joe Pignato, Anthony Berman, Cody Davies, Cully, Mike LaBombard,
Jarritt Sheel
ShapeShifter Lab 7 pm $10
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• Adam Machaskee
Silvana 6 pm
• Tardo Hammer Trio with Lee Hudson, Steve Williams; Angela Roberts Quartet with

JD Allen, Tardo Hammer; Ben Zweig Trio
		
Smalls 7:30, 10:30 pm 1 am $20
• Jim Rotondi Quintet with Peter Bernstein, David Hazeltine, Alex Claffy, Joe Farnsworth
		
Smoke 7, 9, 10:30 pm $40
• Jonathan Elbaz
The Sound Bite 6 pm
• Columbia University Jazz Ensembles
		
Symphony Space Leonard Nimoy Thalia 1, 4, 8 pm
• DNJ3: Dave Sewelson, Jim Ryan, Nik Francis
		
Teatro LATEA 3 pm
• Bill Stevens Songbook with Corey Larson, Paul Pricer
		
Tomi Jazz 8 pm
êMark Turner Quintet with Jason Palmer, David Virelles, Matt Brewer, Nasheet Waits		
		
Village Vanguard 8:30, 10:30 pm $35
• Marlon Martinez
Williamsburg Music Center 9 pm $10

Monday, December 3

• Iris Ornig Quintet with Dave Smith, Jeremy Powell, ArcoIris Sandoval, Jesse Simpson
		
55Bar 7 pm
• Tania Chen solo; Eli Wallace, Sean Ali, Carlo Costa
		
Areté Gallery 7, 8:30 pm
êSteve Cardenas Trio with Ben Allison, Allison Miller
		
Bar Lunàtico 8:30, 10 pm $10
• Nicola Caminiti Trio with Gus Allen, Jerome Gillespie II; Valerie Farber Trio with
Cat Toren, Michael Bates
Bar Next Door 6:30, 8:30, 10:30 pm $12
êDizzy Gillespie All Stars
Blue Note 8, 10:30 pm $35
êMarco Cappelli, Matteo Liberatore; Ethan Meyer; Stephen Gauci, Adam Lane,
Kevin Shea; Guillermo Gregorio Ensemble; Danny Kammins, David Leon,
Joe Hertenstein; Xander Nayler, Michael Wilbur, Dave Treut
		
Bushwick Public House 7 pm $10
• David Amram and Co. with Kevin Twigg, Rene Hart, Elliot Peper, Jose Pacheco		
		
Cornelia Street Underground 8:30 pm $10
• Manhattan School of Music Afro-Cuban Jazz Orchestra led by Bobby Sanabria with
guest Paquito D’Rivera
Dizzy’s Club 7:30, 9:30 pm $40
• Victor Santos; Billy Kaye Jam Fat Cat 9 pm 1:30 am $10
• Pete Malinverni Trio
Mezzrow 8 pm $20
• The Comet is Coming: King Shabaka, Danalogue, Betamax Ohm
		
Nublu 151 8 pm $20
• Cameron Mizell Trio with Brad Whiteley, Max Maples
		
Pete’s Candy Store 8:30 pm
êSylvie Courvoisier Trio with Drew Gress, Kenny Wollesen; Nate Wooley Battle Pieces IV
with Sylvie Courvoisier, Ingrid Laubrock, Matt Moran
		
Roulette 8 pm $25
• Francis Hon Project with David Ullmann, Jeong Hwan Park, Andrew Kushnir;
David Ullmann Group with Tom Call, Tim Struven, JP Schlegelmilch, Vin Scialla
		
ShapeShifter Lab 7, 8:15 pm $10
• Chris Beaudry Trio
Silvana 6 pm
• Brian Pareschi Big Band
The Slope Lounge 8 pm
• Joel Frahm Group; Joe Farnsworth Group; Jon Elbaz Trio
		
Smalls 7:30, 10:30 pm 1 am $20
êAngelica Sanchez, Omar Tamez, Ramón Lopez
		
Soup & Sound 8 pm $20
• John Stowell Trio with Harvie S, Billy Mintz
		
Zinc Bar 8, 10 pm $20

Tuesday, December 4
• Ben Monder Trio with Tony Malaby, Nasheet Waits
		
55Bar 7 pm
• Alec Aldred Trio with Bob Bruya, Jake Richter; Vaughn Stoffey Trio with Evan Gregor,
Mark Ferber
Bar Next Door 6:30, 8:30, 10:30 pm $12
êPharoah Sanders Quartet with William Henderson, Nat Reeves, Johnathan Blake		
		
Birdland 8:30, 11 pm $40
• Arturo Sandoval
Blue Note 8, 10:30 pm $45
• New York Youth Symphony Jazz Band with guest Roxy Coss
		
Dizzy’s Club 7:30, 9:30 pm $35
• Alex Claffy Trio
Dizzy’s Club 11:15 pm $5
• Miki Yamanaka Quintet; Alvaro Benevitas Group; Kelly Green
		
Fat Cat 7, 9 pm 12:30 am $10
• Steve Lukather/Bill Evans Toxic Monkey with Will Lee, Keith Carlock, Steve Weingart
		
Iridium 8:30 pm $65-95
• Miki Yokoyama Trio
Jazz at Kitano 8 pm
• Ulysses Owens, Jr. and Friends Birthday Celebration with Benny Benack III,
Christian Sands, Phillip Norris and guest Alicia Olatuja
		
Jazz Standard 7:30, 9:30 pm $30
• Billie Holiday—Swing Song Tradition: Juilliard Jazz Ensembles led by Marion Felder
with guest Carla Cook
Juilliard School Paul Hall 7:30 pm
• Angelica Sanchez, Omar Tamez, Ramón Lopez; Devin Gray’s Dirigo Rataplan II with
Ellery Eskelin, Michael Formanek, Dave Ballou
		
Korzo 9, 10:30 pm
• Yaala Ballin, Pasquale Grasso, Tal Ronen; Naama Gheber
		
Mezzrow 8, 11 pm $20
• Anthony Fuscaldo Trio
Radegast Hall 8 pm
• Vapeism; Mark Kraszewski Quartet with Gene Segal
		
ShapeShifter Lab 7, 8:15 pm $12
• Marcos Toledo; Vivienne Aerts Silvana 6, 7 pm
• Spike Wilner Trio with Tyler Mitchell, Anthony Pinciotti; Frank Lacy Group;
Malik McLaurine Trio
Smalls 7:30, 10:30 pm 1 am $20
êThurston Moore, Bill Nace, Samara Lubelski
		
The Stone at The New School 8:30 pm $20
• Chris Rogers Band with Bob Franceschini, Theo Hill, Jay Anderson, Steve Johns,
Theo Rogers
Triad Theater 7 pm $20
êJim Hall Birthday Celebration: Peter Bernstein, Doug Weiss, Leon Parker
		
Village Vanguard 8:30, 10:30 pm $35

Wednesday, December 5

• Karrin Allyson’s Yuletide Hideaway with Rod Fleeman, Marty Jaffe, Mark Walker and

guest Houston Person
54 Below 10:30 pm $30-65
• Sarah Jane Cion Trio with Earl Sauls, Andy Watson
		
An Beal Bocht Café 8, 9:30 pm $20
• Machine//Body: Crystal Penalosa, Dafna Naphtali, Masami Tomihisa, Anaïs Maviel 		
		
Areté Gallery 8:30 pm $15
• Luke Schwartz Trio with Kells Nollenberger, Kyle McCarter
		
Bar Next Door 6:30 pm $12
• Good & Plenty Jazz Quartet: Adam Niewood, Sean Gough, Gene Perla,
Adam Nussbaum
Bard Graduate Center Gallery 6 pm
êPharoah Sanders Quartet with William Henderson, Nat Reeves, Johnathan Blake		
		
Birdland 8:30, 11 pm $40
• Arturo Sandoval
Blue Note 8, 10:30 pm $45
êRebirth Brass Band
Brooklyn Bowl 8 pm $22-25
• Nick Brust Quintet with Katya, Glenn Zaleski, Josh Allen, Colin Stranahan		
		
Cornelia Street Underground 6 pm $10
• Alexis Cuadrado’s Shoes with Kavita Shah, Linda Briceño, Amy Kang, Luis Perdomo,
Christos Rafalides, Shirazette Tinnin
		
Dizzy’s Club 7:30, 9:30 pm $35
• Alex Claffy Trio
Dizzy’s Club 11:15 pm $5
• Golem: Annette Ezekiel Kogan, Aaron Diskin, Jeremy Brown, Curtis Hasselbring,
Taylor Bergren-Chrisman, Tim Monaghan; Jon Madof’s Zion80
		
Drom 8 pm $20
• Raphael D’lugoff Trio +1; Groover Trio; Ned Goold Jam
		
Fat Cat 7, 9 pm 12:30 am $10
• Carol Sudhalter Jazz Jam
Flushing Town Hall 7 pm $10
• Steve Lukather/Bill Evans Toxic Monkey with Will Lee, Keith Carlock, Steve Weingart
		
Iridium 8:30 pm $65-95
• Elisabeth Lohninger Quartet with Walter Fischbacher, Jennifer Vincent, Peter Kronreif
		
Jazz at Kitano 8, 10 pm $18
• Civil Disobedience—Blue Note Records in the Progressive ‘60s: David Ambrosio,
Donny McCaslin, Duane Eubanks, Bruce Barth, Victor Lewis
		
Jazz Standard 7:30, 9:30 pm $30
• Kelly Green, Alex Tremblay, Evan Hyde
		
Mezzrow 8 pm $20
êWayne Horvitz’ The Snowghost Sessions with Geoff Harper, Eric Eagle and guests
Peggy Lee, Sara Schoenbeck; Wayne Horvitz’ These Hills of Glory: Mivos Quartet with
guests Peggy Lee, Sara Schoenbeck, Nate Wooley, Briggan Krauss
		
Roulette 8 pm $25
• Hell’s Kitchen Funk Orchestra Saint Peter’s Church 1 pm $10
• Takeshi Otani Band
Silvana 6 pm
• Kenny Brooks Quartet with Peter Slavov, Francisco Mela; Mike Karn Quartet with
Harry Allen, Konrad Paszkudzki, Mark Taylor; Davis Whitfield
		
Smalls 7:30, 10:30 pm 1 am $20
• Lezlie Harrison with Ben Paterson, Saul Rubin, Vince Ector
		
Smoke 7, 9, 10:30 pm $15
• Chris Crocco’s Fluid
Spoonfed New York Country 8:30 pm
• Thurston Moore, Luke Stewart, Leila Bordreuil
		
The Stone at The New School 8:30 pm $20
êPeter Bernstein Quartet with Sullivan Fortner, Doug Weiss, Leon Parker		
		
Village Vanguard 8:30, 10:30 pm $35

Thursday, December 6

• Amy Cervini with Jesse Lewis, Michael Cabe, Matt Aronoff, Mark McLean		

		
55Bar 6 pm
• Ed Laub/Gene Bertoncini
The 75 Club at Bogardus Mansion 7:30 pm
• Bernice: Robin Dann, Thom Gill, Dan Fortin, Felicity Williams, Phil Melanson		
		
Alphaville 8 pm $10
• David Stern Trio with Dominic Duval, Jr., Colin Stranahan; David Leon Trio with
Sam Weber, Stephen Boegehold Bar Next Door 6:30, 8:30, 10:30 pm $12
• David DeJesus
Birdland 5:30 pm $30
êPharoah Sanders Quartet with William Henderson, Nat Reeves, Johnathan Blake		
		
Birdland 8:30, 11 pm $40
• Natalie Douglas’ A Very Natalie Holiday with Jon Weber
		
Birdland Theater 9:45 pm $35
• Arturo Sandoval
Blue Note 8, 10:30 pm $45
• Noriko Kamo Duo
Cleopatra’s Needle 7 pm
êDan Weiss/Miles Okazaki
Cornelia Street Underground 8, 9:30 pm $10
• A Celebration of Sammy Davis, Jr. and The Great American Songbook:
Obba Babatundé and Friends
Dizzy’s Club 7:30, 9:30 pm $40
• Alex Claffy Trio
Dizzy’s Club 11:15 pm $10
• Freddy Deboe Band; Scone Cash Players
		
The Django at Roxy Hotel 7:30, 10 pm
• Bill Ware Quintet; Saul Rubin Zebtet; Paul Nowinski
		
Fat Cat 7, 10 pm 1:30 am $10
• Pedrito Martinez
Ginny’s Supper Club 7, 9 pm $15
êAruán Ortiz solo; Mary Rowell, Jeffrey Zeigler, Geoffrey Burleson; Daniel Blankenship,
Nate Wooley, Ryan Keberle, Vincent Chancey, José Dávila
		
Greenwich House Music School 7:30 pm $25
• Elio Villafranca Trio with Russell Hall, Dion Parson
		
Harlem Stage Gatehouse 7:30 pm

• Steve Lukather/Bill Evans Toxic Monkey with Will Lee, Keith Carlock, Steve Weingart
		
Iridium 8:30 pm $65-95
êAudrey Silver Quintet with David Berkman, Steve Wilson, Paul Beaudry, Alvin Atkinson
		
Jazz at Kitano 8, 10 pm $18
• Sonica: Nicole Zuraitis, Thana Alexa, Julia Adamy and guests Antonio Sanchez,
Dan Pugach, Ross Pederson
The Jazz Gallery 7:30, 9:30 pm $15
• Ben Wendel Seasons Band with Taylor Eigsti, Gilad Hekselman, Joe Sanders,
Mark Guiliana
Jazz Standard 7:30, 9:30 pm $30
• Mike Longo/Paul West
Mezzrow 8 pm $20
• Luisito Quintero and Friends
Minton’s 7:30, 9:30 pm $20
êForward Festival: Jeff Snyder, Cenk Ergün, Federico Ughi; Rachel Musson;
Daniel Carter, Mary Anne Driscoll, William Parker, Federico Ughi; Listening Group:
Daniel Carter, Nick Lyons, Patrick Holmes, Claire de Brunner, Jeff Snyder, Stelios Mihas,
Jonah Rosenberg, Zach Swanson, Federico Ughi
		
ShapeShifter Lab 7 pm $20
• The Way Things Go
Shrine 6 pm
• Biotonic
Silvana 6 pm
• Michael Feinberg Quintet with David Liebman, Noah Preminger, ELEW, Ian Froman;
Dan Aran’s New York Family with Itai Kriss, Adam Birnbaum, Luke Sellick,
Marcos Lopez; Jonathan Thomas Smalls 7:30, 10:30 pm 1 am $20
• Joe Magnarelli Quintet with Grant Stewart, Steve Ash, David Wong, Willie Jones III		
		
Smoke 7, 9, 10:30 pm $15
• Thurston Moore, Lin Culbertson, Tom Surgal, Gene Moore
		
The Stone at The New School 8:30 pm $20
êPeter Bernstein Quartet with Sullivan Fortner, Doug Weiss, Leon Parker
		
Village Vanguard 8:30, 10:30 pm $35
• Leandro Pellegrino Trio with Timothy Norton, Roberto Giaquinto;
Andrew DeNicola Quartet with Justin Salisbury, Marlon Martinez, Clemens Grassmann
		
Williamsburg Music Center 9, 10:30 pm $10
• A Tribute to Bebo Valdés: Hector Martignon Quarteto
		
Zinc Bar 7:30, 9 pm $25

Friday, December 7

êJimmy Owens 75th Birthday Celebration with Danny Mixon, Lonnie Plaxico, Winard Harper,

Cascadu and guests
The 75 Club at Bogardus Mansion 8, 10 pm $20
• Tom Dempsey Trio with Chris Berger, Vince Ector
		
Bar Next Door 7:30, 9:30, 11:30 pm $12
êPharoah Sanders Quartet with William Henderson, Nat Reeves, Johnathan Blake		
		
Birdland 8:30, 11 pm $40
• Alexa Tarantino
Birdland Theater 9:45 pm $30
• Arturo Sandoval
Blue Note 8, 10:30 pm $45
• Libby Richman Trio
Cleopatra’s Needle 8 pm
• Chloé Perrier and French Heart Club Bonafide 6 pm $20
• Michael Blanco Quartet with John Ellis, Mike Moreno, Clarence Penn		
		
Cornelia Street Underground 8:30, 10 pm $10
êBen Allison and Think Free with Jeremy Pelt, Steve Cardenas, Frank Kimbrough,
Allan Mednard
Dizzy’s Club 7:30, 9:30 pm $40
• Alex Claffy Trio
Dizzy’s Club 11:15 pm $10
• Ken Fowser Quintet; Professor Cunningham and His Old School
		
The Django at Roxy Hotel 7:30, 10 pm
• Karina Colis; Jared Gold/Dave Gibson; Will Terrill
		
Fat Cat 6, 10:30 pm 1:30 am $10
• Annette Peacock
First Unitarian Congregational Society 8 pm $40-100
• Irene Blackman with Darnell White Gin Fizz Harlem 7, 8:30 pm $30
êBenefit for Save Our Streets: Elliott Sharp; Hatim Belyamani’s HAT
		
Happylucky no.1 8, 9:30 pm $15-20
• Steve Lukather/Bill Evans Toxic Monkey with Will Lee, Keith Carlock, Steve Weingart
		
Iridium 8:30 pm $65-95
• The Music of Dom Salvador and Jobim: Duduka Da Fonseca and Brazilian Express
with Maucha Adnet, Billy Drewes, Helio Alves, Martin Wind
		
Jazz at Kitano 8, 10 pm $34
• Remy Le Boeuf’s Assembly of Shadows Orchestra with Greg Robbins, Vito Chiavuzzo,
Alejandro Aviles, Ben Kono, John Lowery, Carl Maraghi, Seneca Black, John Lake,
Mike Rodriquez, Matt Holman, Alan Ferber, Alex Jeun, Isaac Kaplan, Max Seigel,
Alex Goodman, Martha Kato, Matt Aronoff, Peter Kronreif, Rodrigo Recabarren
		
The Jazz Gallery 7:30, 9:30 pm $25
• Ben Wendel Seasons Band with Taylor Eigsti, Gilad Hekselman, Joe Sanders,
Mark Guiliana
Jazz Standard 7:30, 9:30 pm $30
• Michael Wolff, Ben Sherman, Victor Jones
		
Knickerbocker Bar & Grill 9, 10:15 pm $3.50
êGary Smulyan, Jim McNeely, David Wong
		
Mezzrow 8 pm $20
• Dawn Jones Trio with guest Wallace Roney
		
Minton’s 7:30, 9:30 pm $20
• Scot Albertson/Dan Furman
Parnell’s Bar 7 pm
êForward Festival: Donald Sturge Anthony McKenzie II’s Silence with Jimmy Lee;
Daniel Carter, Patrick Holmes, Matthew Putman, Hilliard Greene, Federico Ughi;
Tobias Wilner solo; New York United: Daniel Carter, Tobias Wilner, Djibril Toure,
Federico Ughi
ShapeShifter Lab 7 pm $20
• Joe Pino Quintet
Silvana 6 pm
• Myron Walden Quartet; Dmitry Baevsky Quartet with Jeb Patton, Neal Miner,
Joe Strasser; Corey Wallace DUBtet
		
Smalls 7:30, 10:30 pm 1 am $20
êA Nat King Cole Christmas: Allan Harris
		
Smoke 7, 9, 10:30 pm $40
• Charlie Apicella and Iron City with Madam Pat Tandy
		
The Sound Bite 7, 9 pm
• Gabriel Zucker solo; Mariel Roberts solo; Axis: Jon Irabagon, John Hegre, Nils Dronen
		
Spectrum 7 pm $10
êThurston Moore, Tom Surgal, William Winant
		
The Stone at The New School 8:30 pm $20
êPeter Bernstein Quartet with Sullivan Fortner, Doug Weiss, Leon Parker		
		
Village Vanguard 8:30, 10:30 pm $35
• Patricia Spears Jones/Luke Stewart; Irreversible Entanglements: Luke Stewart,
Keir Neuringer, Aquiles Navarro, Tcheser Holmes
		
Weeksville Heritage Center 7:30 pm $10
êEthan Iverson Trio with Christian McBride, Al Foster
		
Zinc Bar 7:30, 9 pm $35
• Joel Frahm 4tet with David Kikoski, Joe Martin, Billy Hart
		
Zinc Bar 10, 11:30 pm $30

Saturday, December 8

• Nicole Henry’s Set For The Season 54 Below 9:30 pm $35-80

êJimmy Owens 75th Birthday Celebration with Danny Mixon, Lonnie Plaxico, Winard Harper,

Cascadu and guests

The 75 Club at Bogardus Mansion 8, 10 pm $20

êMichael Blake’s Red Hook Soul with Avi Bortnick, Tony Scherr, Tony Mason,

Moses Patrou
Bar Lunàtico 8:30, 10 pm $10
• Quentin Angus Trio with Desmond White, Ari Hoenig
		
Bar Next Door 7:30, 9:30, 11:30 pm $12
• Eric Comstock
Birdland 5:30 pm $30
êPharoah Sanders Quartet with William Henderson, Nat Reeves, Johnathan Blake		
		
Birdland 8:30, 11 pm $40
• Alexa Tarantino
Birdland Theater 9:45 pm $30
• Arturo Sandoval
Blue Note 8, 10:30 pm $45
• Justin Lees Trio
Cleopatra’s Needle 8 pm
• Yael Dray-Barel/Gabriel Hermida; Maria Alejandra Rodriguez;
Gene Ess Fractal Attraction with Thana Alexa, Sebastien Ammann, Yasushi Nakamura,
Clarence Penn
Club Bonafide 4, 6, 8:30 pm $20
êBen Allison and Think Free with Jeremy Pelt, Steve Cardenas, Frank Kimbrough,
Allan Mednard
Dizzy’s Club 7:30, 9:30 pm $45
• Alex Claffy Trio
Dizzy’s Club 11:15 pm $20
Frank Basile Quintet; “King” Solomon Hicks
		
The Django at Roxy Hotel 7:30, 10:30 pm

• Bruce Harris; Ricky Rodriguez Group; Greg Glassman Jam
		
Fat Cat 7, 10 pm 1:30 am $10
• Michael Mwenso and Guests
Ginny’s Supper Club 7:30, 9:30 pm $20
êSun Ra Arkestra
Hammerstein Ballroom 8 pm $30
êBenefit for Save Our Streets: Jasna Popovich; Brian Marsella;
Tuba Mob: Steven Bernstein, Briggan Krauss, Marcus Rojas, Tony Scherr,
Kenny Wollesen
Happylucky no.1 3, 7 pm $15-20
• Chris Cochrane’s Collapsible Shoulder
		
Ibeam Brooklyn 8:30 pm $15
• Steve Lukather/Bill Evans Toxic Monkey with Will Lee, Keith Carlock, Steve Weingart
		
Iridium 8:30 pm $65-95
• Roy Meriwether solo
Jackie Robinson Park 11 am
• The Music of Dom Salvador and Jobim: Duduka Da Fonseca and Brazilian Express
with Maucha Adnet, Billy Drewes, Helio Alves, Martin Wind
		
Jazz at Kitano 8, 10 pm $34
• Borderlands Trio: Stephan Crump, Kris Davis, Eric McPherson
		
The Jazz Gallery 7:30, 9:30 pm $25
• Laurin Talese Quartet with Toru Dodo, Jonathan Michel
		
Jazz Standard 12 pm $10-35
• Ben Wendel Seasons Band with Taylor Eigsti, Gilad Hekselman, Joe Sanders,
Mark Guiliana
Jazz Standard 7:30, 9:30 pm $30
• Michael Wolff, Ben Sherman, Victor Jones
		
Knickerbocker Bar & Grill 9, 10:15 pm $3.50
êGary Smulyan, Jim McNeely, David Wong; Jeremy Manasia
		
Mezzrow 8, 11 pm $20
êJ.C. Hopkins Biggish Band
Minton’s 7:30, 9:30 pm $20
• Mara Rosenbloom/Emilie Lesbros; Jeff Pearring Sound with Adam Lane, Tim Ford;
Eric Plaks Trio with Adam Lane, Tcheser Holmes
		
Mirror in the Woods 8 pm
• Ken Kobayashi
Silvana 7 pm
• Robert Rutledge
Sistas’ Place 9, 10:30 pm $20
• Leo Yucht; Myron Walden Quartet; Dmitry Baevsky Quartet with Jeb Patton, Neal Miner,
Joe Strasser; Brooklyn Circle
Smalls 4:30, 7:30, 10:30 pm 1 am $20
êA Nat King Cole Christmas: Allan Harris
		
Smoke 7, 9, 10:30 pm $40
• David Oquendo Quartet
The Sound Bite 7, 9 pm
• Lev Zhurbin/Vasko Dukovski
Spectrum 7 pm $10
êThurston Moore, John Zorn, William Winant
		
The Stone at The New School 8:30 pm $20
êPeter Bernstein Quartet with Sullivan Fortner, Doug Weiss, Leon Parker		
		
Village Vanguard 8:30, 10:30 pm $35
• Tracie Morris/William Parker; In Order to Survive: William Parker, Rob Brown,
Cooper-Moore, Gerald Cleaver Weeksville Heritage Center 7:30 pm $10
• Zac Carson’s FutureShift
Williamsburg Music Center 10 pm $10
êBilly Hart Trio with David Kikoski, Rick Rosato
		
Zinc Bar 8 pm $30

Sunday, December 9

• Opalescence: Norbert Rodenkirchen, Robbie Lee, James Ilgenfritz
		
Aeon Bookstore 7 pm
êSam Newsome soio; Jack Wright/Ron Stabinsky
		
Areté Gallery 7:30 pm $15
• Eyal Vilner Big Band
Birdland 6 pm $30
êChampian Fulton’s Christmas with Champian
		
Blue Note 11:30 am 1:30 pm $39.50
• Arturo Sandoval
Blue Note 8, 10:30 pm $45
• Impetus Trio: Maria Tegzes, Geoffrey Burleson, Dave “Knife” Fabris
		
Cornelia Street Underground 6 pm $10
êBen Allison and Think Free with Jeremy Pelt, Steve Cardenas, Frank Kimbrough,
Allan Mednard
Dizzy’s Club 7:30, 9:30 pm $35
• Fackpamp: Anders Nilsson, Hampus Ohman-Frolund, Sarah Bernstein;
Axis: Jon Irabagon, John Hegre, Nils Dronen; Giacomo Merega/Kent O’Doherty
		
Downtown Music Gallery 6 pm
• Zach Clarke, Chris Irvine, Charlotte Greve, Evan Crane, Leonid Galaganov; Dave Ross,
Ras Moshe, Larry Roland, Rob Mitzner, Shlomit Oren
		
El Barrio Artspace 7 pm
• Terry Waldo’s Gotham City Band; Dave Schnitter Quintet
		
Fat Cat 6, 9 pm $10
• Erica Dicker, Eli Wallace, Deric Dickens; Phillip Greenlief, Angelica Sanchez,
Michael Vatcher
Ibeam Brooklyn 8 pm $15
• Ben Wendel Seasons Band with Taylor Eigsti, Gilad Hekselman, Joe Sanders,
Mark Guiliana
Jazz Standard 7:30, 9:30 pm $30
• Bryn Roberts/Lage Lund
Mezzrow 8 pm $20
• Roz Corral Trio with Eddie Monteiro, Yotam Silberstein
		
North Square Lounge 12:30, 2 pm
• Dimitrije Vasiljevic Quartet with Ricardo Grilli, Ben Tiberio, Raphael Pannier		
		
Nublu 9 pm
• Sara Caswell String Quartet
Saint Peter’s Church 6 pm
• Annie Chen’s Secret Treetop with Glenn Zaleski, Rafal Sarnecki, David Smith,
Alex LoRe, Tomoko Omura, Mat Muntz, Jerad Lippi
		
ShapeShifter Lab 8:15 pm $10
• Javier Rosario Trio
Shrine 8 pm
• Marianne Solivan Quartet; JC Stylles Organ Quartet with Troy Roberts, Kyle Koehler,
Luca Santaniello; Alon Near Trio Smalls 7:30, 10:30 pm 1 am $20
êA Nat King Cole Christmas: Allan Harris
		
Smoke 7, 9, 10:30 pm $40
• Tim Siciliano
The Sound Bite 6 pm
• Lauren Gregory; Max Kutner/Matt Darriau; The Decisions: Chris Williams, Lisa Hoppe,
Jon Taylor
Spectrum 7 pm
• DocFest: Randy Brecker, Wallace Roney, Marvin Stamm with Helen Sung,
Marcos Varela, Reggie Quinerly; Eric Harland Quintet with Aaron Parks, Matt Brewer,
Walter Smith III, Mike Moreno
Tishman Auditorium 3 pm $50-100
• Linda Presgrave Quartet with Stan Chovnick, Dimitri Moderbacher, Seiji Ochiai
		
Tomi Jazz 9 pm
êPeter Bernstein Quartet with Sullivan Fortner, Doug Weiss, Leon Parker
		
Village Vanguard 8:30, 10:30 pm $35
• Grand Maujer
Williamsburg Music Center 9 pm $10
êRobert Dick/Tiffany Chang
Zürcher Gallery 2:30 pm $15

Monday, December 10

êBrandon Seabrook with Gerald Cleaver, Cooper-Moore

		
Bar Lunàtico 8:30, 10 pm $10
• Ryan Hernandez Trio with Paul Cuffari, Nick Dekens; Alma Micic Trio with Rale Micic,
Corcoran Holt
Bar Next Door 6:30, 8:30, 10:30 pm $12
• Chris Botti 14th Annual Holiday Residency with Eldar, Leonardo Amuedo,
Reggie Hamilton, Lee Pearson, Sandy Cameron
		
Blue Note 8, 10:30 pm $115
• David Meier, John McCowen, Dave Scanlon, Frank Meadows; Stephen Gauci,
Adam Lane, Kevin Shea; Nick Sanders Ensemble; Brad Faberman Ensemble;
Daniel Blake Ensemble; Hans Tammen, Dafna Naphtali, Joe Hertenstein		
		
Bushwick Public House 7 pm $10
• The Music of Lennie Tristano and Charlie Parker: Juilliard Jazz Ensembles		
		
Dizzy’s Club 7:30, 9:30 pm $30
• Ned Goold Quartet; Billy Kaye Jam Fat Cat 9 pm 12:30 am $10
• Burnett Thompson/Alex Blake Mezzrow 8 pm $20
• Erica Seguine/Shannon Baker Orchestra
		
The Slope Lounge 8 pm
• Ari Hoenig Trio; Jonathan Michel Quintet; Jon Elbaz Trio
		
Smalls 7:30, 10:30 pm 1 am $20
êVic Juris Trio with Harvie S, Allan Mednard
		
Zinc Bar 7:30, 9:30 pm $20
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Tuesday, December 11
• Stan Killian Quintet with Alexia Bomtempo, Jake Owen, Michael Kiaer, Tiago Michelin
		
55Bar 7 pm
• John Escreet Band
55Bar 10 pm
êSarah Bernstein Unearthish with Satoshi Takeishi; Shelley Hirsch/Anthony Coleman
		
Areté Gallery 7 pm $15
• Stephen Boegehold with Jessica Ackerley, Nick Dunston; Patrick Cornelius Trio with
Jared Gold, Mark Whitfield, Jr.
Bar Next Door 6:30, 8:30, 10:30 pm $12
êStacey Kent
Birdland 8:30, 11 pm $50
• Gunhild Carling
Birdland Theater 7 pm $35
• Chris Botti 14th Annual Holiday Residency with Eldar, Leonardo Amuedo,
Reggie Hamilton, Lee Pearson, Sandy Cameron
		
Blue Note 8, 10:30 pm $115
êSullivan Fortner Trio with Ameen Saleem, Jeremy “Bean” Clemons
		
Dizzy’s Club 7:30, 9:30 pm $35
• Alphonso Horne
Dizzy’s Club 11:15 pm $5
• Pedro Giraudo Tango Quartet The Django at Roxy Hotel 7:30 pm
• Saul Rubin Zebtet; Peter Brainin Latin Jazz Workshop
		
Fat Cat 7, 9 pm $10
• Erica Lindsay’s Meditations on Transformation with Sumi Tonooka,
Samantha Boshnack, Salim Washington, David Arend, Willem De Koch, Victor Lewis
		
Greenwich House Music School 7:30 pm $20
• Kenny Carr Quartet with Iris Ornig, Evan Hyde, Adam Hutcheson
		
Jazz at Kitano 8 pm
• Harish Raghavan Group
The Jazz Gallery 7:30, 9:30 pm $25
êEric Revis Band with Julius Rodriguez, Andrew D’Angelo, Nasheet Waits
		
Jazz Museum in Harlem 7 pm $10
• Kendrick Scott Oracle with John Ellis, Mike Moreno, Taylor Eigsti, Joe Sanders
		
Jazz Standard 7:30, 9:30 pm $30
êGerald Cleaver, Brandon Seabrook, Trevor Dunn; Mike Baggetta, Jerome Harris,
Billy Mintz
Korzo 9, 10:30 pm
• Kendra Shank, Frank Kimbrough, Dean Johnson; Lucy Yeghiazaryan
		
Mezzrow 8, 11 pm $20
êMatt Mitchell’s Phalanx Ambassadors with Miles Okazaki, Kim Cass, Kate Gentile,
Patricia Brennan; Wendy Eisenberg Trio with Trevor Dunn, Ches Smith		
		
Nublu 151 8 pm $15-20
êTribute to Cecil Taylor: Ritual with Warren Smith, Fred Moten; Visionary Youth Orchestra
led by Karen Borca; Cooper-Moore; Jemeel Moondoc’s Muntu; Dianne McIntyre;
Steve Dalachinsky; Bobby Zankel; Patricia Nicholson; Oliver Lake; Craig Harris;
Dave Burrell; Andrew Cyrille; Vijay Iyer; Henry Grimes; William Parker;
Cecil Taylor Sound Vision Orchestra
		
Roulette 8 pm $20
• Gil Schwartz
Shrine 6 pm
• Javier Nero Septet
Silvana 6 pm
• Ian Hendrickson-Smith Quartet; Abraham Burton Quartet; Malik McLaurine Trio
		
Smalls 7:30, 10:30 pm 1 am $20
• Ikue Mori and guests
The Stone at The New School 8:30 pm $20
êKenny Barron Quintet with Mike Rodriguez, Dayna Stephens, Kiyoshi Kitagawa,
Johnathan Blake
Village Vanguard 8:30, 10:30 pm $35

Wednesday, December 12

• Pedro Giraudo
Bar Lunàtico 8:30, 10 pm $10
• Juan Munguia Trio with Trevor Brown, Josh Roberts

		
Bar Next Door 6:30 pm $12
êStacey Kent
Birdland 8:30, 11 pm $50
• Gunhild Carling
Birdland Theater 7 pm $35
• Chris Botti 14th Annual Holiday Residency with Eldar, Leonardo Amuedo,
Reggie Hamilton, Lee Pearson, Sandy Cameron
		
Blue Note 8, 10:30 pm $115
• Swedish Lucia Celebration: Elsa Nilsson Quartet with Jeff McLaughlin, Alex Minier,
Cody Rahn
Cornelia Street Underground 8 pm $10
êSullivan Fortner Trio with Ameen Saleem, Jeremy “Bean” Clemons
		
Dizzy’s Club 7:30, 9:30 pm $35
• Alphonso Horne
Dizzy’s Club 11:15 pm $5
• New Alchemy
The Django at Roxy Hotel 10 pm
• Raphael D’lugoff Trio +1; Harold Mabern Trio; Ned Goold Jam
		
Fat Cat 7, 9 pm 12:30 am $10
• Steve Dalachinsky/Loren Connors The Glove 8 pm $10
êCooper-Moore/Stephen Gauci; Jeremy Carlstedt Trio with Anders Nilsson, Brian Settles
		
Happylucky no.1 8, 9:15 pm $15
• Jaimoe’s Jasssz Band
Iridium 8:30 pm $25-35
• Carl Bartlett. Jr. Quartet with Julius Chen, Steve Wood, Will Terrill
		
Jazz at Kitano 8, 10 pm $18
• Rajna Swaminathan’s Mangal with María Grand, Linda May Han Oh, Joel Ross and
guest Imani Uzuri
The Jazz Gallery 7:30, 9:30 pm $15
• Kendrick Scott Oracle with John Ellis, Mike Moreno, Taylor Eigsti, Joe Sanders
		
Jazz Standard 7:30, 9:30 pm $30
• Behn Gillece, Adam Birnbaum, Gerald Cannon
		
Mezzrow 8 pm $20
êLew Tabackin Trio
Michiko Studios 8 pm
• Hot Club of Flatbush
Radegast Hall 9 pm
êMichaël Attias Nine with Tony Malaby, Ralph Alessi, Ben Gerstein, Jacob Sacks,
Fred Lonberg-Holm, John Hébert, Satoshi Takeishi, Eric McPherson
		
Roulette 8 pm $25
• Yuletide Celebration: Boots Maleson, Ray Marchica, Ronny Whyte, Libby York,
Sandy Stewart, Ben Cassara, Carrie Jackson, Alex Leonard
		
Saint Peter’s Church 1 pm $10
• Take Off Collective: Ole Mathisen, Marko Djordjevic, Matt Garrison
		
ShapeShifter Lab 8:15 pm $12
• Jonathan Kreisberg Quartet with Martin Bejerano, Matt Clohesy, Colin Stranahan;
Josh Lawrence Color Theory with Caleb Curtis, George DeLancey, Anwar Marshall;
Micah Thomas
Smalls 7:30, 10:30 pm 1 am $20
• Carolyn Leonhart
Smoke 7, 9, 10:30 pm $15
êIkue Mori/Craig Taborn
The Stone at The New School 8:30 pm $20
• Esperanza Spalding’s 12 Little Spells with Matthew Stevens, Justin Tyson,
Aaron Burnett, Burniss Travis, Corey King, Rob Schwimmer
		
Town Hall 8 pm $45
êKenny Barron Quintet with Mike Rodriguez, Dayna Stephens, Kiyoshi Kitagawa,
Johnathan Blake
Village Vanguard 8:30, 10:30 pm $35
• Janis Siegel and Lauren Kinhan with Michael Kanan, Luques Curtis, Vince Cherico
and guest Alicia Hall Moran
Zinc Bar 7:30, 9:30 pm $30

Thursday, December 13

• 75 Club House Trio with Gabriele Donati

		
The 75 Club at Bogardus Mansion 8, 10 pm
êJen Shyu’s Zero Grasses; Seth Parker Woods
		
Areté Gallery 8 pm $15
• Jonah Udall Trio with Sam Weber, Evan Hyde; Austin Becker Trio with Martin Nevin,
Michael Davis
Bar Next Door 6:30, 8:30, 10:30 pm $12
êAlexis Cole
Birdland 5:30 pm $30
êStacey Kent
Birdland 8:30, 11 pm $50
• Gunhild Carling
Birdland Theater 7 pm $35
• Chris Botti 14th Annual Holiday Residency with Eldar, Leonardo Amuedo,
Reggie Hamilton, Lee Pearson, Sandy Cameron
		
Blue Note 8, 10:30 pm $115
• Noriko Kamo Duo
Cleopatra’s Needle 7 pm
• Lou Caputo’s Not So Big Band; Jason Kageni
		
Club Bonafide 8, 10 pm $15
• Riley Mulherkar’s Red Hot Holidays
		
Dizzy’s Club 7:30, 9:30 pm $40
• Alphonso Horne
Dizzy’s Club 11:15 pm $10
êBinky Griptite Orchestra
The Django at Roxy Hotel 10 pm
êAquiles Navarro/Tcheser Holmes; Anteloper: Jaimie Branch/Jason Nazary;
Dismal Stars; DJ Lucas Walters Hart Bar 8 pm
• Jane Monheit
Iridium 8:30, 10:30 pm $40-60
• Caroline Davis Heart Tonic
Jamaica Center for Arts and Learning 8 pm $10

• Ben Cassara Quintet with Josh Richman, Adam Hutcheson, Perrin Grace,
Curtis Nowosad
Jazz at Kitano 8, 10 pm $18
• Eric Revis Band with Julius Rodriguez, Andrew D’Angelo, Nasheet Waits
		
The Jazz Gallery 7:30, 9:30 pm $15
• Helen Sung’s Sung With Words with Ingrid Jensen, John Ellis, Reuben Rogers,

Kush Abadey, Samuel Torres and guests Cécile McLorin Salvant, Carolyn Leonhart
		
Jazz Standard 7:30, 9:30 pm $30
• JD Walter, Ben Monder, Luques Curtis
		
Mezzrow 8 pm $20
êBrandon Lopez solo
Museum of Arts and Design 6:30 pm
êInterpretations: Earl Howard and Anthony Davis with Mark Dresser, JD Parran
		
Roulette 8 pm $20
• Marcos Toledo
Shrine 6 pm
• Sam Hoyt
Silvana 6 pm
• Jonathan Kreisberg Quartet with Martin Bejerano, Matt Clohesy, Colin Stranahan;
Joe Sanders Trio with Rodney Green; Aaron Seeber
		
Smalls 7:30, 10:30 pm 1 am $20
êCyrus Chestnut Trio with Eric Wheeler, Chris Beck
		
Smoke 7, 9, 10:30 pm $40
• Salim Washington Quintet with Frank Lacy, Yayoi Ikawa, Endea Owens, Mark Johnson
		
Solomon & Kuff 9 pm
êMahobin Quartet: Lotte Anker, Satoko Fujii, Kappamaki, Ikue Mori
		
The Stone at The New School 8:30 pm $20
êKenny Barron Quintet with Mike Rodriguez, Dayna Stephens, Kiyoshi Kitagawa,
Johnathan Blake
Village Vanguard 8:30, 10:30 pm $35
• Florian Herzog’s Moon Tree
Williamsburg Music Center 9 pm $10

Friday, December 14

êTessa Souter Trio with David Gilmore, Evan Gregor

		
55Bar 6 pm $10
• John Menegon Band
The 75 Club at Bogardus Mansion 8, 10 pm $20
êNat King Cole at 100: Sachal Vasandani with John Clayton, Frank Green, Sean Jones,
Tatum Greenblatt, James Burton III, Paul Dunlea, Mark Gross, John Ellis, Jon Irabagon,
Gary Smulyan, Taylor Eigsti, David Wong, Obed Calvaire
		
The Appel Room 7, 9:30 pm $110
• Itai Kriss and Telavana with Wayne Tucker, Cesar Orozco, Tamir Shmerling, Dan Aran,
Marcos Lopez and guest Malaya Bar Lunàtico 8:30, 10 pm $10
• Sebastian Noelle Trio with Rick Rosato, Jochen Rueckert
		
Bar Next Door 7:30, 9:30, 11:30 pm $12
êStacey Kent
Birdland 8:30, 11 pm $50
• Gunhild Carling
Birdland Theater 9:45 pm $35
• Chris Botti 14th Annual Holiday Residency with Eldar, Leonardo Amuedo,
Reggie Hamilton, Lee Pearson, Sandy Cameron
		
Blue Note 8, 10:30 pm $115
• Denton Darien Trio
Cleopatra’s Needle 8 pm
• Chloé Perrier and French Heart; Pia Salvia with Dahna, Ron Warburg, Rob Taylor,
Noam Israeli
Club Bonafide 6, 8 pm $15-20
• Andrew Rathbun Quintet with Tim Hagans, Gary Versace, Jay Anderson, Bill Stewart
		
Cornelia Street Underground 8:30, 10 pm $10
• Corina Bartra’s Afro Peruvian New Trends Orchestra
		
The DiMenna Center 8 pm $20
• Joe Farnsworth Quartet with Eric Alexander, Harold Mabern, Gerald Cannon		
		
Dizzy’s Club 7:30, 9:30 pm $40
• Alphonso Horne
Dizzy’s Club 11:15 pm $10
• Ken Fowser Quintet; Danny Jonokuchi and The Revisionists
		
The Django at Roxy Hotel 7:30, 10:30 pm
• Karlea Lynné with Shariff Clayton Gin Fizz Harlem 7, 8:30 pm $30
• Jonathan Michel’s Is it Kwanzaa Yet? Ginny’s Supper Club 7, 9 pm $15
• Jane Monheit
Iridium 8:30, 10:30 pm $40-60
• Roseanna Vitro Band with Harry Allen, Kenny Werner, Dean Johnson, Alvester Garnett
		
Jazz at Kitano 8, 10 pm $34
• Bird Blown Out of Latitude: Xavier Del Castillo, David Leon, Adam O’Farrill,
Gaya Feldheim Schorr, Nolan Tsang, Tal Yahalom, Chris Fishman, Russell Holzman,
Eva Lawitts
The Jazz Gallery 7:30, 9:30 pm $25
• Luciana Souza’s The Book of Longing with Scott Colley, Chico Pinheiro
		
Jazz Standard 7:30, 9:30 pm $30
êEhud Asherie/David Wong
Knickerbocker Bar & Grill 9, 10:15 pm $3.50
• Dhafer Youssef
Le Poisson Rouge 7:30 pm $35
• Jeremy Pelt, Dena DeRose, Clovis Nicolas; Theo Hill
		
Mezzrow 8, 11 pm $20
êAndy Bey with JC Hopkins Biggish Band
		
Minton’s 7:30, 9:30 pm $30
• Salim Washington Quintet with Frank Lacy, Yayoi Ikawa, Endea Owens, Mark Johnson
		
MIST 8 pm
• Peter Apfelbaum, Brandon Seabrook, Bill Laswell, Mark Guiliana
		
Nublu 151 9 pm
• Endangered Heart Quartet: Roy Nathanson, Curtis Fowlkes, Tim Kiah, Jesse Mills;
Nick Millevoi
The Owl Music Parlor 7:30 pm $10
• Nate Smith + KINFOLK
Rockwood Music Hall Stage 2 8:45, 10:30 pm $20-25
êCharles Lloyd 80th Birthday Celebration: Charles Lloyd and The Marvels with
Reuben Rodgers, Eric Harland, Greg Leisz, Bill Frisell and guest Lucinda Williams		
		
Rose Theater 8 pm $40-130
• Eric Wurzelbacher Trio
Shrine 6 pm
• Braxton Cook
Silvana 6 pm
• Christian Scott aTunde Adjuah with Braxton Cook
		
Silvana 7:30 pm
êMark Soskin Quartet with Rich Perry, Jay Anderson, Adam Nussbaum;
Freddie Bryant Quintet with Steve Wilson, Eddie Henderson, Ira Coleman,
Billy Drummond; JD Allen
Smalls 7:30, 10:30 pm 1 am $20
êCyrus Chestnut Trio with Eric Wheeler, Chris Beck
		
Smoke 7, 9, 10:30 pm $40
• Pittman/Daniels 4tet
The Sound Bite 7, 9 pm
êMephista: Ikue Mori, Sylvie Courvoisier, Susie Ibarra
		
The Stone at The New School 8:30 pm $20
êWendy Eisenberg solo; Joe Moffett solo
		
Sunview Luncheonette 7 pm
• Neal Kirkwood Blue Inventions Trio with Tim Harrison, Ron Horton
		
Third Street Music School Settlement 7 pm
êKenny Barron Quintet with Mike Rodriguez, Dayna Stephens, Kiyoshi Kitagawa,
Johnathan Blake
Village Vanguard 8:30, 10:30 pm $35

Saturday, December 15

êMark Dresser solo
440Gallery 4:40 pm $10
êBarry Harris 88th Birthday Celebration
		
The 75 Club at Bogardus Mansion 8, 10 pm $20
êNat King Cole at 100: Sachal Vasandani with John Clayton, Frank Green, Sean Jones,
Tatum Greenblatt, James Burton III, Paul Dunlea, Mark Gross, John Ellis, Jon Irabagon,
Gary Smulyan, Taylor Eigsti, David Wong, Obed Calvaire
		
The Appel Room 7, 9:30 pm $110
êUri Gurvich Trio with Peter Slavov, Francisco Mela
		
Bar Next Door 7:30, 9:30, 11:30 pm $12
êStacey Kent
Birdland 8:30, 11 pm $50
• Gunhild Carling
Birdland Theater 9:45 pm $35
• Chris Botti 14th Annual Holiday Residency with Eldar, Leonardo Amuedo,
Reggie Hamilton, Lee Pearson, Sandy Cameron
		
Blue Note 8, 10:30 pm $115
• Mark Dresser, Michel Gentile, Daniel Kelly, Mike Sarin
		
Brooklyn Conservatory of Music 7:30 pm $15
• Roy Meriwether Wade Barnes Tribute Band
		
Brownsville Heritage House 3 pm
• Andrew Rathbun Quintet with Tim Hagans, Gary Versace, Jay Anderson, Bill Stewart
		
Cornelia Street Underground 8:30, 10 pm $10
• Mark Capon/Michelle Duda Trio The Cupping Room 8 pm
• The Music of Sarah Weaver: Joe McPhee/Sarah Weaver; David Taylor/Sarah Weaver;
Jane Ira Bloom, Yoon Sun Choi, Julie Ferrara, Joe McPhee, Ned Rothenberg,
Min Xiao-Fen, Ray Anderson, David Taylor, Denman Maroney, Mark Helias,
Gerald Cleaver, Sarah Weaver
The DiMenna Center 8 pm $25
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• Joe Farnsworth Quartet with Eric Alexander, Harold Mabern, Gerald Cannon		
		
Dizzy’s Club 7:30, 9:30 pm $45
• Alphonso Horne
Dizzy’s Club 11:15 pm $20
êDuane Eubanks Quartet; Robert Edwards Big Band
		
The Django at Roxy Hotel 7:30, 10:30 pm
• Roberta Piket solo; Mark Wade Trio with Tim Harrison, Scott Neumann
		
Flushing Town Hall 8 pm $10
• Weedie Braimah and The Hands of Time with guests Christian Scott aTunde Adjuah,
Pedrito Martinez
Harlem Stage Gatehouse 7:30 pm $25
• Feathery: Lena Bloch, Russ Lossing, Cameron Brown, Billy Mintz
		
Ibeam Brooklyn 8 pm $15
• Jane Monheit
Iridium 8:30, 10:30 pm $40-60
êShelley Hirsch/Marcia Bassett; Wetware; James Hoff
		
Issue Project Room 8 pm $15
• Roseanna Vitro Band with Harry Allen, Kenny Werner, Dean Johnson, Alvester Garnett
		
Jazz at Kitano 8, 10 pm $34
• Bird Blown Out of Latitude: Xavier Del Castillo, David Leon, Adam O’Farrill,
Gaya Feldheim Schorr, Nolan Tsang, Tal Yahalom, Chris Fishman, Russell Holzman,
Eva Lawitts
The Jazz Gallery 7:30, 9:30 pm $25
êMarcos Varela Quartet with Dayna Stephens, Glenn Zaleski, Rudy Royston
		
Jazz Standard 12 pm $10-35
• Luciana Souza’s The Book of Longing with Scott Colley, Chico Pinheiro
		
Jazz Standard 7:30, 9:30 pm $30
êEhud Asherie/David Wong
Knickerbocker Bar & Grill 9, 10:15 pm $3.50
• Jeremy Pelt, Dena DeRose, Clovis Nicolas; Anthony Wonsey
		
Mezzrow 8, 11 pm $20
êAndy Bey with JC Hopkins Biggish Band
		
Minton’s 7:30, 9:30 pm $30
êCharles Lloyd 80th Birthday Celebration: Charles Lloyd and The Marvels with
Reuben Rodgers, Eric Harland, Greg Leisz, Bill Frisell and guest Lucinda Williams		
		
Rose Theater 8 pm $40-130
• Tito Puente, Jr. Latin Jazz Ensemble S.O.B.’s 8 pm $15
• New York Jazz Workshop Recital Shrine 2 pm
• The Cabinetmakers
Silvana 8 pm
• Cody Moffett’s Jambalaya
Sistas’ Place 9, 10:30 pm $20
êKristina Koller Quintet with Christopher McBride, Jonathan Thomas, Cory Cox,
Barry Stephenson; Mark Soskin Quartet with Rich Perry, Jay Anderson, 		
Adam Nussbaum; Freddie Bryant Quintet with Steve Wilson, Eddie Henderson,
Ira Coleman, Billy Drummond; Jon Beshay
		
Smalls 4:30, 7:30, 10:30 pm 1 am $20
êCyrus Chestnut Trio with Eric Wheeler, Chris Beck
		
Smoke 7, 9, 10:30 pm $40
• Alyson Williams and Nat Adderley Trio
		
The Sound Bite 7, 9 pm
êIkue Mori/John Zorn
The Stone at The New School 8:30 pm $20
• Too Hot to Handel—The Gospel Messiah: Chris Whittaker,
Washington Heights Chamber Orchestra, Fort Washington Community Choir
and guests Angela Birchett, Anwar Robinson, Yancy Garcia
		
United Palace of Cultural Arts 3 pm $15
êKenny Barron Quintet with Mike Rodriguez, Dayna Stephens, Kiyoshi Kitagawa,
Johnathan Blake
Village Vanguard 8:30, 10:30 pm $35
• Tulio Araujo
Williamsburg Music Center 9 pm $10

Sunday, December 16

• Ron Aprea Big Band with Angela DeNiro
		
Birdland 6 pm $30
• Paul Jost Quartet with Jim Ridl, Dean Johnson, Tim Horner
		
Blue Note 11:30 am 1:30 pm $39.50
• Chris Botti 14th Annual Holiday Residency with Eldar, Leonardo Amuedo,
Reggie Hamilton, Lee Pearson, Sandy Cameron
		
Blue Note 8, 10:30 pm $115
êA Jazz Nativity—A Family Affair!: Maurice Chestnut, Bobby Sanabria, Steve Turre and
guests Will and Peter Anderson; Jaden and Ellis Foreman, Ingrid and Christine Jensen
		
Christ and St. Stephen’s Church 7 pm $35
• Gabriel Hermida; Chloe Perrier; Violette
		
Club Bonafide 4, 6, 7:30 pm $15-20
êEri Yamamoto Trio with David Ambrosio, Ikuo Takeuchi
		
Cornelia Street Underground 8 pm $10
• Helio Alves Quartet with Vic Juris, Edward Perez, Matt Wilson
		
Cornelia Street Underground 8:30, 10 pm $10
• Joe Farnsworth Quartet with Eric Alexander, Harold Mabern, Gerald Cannon		
		
Dizzy’s Club 7:30, 9:30 pm $30
êHuman Rites Trio: Jason Kao Hwang, Ken Filiano, Andrew Drury
		
Downtown Music Gallery 6 pm
• Terry Waldo’s Gotham City Band Fat Cat 6 pm $10
êLioness Presents: Lauren Sevian’s LSQ
		
Flushing Town Hall 2 pm $5
• Kazuki Yamanaka Quartet with Russ Lossing, Cameron Brown, Gerald Cleaver
		
Ibeam Brooklyn 8:30 pm $20
• Jane Monheit
Iridium 8:30, 10:30 pm $40-60
• Intergeneration Jazz Jam—Swing Holiday Dance Party: Eli Yamin, Mickey Davidson,
Antoinette Montague, Jennifer Vincent, Dwayne “Cook” Broadnax,
Benny Rubin, Jr.
Jazz Museum in Harlem 2 pm $10
• Luciana Souza’s The Book of Longing with Scott Colley, Chico Pinheiro
		
Jazz Standard 7:30, 9:30 pm $30
• Saul Rubin, Corcoran Holt, Anthony Pinciotti
		
Mezzrow 8 pm $20
êAlexis Cole/John Menegon
North Square Lounge 12:30, 2 pm
• Chrysalis Quartet: Eric Plaks, Andrew Hadro, Evan Crane, Leonid Galaganov
		
Nublu 8 pm
• Sam Yulsman solo; Mara Rosenbloom solo
		
Outskirts 7 pm
• Sara Serpa/André Matos
Rockwood Music Hall Stage 3 5 pm $10
• Sara Caswell String Quartet
Saint Peter’s Church 6 pm
• New York Jazz Workshop Recital Shrine 2 pm
• Ralph Lalama Bop-Juice with Alec Safy, Clifford Barbaro; Bruce Harris Quintet;
Ben Zweig Trio
Smalls 7:30, 10:30 pm 1 am $20
êCyrus Chestnut Trio with Eric Wheeler, Chris Beck
		
Smoke 7, 9, 10:30 pm $40
• Bruce Edwards
The Sound Bite 6 pm
êKenny Barron Quintet with Mike Rodriguez, Dayna Stephens, Kiyoshi Kitagawa,
Johnathan Blake
Village Vanguard 8:30, 10:30 pm $35
• Steve Williams’ Ant Farm
Williamsburg Music Center 9 pm $10

Monday, December 17

• Tone Collector: Eivind Opsvik, Tony Malaby, Jeff Davis
		
Bar Lunàtico 8:30, 10 pm $10
• Olin Clark Trio with Ben Rolston, Stephen Boegehold; Dana Reedy Trio with
Pete McCann, Morrie Louden
Bar Next Door 6:30, 8:30, 10:30 pm $12
• Chris Botti 14th Annual Holiday Residency with Eldar, Leonardo Amuedo,
Reggie Hamilton, Lee Pearson, Sandy Cameron
		
Blue Note 8, 10:30 pm $115
• John Loggia Ensemble with Hans Tammen, Eric Plaks; Stephen Gauci, Adam Lane,
Kevin Shea; Billy Mintz Quintet with Roberta Piket, Hilliard Greene, Tony Malaby,
Adam Kolker; Adam Lane, Richard Tabnik, Jay Rosen; Michael Larocca,
Kaelen Ghandhi, Jonathan Milberger; Lisanne Tremblay Ensemble
		
Bushwick Public House 7 pm $10
êDick Hyman’s Standards and Strides
		
Dizzy’s Club 7:30, 9:30 pm $40
• George Braith; Billy Kaye Jam Fat Cat 9 pm 12:30 am $10
• Alan Broadbent, Don Falzone, Billy Mintz
		
Mezzrow 8 pm $20
• Bobby Spellman Revenge of the Cool Nonet
		
The Slope Lounge 8 pm
• Ari Hoenig Trio; Joe Farnsworth Group; Jon Elbaz Trio
		
Smalls 7:30, 10:30 pm 1 am $20

Tuesday, December 18
• John Escreet Band

55Bar 10 pm

êNate Wooley solo; Josh Sinton solo; William Lang solo

		
Areté Gallery 7 pm $10
• Dan Pappalardo Trio with Kevin Sun, Max Light; Benny Benack Trio with Luke Sellick,
Alon Benjamini
Bar Next Door 6:30, 8:30, 10:30 pm $12
êFreddy Cole Quartet with guest Joel Frahm
		
Birdland 8:30, 11 pm $50
• Chris Botti 14th Annual Holiday Residency with Eldar, Leonardo Amuedo,
Reggie Hamilton, Lee Pearson, Sandy Cameron
		
Blue Note 8, 10:30 pm $115
êDick Hyman’s Standards and Strides
		
Dizzy’s Club 7:30, 9:30 pm $40
• Isaiah J. Thompson
Dizzy’s Club 11:15 pm $5
• Saul Rubin Zebtet; Reid Taylor Fat Cat 7 pm 12:30 am $10
• Women in Jazz Organization
Jazz at Kitano 8 pm
• Kassa Overall’s Time Capsule with Jon Batiste
		
The Jazz Gallery 7:30, 9:30 pm $20
êDuke’s Keys Volume 3: Helen Sung Jazz Museum in Harlem 7 pm $10
êMatt Wilson’s Christmas Tree–O with Jeff Lederer, Paul Sikivie and guest Aaron Diehl
		
Jazz Standard 7:30, 9:30 pm $30
êJames Carney, Ravi Coltrane, Chris Lightcap, Mark Ferber; Ethan Iverson Group with
Dayna Stephens, Ben Street, Eric McPherson
		
Korzo 9, 10:30 pm
• Mike Lipskin, Dan Levinson, Dinah Lee; Naama Gheber
		
Mezzrow 8, 11 pm $20
• Sarah Bernstein, Ava Mendoza, Adam Lane, Vijay Anderson; Aron Namenwirth,
Eric Plaks, Sean Conly, Leonid Galaganov; Matt Lavelle/Reggie Sylvester		
		
Nublu 8 pm $10
• Adam Caine solo; FIDOqrtet: Shoko Nagai, Maryanne de Prophetis, Ron Horton,
Satoshi Takeishi
Scholes Street Studio 8 pm $15
• Takeshi Otani Band
Shrine 6 pm
• Alex Clough
Silvana 6 pm
• Landline: Chet Doxas, Jacob Sacks, Zack Lober, Vinnie Sperrazza;
Malik McLaurine Trio
Smalls 7:30 pm 1 am $20
• Geometry: Joe Morris, Tomeka Reid, Kyoko Kitamura, Taylor Ho Bynum		
		
Spectrum 7 pm $10
êKenny Barron Trio with Kiyoshi Kitagawa, Johnathan Blake and guest Regina Carter
		
Village Vanguard 8:30, 10:30 pm $35

Wednesday, December 19

êLotte Anker, Craig Taborn, Gerald Cleaver
		
244 Rehearsal Studios 8 pm $20
êGabriel Zucker, Adam O’Farrill, Eric Trudel, Kate Gentile; Val-Inc/Fay Victor
		
Areté Gallery 7:30 pm
• Luke Schwartz Trio with Kells Nollenberger, Kyle McCarter
		
Bar Next Door 6:30 pm $12
êFreddy Cole Quartet with guest Joel Frahm
		
Birdland 8:30, 11 pm $50
• Chris Botti 14th Annual Holiday Residency with Eldar, Leonardo Amuedo,
Reggie Hamilton, Lee Pearson, Sandy Cameron
		
Blue Note 8, 10:30 pm $115
êAndrew Drury’s DRUM/BRIDGE Tentet with Jason Kao Hwang, Stephanie Griffin,
Thomas Heberer, Ku-umba Frank Lacy, JD Parran, Brandon Seabrook, Alexis Marcelo,
Ken Filiano
Brooklyn New School 6 pm
• Jason Marsalis 21st Century Trad Band with Austin Johnson, Will Goble, David Potter
		
Dizzy’s Club 7:30, 9:30 pm $35
• Isaiah J. Thompson
Dizzy’s Club 11:15 pm $5
• Raphael D’lugoff Trio +1; Don Hahn/Mike Camacho Band; Ned Goold Jam
		
Fat Cat 7, 9 pm 12:30 am $10
êCooper-Moore/Stephen Gauci; Anthony Coleman, Henry Fraser, Francisco Mela		
		
Happylucky no.1 8, 9:15 pm $15
êMike Stern Band
Iridium 8:30, 10:30 pm $35-45
• Paul Jost Quartet with Jim Ridl, Dean Johnson, Tim Horner
		
Jazz at Kitano 8, 10 pm $18
• Andy Milne and Dapp Theory Plus with Ben Monder, Ralph Alessi, Michaël Attias,
Aaron Kruziki, La Tanya Hall, John Moon, Chris Hoffman, Chris Tordini,
Kenny Grohowski
The Jazz Gallery 7:30, 9:30 pm $20
êMatt Wilson’s Christmas Tree–O with Jeff Lederer, Paul Sikivie and guest Aaron Diehl
		
Jazz Standard 7:30, 9:30 pm $30
• Aaron Parks Little Big with Greg Tuohey, DJ Ginyard, Tommy Crane; David Virelles solo
		
Le Poisson Rouge 8 pm $15
êHarish Raghavan/Joel Ross; Sullivan Fortner
		
Mezzrow 8, 11 pm $20
êBig Band Holidays: Jazz at Lincoln Center Orchestra with guests Vuyo Sotashe,
Veronica Swift
Rose Theater 7 pm $50-155
• Yuletide Celebration: Boots Maleson, David Silliman, Ronny Whyte, Daryl Sherman,
Erli Perez, Roz Corral, Amy London Saint Peter’s Church 1 pm $10
êEric Revis Band with Julius Rodriguez, Andrew D’Angelo, Nasheet Waits		
		
ShapeShifter Lab 8:15 pm $15
• Kyle K. Green Trio
Shrine 7 pm
• New York Jazz Nine: John Eckert, Jim O’Connor, Bobby Porcelli, Jason Marshall,
Jason Jackson, Noah Bless, Tim Harrison, Chris Haney, Andy Watson;
Harold Mabern Trio; Micah Thomas Smalls 7:30, 10:30 pm 1 am $20
• David Gibson Quintet with Freddie Hendrix, Davis Whitfield, Luques Curtis,
Kush Abadey
Smoke 7, 9, 10:30 pm $15
• Chris Crocco’s Fluid
Spoonfed New York Country 8:30 pm
êKenny Barron Trio with Kiyoshi Kitagawa, Johnathan Blake and guest Regina Carter
		
Village Vanguard 8:30, 10:30 pm $35

Thursday, December 20

êEhud Asherie Trio

The 75 Club at Bogardus Mansion 7, 9, 10 pm
Areté Gallery 8:30 pm $15
êBilly Mintz Quintet with Tony Malaby, Adam Kolker, Roberta Piket, Hilliard Greene		
		
Balboa 8 pm $10
• Jonah Udall Trio with Andrew Yoon, Louna Dekker-Vargas; Nate Radley Trio with
Gary Versace, Ted Poor
Bar Next Door 6:30, 8:30, 10:30 pm $12
êFreddy Cole Quartet with guest Joel Frahm
		
Birdland 8:30, 11 pm $50
• Chris Botti 14th Annual Holiday Residency with Eldar, Leonardo Amuedo,
Reggie Hamilton, Lee Pearson, Sandy Cameron
		
Blue Note 8, 10:30 pm $115
• Noriko Kamo Duo
Cleopatra’s Needle 7 pm
• Jason Marsalis 21st Century Trad Band with Austin Johnson, Will Goble, David Potter
		
Dizzy’s Club 7:30, 9:30 pm $40
• Isaiah J. Thompson
Dizzy’s Club 11:15 pm $10
êIan Hendrickson-Smith
The Django at Roxy Hotel 10 pm
• Theo Hill; Greg Glassman Quintet Fat Cat 7, 10 pm $10
• Pedrito Martinez
Ginny’s Supper Club 7, 9 pm $15
êMike Stern Band
Iridium 8:30, 10:30 pm $35-45
• Lynette Washington Quartet with Amina Figarova, Alex Blake, Victor Jones
		
Jazz at Kitano 8, 10 pm $18
• Andy Milne and Dapp Theory Plus with Ben Monder, Ralph Alessi, Michaël Attias,
Aaron Kruziki, La Tanya Hall, John Moon, Chris Hoffman, Chris Tordini,
Kenny Grohowski
The Jazz Gallery 7:30, 9:30 pm $20

• Fides Krucker/Tim Motzer

êHouston Person Quartet with Lafayette Harris, Matthew Parrish, Vince Ector
		
Jazz Standard 7:30, 9:30 pm $30
• Peter Mazza, Misha Tsiganov, Tamir Shmerling
		
Mezzrow 8 pm $20
• Whose Hat Is This?: Tim Lefebvre, Tyler Greenwell, J.J. Johnson, Kebbi Williams
		
Rockwood Music Hall Stage 2 10:15 pm $15
êBig Band Holidays: Jazz at Lincoln Center Orchestra with guests Vuyo Sotashe,
Veronica Swift
Rose Theater 8 pm $50-155
êA Benefit for Roulette: Bill Frisell solo
		
Roulette 8 pm $45
• Charley Gordon
Silvana 6 pm
• Russ Nolan Quartet with Michael Eckroth, Dan Foose, Brian Fishler;
Caleb Curtis Quartet with Josh Lawrence, Luques Curtis, Mark Whitfield, Jr.;
Jonathan Thomas
Smalls 7:30, 10:30 pm 1 am $20
• Corcoran Holt Quintet with Josh Evans, Stacy Dillard, Benito Gonzalez, Kush Abadey
		
Smoke 7, 9, 10:30 pm $15
• Signal Problems: Danny Gouker, Eric Trudel, Adam Hopkins, Nathan Ellman-Bell
		
St. Lydia’s 7 pm
• Stéphane Wrembel/Thor Jensen Symphony Space Leonard Nimoy Thalia 7:30 pm $30
êKenny Barron Trio with Kiyoshi Kitagawa, Johnathan Blake and guest Regina Carter
		
Village Vanguard 8:30, 10:30 pm $35
• Javier Nero
Williamsburg Music Center 9 pm $10
• A Tribute to Ray Barretto: Wilson “Chembo” Corniel Quarteto
		
Zinc Bar 7:30, 9 pm $20

Friday, December 21

• Danny Bacher’s Still Happy with Allen Farnham, Dean Johnson, Samuel Martinelli,

Harry Allen, Charles Caranicas 54 Below 9:30 pm $25-65
• Jeff McLaughlin Trio with Zack Lapidus, Nathan Ellman-Bell
		
Bar Next Door 7:30, 9:30, 11:30 pm $12
êFreddy Cole Quartet with guest Joel Frahm
		
Birdland 8:30, 11 pm $50
• Tierney Sutton and Kate McGarry with Serge Merlaud, Keith Ganz
		
Birdland Theater 7, 9:45 pm $30
• Chris Botti 14th Annual Holiday Residency with Eldar, Leonardo Amuedo,
Reggie Hamilton, Lee Pearson, Sandy Cameron
		
Blue Note 8, 10:30 pm $115
êGerry Hemingway solo
The Cell 8 pm $15
• Chip Shelton Trio
Cleopatra’s Needle 8 pm
• Chloé Perrier and French Heart Club Bonafide 6 pm $20
êBarry Harris Trio
Dizzy’s Club 7:30, 9:30 pm $45
• Isaiah J. Thompson
Dizzy’s Club 11:15 pm $10
• Ken Fowser; Benny Benack III The Django at Roxy Hotel 7:30, 10:30 pm
• Ada Dyer with Kahlil Kwame Bell Gin Fizz Harlem 7, 8:30 pm $30
• The Holiday Shake: Mwenso and The Shakes
		
Ginny’s Supper Club 7:30, 9:30 pm $20
êFay Victor’s SoundNoiseFUNK with Sam Newsome, Joe Morris, Reggie Nicholson
Greater Calvary Baptist Church 7 pm $20
		
êMike Stern Band
Iridium 8:30, 10:30 pm $35-45
• Jon Gordon Quartet with Bryn Roberts, Matt Clohesy, Quincy Davis
		
Jazz at Kitano 8, 10 pm $34
êRoy Hargrove Tribute Concert: Jaleel Shaw, Orrin Evans, Eric Revis, Nasheet Waits and
guests
The Jazz Gallery 7:30, 9:30 pm $50
êHouston Person Quartet with Lafayette Harris, Matthew Parrish, Vince Ector
		
Jazz Standard 7:30, 9:30 pm $30
êEhud Asherie, David Wong, Kenny Washington
		
Mezzrow 8 pm $20
êBig Band Holidays: Jazz at Lincoln Center Orchestra with guests Vuyo Sotashe,
Veronica Swift
Rose Theater 8 pm $50-155
• Phill Niblock Annual Winter Solstice Concert
		
Roulette 8 pm $25
• Virg Dzurinko
Scholes Street Studio 8 pm $10
• Tineke Postma, Ralph Alessi, Matt Brewer, Dan Weiss; Marko Djordjevic and Sveti with
Justin Salisbury, Petar Krstajic; Eviatar Slivnik and Friends with Ron Warburg,
Asaf Even Zur, Pera Krstajic
ShapeShifter Lab 7, 8:15, 9:30 pm $10
• Rebecca Nicole Chubay
Silvana 6 pm
• Randy Johnston Trio with Pat Bianchi, Fukushi Tainaka; Robin Eubanks Group;
Corey Wallace DUBtet
Smalls 7:30, 10:30 pm 1 am $20
êEddie Henderson, Eric Alexander, George Cables, John Webber, Joe Farnsworth		
		
Smoke 7, 9, 10:30 pm $45
• Sin Fronteras World Jazz Quartet The Sound Bite 7, 9 pm
êKenny Barron Trio with Kiyoshi Kitagawa, Johnathan Blake and guest Regina Carter
		
Village Vanguard 8:30, 10:30 pm $35
• Silvano Monasterios Quartet with Troy Roberts, Gabriel Vivas, Jimmy Macbride
		
Zinc Bar 7:30, 9:30 pm $25

Saturday, December 22

• Juke Joint Jelis with Brianna Thomas, Greg Lewis

		
Bar Lunàtico 8:30, 10 pm $10
• Alex Wintz Trio with Dave Baron, Jimmy Macbride
		
Bar Next Door 7:30, 9:30, 11:30 pm $12
êFreddy Cole Quartet with guest Joel Frahm
		
Birdland 8:30, 11 pm $50
• Tierney Sutton and Kate McGarry with Serge Merlaud, Keith Ganz
		
Birdland Theater 7, 9:45 pm $30
• Chris Botti 14th Annual Holiday Residency with Eldar, Leonardo Amuedo,
Reggie Hamilton, Lee Pearson, Sandy Cameron
		
Blue Note 8, 10:30 pm $115
êSonelius Smith Trio
Cleopatra’s Needle 8 pm
• Richard Miller; Yael Dray-Barel/Gabriel Hermida
		
Club Bonafide 4, 6 pm $20
êBarry Harris Trio
Dizzy’s Club 7:30, 9:30 pm $45
• Isaiah J. Thompson
Dizzy’s Club 11:15 pm $20
• Ray Gallon Trio; Eyal Vilner Big Band
		
The Django at Roxy Hotel 7:30, 10:30 pm
• The Holiday Shake: Mwenso and The Shakes
		
Ginny’s Supper Club 7:30, 9:30 pm $20
êMike Stern Band
Iridium 8:30, 10:30 pm $35-45
êDavid Kikoski, Ed Howard, Victor Lewis
		
Jazz at Kitano 8, 10 pm $34
êRoy Hargrove Tribute Concert: Jaleel Shaw, David Virelles, Eric Revis, Nasheet Waits
and guests
The Jazz Gallery 7:30, 9:30 pm $50
• David O’Rourke Trio with Jim Ridl, Lorin Cohen
		
Jazz Standard 12 pm $10-35
êHouston Person Quartet with Lafayette Harris, Matthew Parrish, Vince Ector
		
Jazz Standard 7:30, 9:30 pm $30
êEhud Asherie, David Wong, Kenny Washington; Jon Davis
		
Mezzrow 8, 11 pm $20
êJ.C. Hopkins Biggish Band
Minton’s 7:30, 9:30 pm $20
êWendy Eisenberg solo
The Owl Music Parlor 7:30 pm $10
êBig Band Holidays: Jazz at Lincoln Center Orchestra with guests Vuyo Sotashe,
Veronica Swift
Rose Theater 8 pm $50-155
• Jessica Altieri
Silvana 7 pm
• Carl Bartlett, Jr.
Sistas’ Place 9, 10:30 pm $20
• Ben Barnett Quintet; Randy Johnston Trio with Pat Bianchi, Fukushi Tainaka;
Robin Eubanks Group; Brooklyn Circle
		
Smalls 7:30, 10:30 pm 1 am $20

êEddie Henderson, Eric Alexander, George Cables, John Webber, Joe Farnsworth
		
Smoke 7, 9, 10:30 pm $45
• Barbara King and The Spirit of Jazz The Sound Bite 7, 9 pm
• David Broza and Trio Havana with Itai Kriss, Mannaya, Jorge Bringas and guests
Alfonso Cid, Yuniel Jimenez, Xianix Barrera
		
Symphony Space Peter Jay Sharpe Theatre 8 pm $40-80
êKenny Barron Trio with Kiyoshi Kitagawa, Johnathan Blake and guest Regina Carter
		
Village Vanguard 8:30, 10:30 pm $35
• Lorens Chuno
Williamsburg Music Center 10 pm $10
• Misha Piatigorsky Trio with Danton Boller, Rudy Royston
		
Zinc Bar 8 pm

Sunday, December 23

êFreddy Cole Quartet with guest Joel Frahm

		
Birdland 8:30, 11 pm $50
êChampian Fulton’s Christmas with Champian
		
Birdland Theater 7, 9:45 pm $30
• New York Holiday Swing: Svetlana and Her Delancey Five
		
Blue Note 11:30 am 1:30 pm $39.50
• Chris Botti 14th Annual Holiday Residency with Eldar, Leonardo Amuedo,
Reggie Hamilton, Lee Pearson, Sandy Cameron
		
Blue Note 8, 10:30 pm $115
• Julie Eigenberg/Richard Miller Club Bonafide 4, 6 pm $20
êBarry Harris Trio
Dizzy’s Club 7:30, 9:30 pm $40
• Malgorzata Staniszewka; Lara Maykovich; Ourida, Welf Dorr, Dmitry Ishenko,
Colin Hinton
El Barrio Artspace 7 pm
• Terry Waldo’s Gotham City Band Fat Cat 6 pm $10
êMike Stern Band
Iridium 8:30, 10:30 pm $35-45
êHouston Person Quartet with Lafayette Harris, Matthew Parrish, Vince Ector
		
Jazz Standard 7:30, 9:30 pm $30
• Michael Kanan, Greg Ruggiero, Neal Miner
		
Mezzrow 8 pm $20
• Roz Corral Trio with Roni Ben-Hur, Alex Gressel
		
North Square Lounge 12:30, 2 pm
• Kenny Cha Quartet with Hayoung Lyou, Bruce Kang, Zach King
		
Rockwood Music Hall Stage 3 7 pm $10
êBig Band Holidays: Jazz at Lincoln Center Orchestra with guests Vuyo Sotashe,
Veronica Swift
Rose Theater 2 pm $50-155
êCatherine Russell
Saint Peter’s Church 6 pm
• Alex Hoffman Quintet; Charles Owens Quartet with Alexander Claffy, Kyle Poole;
Alon Near Trio
Smalls 7:30, 10:30 pm 1 am $20
êEddie Henderson, Eric Alexander, George Cables, John Webber, Joe Farnsworth		
		
Smoke 7, 9, 10:30 pm $45
• Bruce Edwards
The Sound Bite 6 pm
êKenny Barron Trio with Kiyoshi Kitagawa, Johnathan Blake and guest Regina Carter
		
Village Vanguard 8:30, 10:30 pm $35

Monday, December 24

• Ryan Hernandez Trio with Griffin Fink, Nick Dekens; Anna Kolchina Trio with

Adam Moezina, Ben Ruebens
Bar Next Door 6:30, 8:30, 10:30 pm $12
êFreddy Cole Quartet with guest Joel Frahm
		
Birdland 8:30, 11 pm $50
• A Treasury of Jewish Christmas Songs: Jake Ehrenreich and Roger Kellaway Trio with
Roni Ben-Hur, Jay Leonhart
Birdland Theater 7, 9:45 pm $30
• Chris Botti 14th Annual Holiday Residency with Eldar, Leonardo Amuedo,
Reggie Hamilton, Lee Pearson, Sandy Cameron
		
Blue Note 8, 10:30 pm $115
êBarry Harris Trio
Dizzy’s Club 7 pm $50
• Ehud Asherie Trio; Mike Troy Quartet with Jon Elbaz, Dan Pappalardo, Peter Manheim;
Jon Elbaz Trio
Smalls 7:30, 10:30 pm 1 am $20
êVincent Herring, Eric Alexander, David Hazeltine, Buster Williams, Louis Hayes		
		
Smoke 7, 9, 10:30 pm $45

Tuesday, December 25

êFreddy Cole Quartet with guest Joel Frahm
		
Birdland 8:30, 11 pm $50
• A Treasury of Jewish Christmas Songs: Jake Ehrenreich and Roger Kellaway Trio with
Roni Ben-Hur, Jay Leonhart
Birdland Theater 7, 9:45 pm $30
• Chris Botti 14th Annual Holiday Residency with Eldar, Leonardo Amuedo,
Reggie Hamilton, Lee Pearson, Sandy Cameron
		
Blue Note 8, 10:30 pm $115
• Saul Rubin Zebtet; Itai Kriss and Gato Gordo; John Benitez Latin Bop
		
Fat Cat 7, 9 pm 12:30 am $10
êDaryl Sherman, Art Baron, Boots Maleson; Lucy Yeghiazaryan
		
Mezzrow 8, 11 pm $20
• Steve Nelson Quartet; Malik McLaurine Trio
		
Smalls 7:30 pm 1 am $20
êVincent Herring, Eric Alexander, David Hazeltine, Buster Williams, Louis Hayes		
		
Smoke 7, 9, 10:30 pm $45
êChris Potter Quartet with David Virelles, Joe Martin, Marcus Gilmore
		
Village Vanguard 8:30, 10:30 pm $35

Wednesday, December 26

• Elijah Shiffer Trio with Alec Goldfarb, Matt Muntz
		
Bar Next Door 6:30 pm $12
êBirdland Big Band with guest Veronica Swift
		
Birdland 8:30, 11 pm $50
• Chris Botti 14th Annual Holiday Residency with Eldar, Leonardo Amuedo,
Reggie Hamilton, Lee Pearson, Sandy Cameron
		
Blue Note 8, 10:30 pm $115
• Carlos Henriquez Octet
Dizzy’s Club 7:30, 9:30 pm $45
• Russell Hall
Dizzy’s Club 11:15 pm $5
êEd Cherry solo; Steven Feifke Big Band
		
The Django at Roxy Hotel 7:30, 10 pm
• Raphael D’lugoff Trio +1; Ned Goold Jam
		
Fat Cat 7 pm 12:30 am $10
• Not a Blue Christmas—Celebrating Bob Dorough: Melissa Hamilton Quartet with
Lee Tomboulian, Steve Berger Jazz at Kitano 8, 10 pm $18
êMichael Leonhart Orchestra with Steve Bernstein, Tony Kadlack, Philip Dizack,
Carter Yasutake, Jeff Pierce, Ray Mayson, Charles Pillow, Jason Marshall,
Sara Schoenbeck, Entcho Todorev, Robbie Mangano, Al Street, Richie Goods,
Kevin Raczka and guests
Jazz Standard 7:30, 9:30 pm $30
• Larry Fuller, George DeLancey, Jason Tiemann
		
Mezzrow 8 pm $20
êThe Stone Commissions: Ned Rothenberg
		
National Sawdust 7 pm $25
• Luis Simas/Wesley Amorim
Saint Peter’s Church 1 pm $10
• Itamar Borochov Quartet with Eden Ladin, Sam Weber, Jay Sawyer; Davis Whitfield
		
Smalls 7:30 pm 1 am $20
êVincent Herring, Eric Alexander, David Hazeltine, Buster Williams, Louis Hayes		
		
Smoke 7, 9, 10:30 pm $45
êChris Potter Quartet with David Virelles, Joe Martin, Marcus Gilmore
		
Village Vanguard 8:30, 10:30 pm $35
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Thursday, December 27
• AJ Kushnir Trio with Ethan Silverman, Richard Mikell; Craig Brann Trio with

Nick Morrison, Sanah Kadoura Bar Next Door 6:30, 8:30, 10:30 pm $12
êBirdland Big Band with guest Veronica Swift
		
Birdland 5:30, 8:30, 11 pm $40-50
• Chris Botti 14th Annual Holiday Residency with Eldar, Leonardo Amuedo,
Reggie Hamilton, Lee Pearson, Sandy Cameron
		
Blue Note 8, 10:30 pm $115
• Noriko Kamo Duo
Cleopatra’s Needle 7 pm
• Emilie Surtees
Club Bonafide 8:30 pm $20
• Carlos Henriquez Octet
Dizzy’s Club 7:30, 9:30 pm $45
• Russell Hall
Dizzy’s Club 11:15 pm $10
êEd Cherry Trio; Mark Whitfield
The Django at Roxy Hotel 7:30, 10 pm
• Pedrito Martinez
Ginny’s Supper Club 7, 9 pm $15
• Lini Bono Quartet with Virg Dzurinko, Claire de Brunner, Zach Swanson
		
Jazz at Kitano 8, 10 pm $18
• Raul Midón solo
Jazz Standard 7:30, 9:30 pm $35
• Tom Guarna, Ugonna Okegwo, Rodney Green
		
Mezzrow 8 pm $20
• Kind of New: Jason Miles, Reggie Washington, Gene Lake, Jay Rodriguez,
Philip Dizack
Nublu 151 9 pm $15-20
êMark Feldman solo
Russ & Daughters Café 8 pm
• Ben Barnett
Silvana 6 pm
• Keith Brown Group; Carlos Abadie Quintet; Aaron Seeber
		
Smalls 7:30, 10:30 pm 1 am $20
êHarold Mabern Quartet with Eric Alexander, John Webber, Joe Farnsworth		
		
Smoke 7, 9, 10:30 pm $45
êChris Potter Quartet with David Virelles, Joe Martin, Marcus Gilmore
		
Village Vanguard 8:30, 10:30 pm $35
êJosh Evans 4tet with David Whitfield, Rashaan Carter, Kush Abadey
		
Zinc Bar 8, 10 pm $30

Friday, December 28
êKendra Shank, John Stowell, Dean Johnson
		
55Bar 6 pm
• Paul Bollenback Trio with Harvie S, Tommy Campbell
		
Bar Next Door 7:30, 9:30, 11:30 pm $12
êBirdland Big Band with guest Veronica Swift
		
Birdland 5:30, 8:30, 11 pm $40-50
• Chris Botti 14th Annual Holiday Residency with Eldar, Leonardo Amuedo,
Reggie Hamilton, Lee Pearson, Sandy Cameron
		
Blue Note 8, 10:30 pm $115
• Soul Guard
Cleopatra’s Needle 8 pm
• Yael Dray-Barel/Gabriel Hermida; Margot Sergent; Rebecca Nicole Chubay
		
Club Bonafide 4, 6, 10 pm $15-20
• Carlos Henriquez Octet
Dizzy’s Club 7:30, 9:30 pm $45
• Russell Hall
Dizzy’s Club 11:15 pm $10
• Ken Fowser Quintet; Mike Sailors Big Band
		
The Django at Roxy Hotel 7:30, 10:30 pm
êDavid Weiss Point of Departure
Fat Cat 10:30 pm $10
• Jackie Gage
Gin Fizz Harlem 7, 8:30 pm $30
• Ronny Whyte Quartet with Sean Harkness, Boots Maleson, Ray Marchica
		
Jazz at Kitano 8, 10 pm $34
• Raul Midón solo
Jazz Standard 7:30, 9:30 pm $35
• Cleave Guyton Jam Session
Keiko Studios Music Academy 7 pm
• Jon Davis/Ben Wolfe
Knickerbocker Bar & Grill 9, 10:15 pm $3.50
êBuster Williams/Brandon McCune Mezzrow 8 pm $20
• Dana Reedy
Silvana 7 pm
êValery Ponomarev Quintet with Don Braden, Mamiko Watanabe, Ruslan Khain,
Jerome Gillespie; Dezron Douglas Group; JD Allen
		
Smalls 7:30, 10:30 pm 1 am $20
êHarold Mabern Quartet with Eric Alexander, John Webber, Joe Farnsworth		
		
Smoke 7, 9, 10:30 pm $45
• Aziza Miller Quartet
The Sound Bite 7, 9 pm
êChris Potter Quartet with David Virelles, Joe Martin, Marcus Gilmore
		
Village Vanguard 8:30, 10:30 pm $35
• Misha Piatigorsky Trio with Danton Boller, Rudy Royston
		
Zinc Bar 10 pm

• Chris Botti 14th Annual Holiday Residency with Eldar, Leonardo Amuedo,

Reggie Hamilton, Lee Pearson, Sandy Cameron
		
Blue Note 8, 10:30 pm $115
• Beledo; Yael Dray-Barel/Gabriel Hermida
		
Club Bonafide 2, 4, 6 pm $15-20
êTom Rainey Trio with Ingrid Laubrock, Mary Halvorson
		
Cornelia Street Underground 8:30, 10 pm $10
• Carlos Henriquez Octet
Dizzy’s Club 7:30, 9:30 pm $45
• Terry Waldo’s Gotham City Band; Alexi David’s Three Or Four Shades of Mingus
		
Fat Cat 6, 9 pm $10
• Raul Midón Band with Richard Hammond, Lionel Cordew
		
Jazz Standard 7:30, 9:30 pm $35
êChampian Fulton/Hide Tanaka
Mezzrow 8 pm $20
• Roz Corral Trio with Dave Stryker, Paul Gill
		
North Square Lounge 12:30, 2 pm
êLinda May Han Oh/Fabian Almazan
		
Saint Peter’s Church 6 pm
• Deborah Davis and A Few Good Men; Neal Caine Group; Ben Zweig Trio
		
Smalls 7:30, 10:30 pm 1 am $20
êHarold Mabern Quartet with Eric Alexander, John Webber, Joe Farnsworth		
		
Smoke 7, 9, 10:30 pm $45
• Joe Tranchina
The Sound Bite 6 pm
êChris Potter Quartet with David Virelles, Joe Martin, Marcus Gilmore
		
Village Vanguard 8:30, 10:30 pm $35

Monday, December 31
• Alvaro Benavides Group
Bar Lunàtico 8:30, 10 pm $10
êBirdland Big Band with guest Veronica Swift
		
Birdland 5:30, 8:30, 11 pm $75-150
• “Hot Lips’’ Joey Morant and Catfish Stew with Radam Schwartz, Masahiro Sakuma
		
Blue Note 11:30 am 1:30 pm $39.50
• Chris Botti 14th Annual Holiday Residency with Eldar, Leonardo Amuedo,
Reggie Hamilton, Lee Pearson, Sandy Cameron
		
Blue Note 7, 10 pm $165-195
• Carlos Henriquez Octet
Dizzy’s Club 7:30, 11 pm $350
• Sam Baum, Brian Landrus, Almog Sharvit, David Segal
		
Giulietta’s Cantina Club 5 pm
êMingus Big Band
Jazz Standard 7:30, 10:30 pm $150-225
êValerie Capers Trio with John Robinson
		
Knickerbocker Bar & Grill 9, 10:15 pm
• Maucha Adnet/Duduka Da Fonseca
		
Mezzrow 8 pm $20
êJ.C Hopkins Biggish Band with guests Solomon Hicks, Joy Elysse, Vanisha Gould		
		
Minton’s 7:30, 10 pm $125-175
• Scot Albertson/Lee Tomboulian Parnell’s Bar 8 pm $90
• Kenny Gates
Sistas’ Place 9, 10:30 pm $20
• Johnny O’Neal
Smalls 8:30 pm $20
êHarold Mabern Quartet with Eric Alexander, John Webber, Joe Farnsworth		
		
Smoke 7, 9, 10:30 pm
• Drew Anderson and The Newtet The Sound Bite 8 pm
êChris Potter Quartet with David Virelles, Joe Martin, Marcus Gilmore
		
Village Vanguard 9, 11 pm $200

Saturday, December 29
• Will Bernard Band
Bar Lunàtico 8:30, 10 pm $10
• Alex LoRe Trio with Martin Nevin, Jochen Rueckert
		
Bar Next Door 7:30, 9:30, 11:30 pm $12
• Birdland Big Band with guest Veronica Swift
		
Birdland 5:30, 8:30, 11 pm $40-50
• Tony Glausi and Friends
Blue Note 12:30 am $15
• Chris Botti 14th Annual Holiday Residency with Eldar, Leonardo Amuedo,
Reggie Hamilton, Lee Pearson, Sandy Cameron
		
Blue Note 8, 10:30 pm $115
• Roland Temple Trio
Cleopatra’s Needle 8 pm
• Yael Dray-Barel/Gabriel Hermida; Maria Alejandra Rodriguez; Barbara Martinez
		
Club Bonafide 2, 4, 6, 8 pm $15-20
• Carlos Henriquez Octet
Dizzy’s Club 7:30, 9:30 pm $55
• Russell Hall
Dizzy’s Club 11:15 pm $20
• David Gibson Organ Quartet; Jason Prover Sneak Thievery Orchestra
		
The Django at Roxy Hotel 7:30, 10:30 pm
• Steve Blum Trio; Greg Glassman Jam
		
Fat Cat 7 pm 1:30 am $10
êAlexis Cole Trio with Steve La Spina, Kenny Hassler
		
Jazz at Kitano 8, 10 pm $34
• Raul Midón Band with Richard Hammond, Lionel Cordew
		
Jazz Standard 7:30, 9:30 pm $35
• Jon Davis/Ben Wolfe
Knickerbocker Bar & Grill 9, 10:15 pm $3.50
êBuster Williams/Brandon McCune; Willerm Delisfort
		
Mezzrow 8, 11 pm $20
êBilly Mintz Quintet with Tony Malaby, Adam Kolker, Roberta Piket, Hilliard Greene;
Dezron Douglas Group; Eric Wyatt Smalls 7:30, 10:30 pm 1 am $20
êHarold Mabern Quartet with Eric Alexander, John Webber, Joe Farnsworth		
		
Smoke 7, 9, 10:30 pm $45
• Gabriele Tranchina Quartet
The Sound Bite 7, 9 pm
• Songbook Summit: The Andersons play Cole Porter with guest Molly Ryan		
		
Symphony Space Leonard Nimoy Thalia 4, 7 pm $45
êChris Potter Quartet with David Virelles, Joe Martin, Marcus Gilmore
		
Village Vanguard 8:30, 10:30 pm $35
êJohnathan Blake Trio with Jaleel Shaw, Dezron Douglas
		
Zinc Bar 8 pm $30

Sunday, December 30
êBirdland Big Band with guest Veronica Swift

		
Birdland 5:30, 8:30, 11 pm $40-50
• “Hot Lips’’ Joey Morant and Catfish Stew with Justin Lee, Danny Mixon,
Ralph Hamperian, Winard Harper Blue Note 11:30 am 1:30 pm $39.50
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RE G ULAR EN G A G EMENTS
M O N D AY
• Richard Clements/Murray Wall Band
11th Street Bar 8 pm
• Grove Street Stompers
Arthur’s Tavern 7 pm
• Earl Rose
Bemelmans Bar 5:30, 9 pm
• Woody Allen and The Eddy Davis New Orleans Jazz Band		
Café Carlyle 8:45 pm$120-215
• Svetlana & The Delancey 5 Freddy’s Backroom 8:30 pm
• Vince Giordano and The Nighthawks
Iguana 8 pm
• Iris Ornig Jam Session
Jazz at Kitano 8 pm
• Mingus Big Band
Jazz Standard 7:30, 9:30 pm $25
• JFA Jam Session
Local 802 7 pm
• Pasquale Grasso
Mezzrow 11 pm $20
• Melvin Vines
Paris Blues 9 pm
• Jazz Jam Session
Radegast Hall 8 pm
• Vincent Herring Quartet and Smoke Jam Session
Smoke 7, 9, 10:30 pm
• Swingadelic
Swing 46 8:30 pm
• Vanguard Jazz Orchestra Village Vanguard 8:30, 10:30 pm $30

T U E S D AY
• Yuichi Hirakawa Trio
Arthur’s Tavern 7 pm
• Art Hirahara Trio
Arturo’s 8 pm
• David Budway Trio
Bemelmans Bar 9:30 pm
• Marc Devine Trio
Cleopatra’s Needle 8 pm
• Battle Of The Horns
Farafina Jazz Café and Lounge 8 pm
• Diego Voglino Jam Session Halyard’s 10 pm
• Vince Giordano and The Nighthawks
Iguana 8 pm
• Joe Graziosi Legacy Jam Minton’s 6 pm
• Mona’s Hot Four
Mona’s 11 pm
• John Cooksey
Paris Blues 9 pm
• Mike LeDonne Quartet; Emmet Cohen Band
Smoke 7, 9, 10:30, 11:30 pm
• Hayes Greenfield
Soapbox 7:30 pm
• George Gee Orchestra
Swing 46 8:30 pm

W E D N E S D AY
• Tardo Hammer Jam Session The 75 Club at Bogardus Mansion 7:30 pm
• Bill Wurtzel/Jay Leonhart
American Folk Art Museum 2 pm
• Eve Silber
Arthur’s Tavern 7 pm
• Jonathan Kreisberg Trio
Bar Next Door 8:30, 10:30 pm $12
• David Budway Trio
Bemelmans Bar 9:30 pm
• David Ostwald’s Louis Armstrong Centennial Band
Birdland 5:30 pm $20
• Joel Forrester solo
Bistro Jules 5:30 pm
• Les Kurtz Trio
Cleopatra’s Needle 7 pm
• Pasquale Grasso; Django Jam Session
The Django 8:30, 11 pm
• WaHi Jazz Jam
Le Chéile 8 pm
• Les Goodson Band
Paris Blues 9 pm
• Lezlie Harrison; Mel Davis B3 Trio and Organ Jam
Smoke 7, 9, 10:30, 11:30 pm
• Stan Rubin Orchestra
Swing 46 8:30 pm

T H U R S D AY
• Ray Blue Organ Quartet
• Eri Yamamoto Trio
• David Budway Trio
• John McNeil/Mike Fahie
• Joel Forrester
• Steve Wirts/Joe Cohn Quartet
• Spike Wilner
• Les Goodson Band
• Gene Bertoncini
• Rob Duguay Low Key Trio

American Legion Post 398 7 pm
Arthur’s Tavern 7 pm
Bemelmans Bar 9:30 pm
The Douglass 9 pm
George’s 6:30 pm
Han Dynasty 6 pm
Mezzrow 11 pm $20
Paris Blues 9 pm
Ryan’s Daughter 8:30, 10:30 pm
Turnmill NYC 11 pm

• Jostein Gulbrandsen
• Eri Yamamoto Trio
• Joel Forrester
• The Crooked Trio
• David Budway Trio
• Birdland Big Band
• Melvin Vines
• Gerry Eastman Quartet

Aretsky’s Patroon 6 pm
Arthur’s Tavern 7 pm
Baker’s Pizza 7 pm
Barbès 5 pm
Bemelmans Bar 9:30 pm
Birdland 5:15 pm $25
Paris Blues 9 pm
Williamsburg Music Center 10 pm

F R I D AY

S AT U R D AY
• Eri Yamamoto Trio
• Bill Saxton
• Joel Forrester solo
• Stan Rubin Orchestra
• Bassey & The Heathens
• Yvonnick Prené
• Assaf Kehati Duo
• Melvin Vines
• Johnny O’Neal

Arthur’s Tavern 7 pm
Bill’s Place 8, 10 pm $20
Bistro Jules 6 pm
Carnegie Club 8:30, 10:30 pm
The Heath 12:30 am
Henry’s 12:30 pm
Il Gattopardo 11:30 am
Paris Blues 9 pm
Smoke 11:45 pm 12:45 am

S U N D AY
• Creole Cooking Jazz Band; Stew Cutler and Friends
Arthur’s Tavern 7, 10 pm
• Peter Mazza Trio
Bar Next Door 8, 10 pm $12
• Arturo O’Farrill Afro Latin Jazz Orchestra
Birdland 9, 11 pm $30
• Joel Forrester solo
Bistro Jules 4 pm
• Renaud Penant Trio
Bistro Jules 7:30 pm
• Steve LaSpina Trio
Café Loup 12:30 pm
• Marc Devine/Hide Tanaka Café Loup 6:30 pm
• Keith Ingham
Cleopatra’s Needle 4 pm
• Trampelman
Dominie’s Astoria 9 pm
• The EarRegulars
The Ear Inn 8 pm
• Glenn Crytzer All Stars
Flatiron Lounge 6:30 pm
• Joel Forrester solo
Grace Gospel Church 11 am
• Grassroots Jazz Effort
Grassroots Tavern 9 pm
• Tony Middleton Trio
Jazz at Kitano 12 pm $40
• John Merrill and Friends
Mezzrow 11 pm $20
• Christopher McBride
Minton’s 7:30 pm $10
• Melvin Vines
Paris Blues 9 pm
• Marjorie Eliot/Rudell Drears/Sedric Choukroun
Parlor Entertainment 4 pm
• Koran Agan
Radegast Hall 1:30 pm
• Lu Reid Jam Session
Shrine 4 pm
• Annette St. John; Wilerm Delisfort Quartet
Smoke 11:30 am 11:45 pm
• Sean Smith and guest
Walker’s 8 pm

CLUB DIRECTORY
• 8 Ball 327 Canal Street
Subway: A, C, E to Canal Street www.8ballcommunityclub.com
• 11th Street Bar 510 E. 11th Street
(212-982-3929) Subway: L to 1st Avenue www.11thstbar.com
• 54 Below 254 W. 54th Street
(646-476-3551) Subway: N, Q, R to 57th Street; B, D, E to Seventh Avenue
www.54below.com
• 55Bar 55 Christopher Street (212-929-9883)
Subway: 1 to Christopher Street www.55bar.com
• 75 Club at Bogardus Mansion 75 Murray Street
(212-268-1746) Subway: 1, 2, 3 to Chambers Street www.75clubnyc.com
• 244 Rehearsal Studios 244 W. 54th Street
(212-586-9056) Subway: C, E to 54th Street
www.244rehearsalstudiosny.com
• 440Gallery 440 Sixth Avenue, Brooklyn
(718-499-3844) Subway: F, G to Seventh Avenue www.440gallery.com
• Aaron Davis Hall 133rd Street and Convent Avenue
(212-650-7100) Subway: 1 to 137th Street/City College www.adhatccny.org
• Aeon Bookstore 151 East Broadway
(917-675-7253) Subway: F to East Broadway
• Alphaville 140 Wilson Avenue, Brooklyn
(347-508-5006) Subway: M to Central Avenue www.alphavillebrooklyn.com
• American Folk Art Museum 65th Street at Columbis Avenue
(212-595-9533) Subway: 1 to 66th Street www.folkartmuseum.org
• American Legion Post 398 248 W. 132nd Street
(212-283-9701) Subway: 2, 3 to 135th Street www.legion.org
• An Beal Bocht Café 445 W. 238th Street
Subway: 1 to 238th Street www.LindasJazzNights.com
• Antique Garage Tribeca 313 Church Street
(212-226-0066) Subway: N, Q, R, W to Canal Street
www.antiquegaragetribeca.com
• The Appel Room Broadway at 60th Street, 5th floor
(212-258-9800) Subway: 1, 2, 3, A, C, E, B, D, F to Columbus Circle
www.jazz.org
• Areté Gallery 67 West Street, Brooklyn
(929-397-0025) Subway: G to Greenpoint Avenue www.aretevenue.com
• Aretsky’s Patroon 160 E. 46th Street
(212-883-7373) Subway: 4, 5, 6, 7, S to Grand Central-42nd Street
www.aretskyspatroon.com
• Arthur’s Tavern 57 Grove Street (212-675-6879)
Subway: 1 to Christopher Street www.arthurstavernnyc.com
• Arturo’s 106 W. Houston Street (at Thompson Street)
(212-677-3820) Subway: A, B, C, D, E, F, M to W. 4th Street
• Baker’s Pizza 201 Avenue A
(212-777-7477) Subway: L to First Avenue www.bakerspizzanyc.com
• Balboa 1655 Bedford Avenue
(718-484-8291) Subway: 2, 5 to President Street
• Bar Lunàtico 486 Halsey Street
(917-495-9473) Subway: C to Kingston-Throop Avenues
www.barlunatico.com
• Bar Next Door 129 MacDougal Street (212-529-5945)
Subway: A, B, C, D, E, F, M to W. 4th Street www.lalanternacaffe.com
• Barbès 376 9th Street at 6th Avenue, Brooklyn (718-965-9177)
Subway: F to 7th Avenue www.barbesbrooklyn.com
• Bard Graduate Center Gallery 18 W. 86th Street
(212-501-3023) Subway: B, C to 86th Street www.bgc.bard.edu
• Bemelmans Bar 35 E. 76th Street (212-744-1600)
Subway: 6 to 77th Street www.thecarlyle.com
• Bill’s Place 148 W. 133rd Street (between Lenox and 7th Avenues)
(212-281-0777) Subway: 2, 3 to 135th Street
• Birdland and Birdland Theater 315 W. 44th Street (212-581-3080)
Subway: A, C, E, to 42nd Street www.birdlandjazz.com
• Bistro Jules 60 St Marks Place
(212-477-5560) Subway: 6 to Astor Place www.julesbistro.com
• Blue Note 131 W. 3rd Street at 6th Avenue (212-475-8592)
Subway: A, B, C, D, E, F, M to W. 4th Street www.bluenotejazz.com
• Brooklyn Bowl 61 Wythe Avenue
(718-963-3369) Subway: L to Bedford Avenue www.brooklynbowl.com
• Brooklyn Conservatory of Music 58 Seventh Avenue, Brooklyn
Subway: F to Seventh Avenue, N, R to Union Street www.bkcm.org
• Brooklyn New School 610 Henry Street
(718-923-4750) Subway: F, G to Carroll Street www.bns146.org
• Brownsville Heritage House 581 Mother Gaston Boulevard
(718-385-1111) Subway: L to New Lots Avenue
• Bushwick Public House 1288 Myrtle Avenue
(917-966-8500) Subway: G to Myrtle - Willoughby Avenue then B54
www.bushwickpublichouse.com
• Café Carlyle 35 E. 76th Street (212-744-1600)
Subway: 6 to 77th Street www.thecarlyle.com
• Café Loup 105 W. 13th Street between Sixth and Seventh Avenues
(212-255-4746) Subway: F to 14th Street www.cafeloupnyc.com
• Carnegie Club 156 W. 56th Street
(212-957-9676) Subway: N, Q, R, W to 57th-Seventh Avenue
• The Cell 338 W. 23rd Street
(646-861-2253) Subway: C, E to 23rd Street www.thecelltheatre.org
• Christ and St. Stephen’s Church 120 W. 69th Street
Subway: 1, 2, 3 to 72nd Street
• City Winery 155 Varick Street
(212-608-0555) Subway: 1 to Houston Street www.citywinery.com
• Cleopatra’s Needle 2485 Broadway (212-769-6969)
Subway: 1, 2, 3 to 96th Street www.cleopatrasneedleny.com
• Club Bonafide 212 E. 52nd Street (646-918-6189) Subway: 6 to 51st Street;
E, V to 53rd Street www.clubbonafide.com
• Cornelia Street Underground 29 Cornelia Street (212-989-9319)
Subway: A, B, C, D, E, F, M to W. 4th Street www.corneliastreetcafé.com
• The Cupping Room 359 West Broadway between Broome and Grand Street
(212-925-2898) Subway: A, C, E to Canal Street
• The DiMenna Center 450 W. 37th Street
(212-594-6100) Subway: A, C, E to 34h Street-Penn Station
www.dimennacenter.org
• Dizzy’s Club Broadway at 60th Street, 5th Floor (212-258-9800)
Subway: 1, 2, 3, A, C, E, B, D, F to Columbus Circle www.jazz.org
• The Django at The Roxy Hotel 2 Sixth Avenue (212-519-6600)
Subway: A, C, E to Canal Street; 1 to Franklin Street
www.thedjangonyc.com
• Dominie’s Astoria 34-07 30th Avenue Subway: N, Q to 30th Avenue
• The Douglass 149 4th Avenue
(718-857-4337) Subway: R to Union Street www.thedouglass.com
• Downtown Music Gallery 13 Monroe Street (212-473-0043)
Subway: F to East Broadway www.downtownmusicgallery.com
• Drom 85 Avenue A
(212-777-1157) Subway: F to Second Avenue www.dromnyc.com
• The Ear Inn 326 Spring Street at Greenwich Street (212-246-5074)
Subway: C, E to Spring Street www.earinn.com
• El Barrio Artspace 215 E. 99th Street
Subway: 6 to 96th Street www.artspaceps109.org
• Elsewhere 599 Johnson Avenue
Subway: L to Jefferson Street www.elsewherebrooklyn.com
• Fat Cat 75 Christopher Street at 7th Avenue (212-675-6056)
Subway: 1 to Christopher Street/Sheridan Square www.fatcatmusic.org

• First Unitarian Congregationalist Society 50 Pierrepont Street
(718-624-5466) Subway: M, R to Court Street www.fuub.org
• Flatiron Lounge 37. W 19th Street
(212-727-7741) Subway: 1 to 18th Street www.flatironlounge.com
• Flushing Town Hall 137-35 Northern Boulevard, Flushing
(718-463-7700) Subway: 7 to Main Street www.flushingtownhall.org
• Freddy’s Backroom 627 5th Avenue, Brooklyn
(718-768-0131) Subway: R to Prospect Avenue www.freddysbar.com
• Funkadelic Studios 209 W. 40th Street
(212-696-2513) Subway: 1, 2, 3, 7, A, C, E, N, Q, R to 42nd Street-Times Square
www.funkadelicstudios.com
• Gin Fizz Harlem 308 Malcolm X Boulevard
(212-289-2220) Subway: 2, 3 to 125th Street www.ginfizzharlem.com
• Ginny’s Supper Club at Red Rooster Harlem 310 Malcolm X Boulevard
(212-792-9001) Subway: 2, 3 to 125th Street www.ginnyssupperclub.com
• The Glove 885 Lexington Avenue, Brooklyn
Subway: J to Kosciuszko Street www.theglove.nyc
• Grace Gospel Church 589 East 164th Street
(718-328-0166) Subway: 2, 5 to Prospect Avenue
• Grassroots Tavern 20 Saint Marks Place
(212-475 9443) Subway: 6 to Astor Place, N,R to 8th Street
• Greater Calvary Baptist Church 55 W. 124th Street
(404-227-3748) Subway: 2, 3 to 125th Street
• Greenwich House Music School 46 Barrow Street
(212-242-4770) Subway: 1 to Christopher Street www.greenwichhouse.org
• Giulietta’s Cantina Club 13 Carmine Street
(212-206-9777) Subway: A, B, C, D, E, F, V to W. 4th Street
www.giuliettascc.com
• Goddard Riverside’s Bernie Wohl Center 647 Columbus Avenue
(212-799-9400) Subway: 1 to 86th Street www.goddard.org
• Halyard’s 406 3rd Avenue, Brooklyn
(718-532-8787) Subway: R to 9th Street www.barhalyards.com
• Hammerstein Ballroom 311 West 34th Street Subway: A, C, E to 34th Street
• Han Dynasty 215 W. 85th Street
(212-858-9060) Subway: 1 to 86th Street www.handynasty.net
• Happylucky no.1 734 Nostrand Avenue
(347-295-0961) Subway: 2, 3, 4, 5 to Franklin Avenue
• Harlem Stage Gatehouse 150 Convent Avenue at West 135th Street
(212-650-7100) Subway: 1 to 137th Street www.harlemstage.org
• Hart Bar 538 Hart Street
(929-433-7368) Subway: J, M, Z to Myrtle Avenue www.hartbarnyc.com
• Henry’s 2745 Broadway (212-866-0600) Subway: 1 to 103rd Street
• Ibeam Brooklyn 168 7th Street between Second and Third Avenues
Subway: F to 4th Avenue www.ibeambrooklyn.com
• Iguana 240 West 54th Street (212-765-5454)
Subway: B, D, E, N, Q, R to Seventh Avenue www.iguananyc.com
• Il Gattopardo 13-15 W. 54th Street
(212-246-0412) Subway: E, M to Fifth Avenue/53rd Street
www.ilgattopardonyc.com
• Iridium 1650 Broadway at 51st Street (212-582-2121)
Subway: 1,2 to 50th Street www.theiridium.com
• Issue Project Room 22 Boerum Place
(718-330-0313) Subway: 2, 3, 4, 5 to Borough Hall
www.issueprojectroom.org
• JACK 505 Waverly Avenue
(718-388-2251) Subway: C to Clinton-Washington Avenue www.jackny.org
• Jackie Robinson Park Bradhurst & Edgecombe Avenues, West 145th to
West 155th Streets Subway: D to 145th Street
• Jamaica Center for Arts and Learning 161-04 Jamaica Avenue, Queens
(718-658-7400 ext. 152) Subway: E to Jamaica Center www.jcal.org
• Jazz at Kitano 66 Park Avenue at 38th Street (212-885-7000)
Subway: 4, 5, 6, 7, S to Grand Central www.kitano.com
• The Jazz Gallery 1160 Broadway, 5th floor (212-242-1063)
Subway: N, R to 28th Street www.jazzgallery.org
• Jazz Museum in Harlem 58 W. 129th Street between Madison and Lenox
Avenues (212-348-8300) Subway: 6 to 125th Street
www.jazzmuseuminharlem.org
• Jazz Standard 116 E. 27th between Park and Lexington Avenue
(212-576-2232) Subway: 6 to 28th Street www.jazzstandard.com
• Joe’s Pub at the Public Theater 425 Lafayette Street
(212-539-8770) Subway: N, R to 8th Street-NYU; 6 to Astor Place
www.publictheater.org/Joes-Pub-at-The-Public
• Juilliard School Paul Hall 155 W. 65th Street
(212-769-7406) Subway: 1 to 66th Street www.juilliard.edu
• Juilliard School Peter Jay Sharp Theater 155 W. 65th Street
(212-769-7406) Subway: 1 to 66th Street www.juilliard.edu
• Keiko Studios Music Academy 212-26 Jamaica Avenue
(718-465-3456) Bus: Q110 Bus www.keikostudios.com
• Knickerbocker Bar & Grill 33 University Place at 9th Street
(212-228-8490) Subway: N, R to 8th Street-NYU
www.knickerbockerbarandgrill.com
• Korzo 667 5th Avenue Brooklyn
(718-285-9425) Subway: R to Prospect Avenue
www.facebook.com/konceptions
• Le Chéile 839 W. 181st Street
(212-740-3111) Subway: A to 181st Street www.lecheilenyc.com
• Local 802 322 W. 48th Street between Eighth and Ninth Avenues
(212-245-4802) Subway: C to 50th Street www.jazzfoundation.org
• Mezzrow 163 W. 10th Street
(646-476-4346) Subway: 1 to Christopher Street www.mezzrow.com
• Michiko Studios 149 W. 46th Street, 3rd Floor
(212-302-4011) Subway: B, D, F, M to 47-50 Streets
www.michikostudios.com
• Minton’s 206 W. 118th Street (between St. Nicholas Avenue and
Adam Clayton Powell Jr. Blvd) (212-243-2222) Subway: B, C to 116th Street
www.mintonsharlem.com
• Mirror in the Woods 575 Union Street, #A
(917-909-0577) Subway: R to Union Street www.mirrorinthewoods.com
• MIST 40 W. 116th Street Subway: 2, 3 to 116th Street www.mistharlem.com
• Mona’s 224 Avenue B Subway: L to First Avenue
• Murmrr 17 Eastern Parkway
(516-510-1477) Subway: 2, 3 to Eastern Parkway www.murmrr.com
• Museum of Arts and Design 2 Columbus Circle
(212-299-7777) Subway: 1, 2, 3, A, C, E, B, D, F to Columbus Circle
www.madmuseum.org
• National Sawdust 80 N. 6th Street
(646-779-8455) Subway: L to Bedford Avenue www.nationalsawdust.org
• New York City Baha’i Center 53 E. 11th Street (212-222-5159)
Subway: 4, 5, 6, N, R to 14th Street-Union Square www.bahainyc.org
• Nhà Minh 485 Morgan Avenue
(718-387-7848) Subway: L to Graham Avenue
• North Square Lounge 103 Waverly Place (212-254-1200)
Subway: A, B, C, E, F to West 4th Street www.northsquareny.com
• Nublu 62 Avenue C between 4th and 5th Streets
(212-979-9925) Subway: F, V to Second Avenue www.nublu.net
• Nublu 151 151 Avenue C
(212-979-9925) Subway: 6 to Astor Place www.nublu.net
• Outskirts 254 Schenck Avenue
(931-625-9833) Subway: C, J, Z to Van Siclen Avenue
www.eschatologyrecords.com/outskirts

• The Owl Music Parlor 497 Rogers Avenue, Brooklyn
(718-774-0042) Subway: 2, to to Sterling Street www.theowl.nyc
• Pangea 178 Second Avenue
(212-995-0900) Subway: L to First Avenue www.pangeanyc.com
• Paris Blues Harlem 2021 Adam Clayton Powell, Jr., Boulevard
(212-222-9878) Subway: 2, 3 to 125th Street
www.parisbluesharlem.com
• Parlor Entertainment 555 Edgecombe Ave. #3F
(212-781-6595) Subway: C to 155th Street
• Parnell’s Bar 350 E. 53rd Street #1
(212-753-1761) Subway: E, M to Lexington Avenue/53rd Street
www.parnellsny.com
• The Penrose 1590 2nd Avenue
(212-203-2751) Subway: 4, 5, 6 to 86th Street www.penrosebar.com
• Pete’s Candy Store 709 Lorimer Street
(718-302-3770) Subway: L to Lorimer Street
• Radegast Hall 113 N. 3rd Street
(718-963-3973) Subway: L to Bedford Avenue www.radegasthall.com
• Rockwood Music Hall 196 Allen Street (212-477-4155)
Subway: F, V to Second Avenue www.rockwoodmusichall.com
• Rose Theater Broadway at 60th Street, 5th floor
(212-258-9800) Subway: 1, 2, 3, A, C, E, B, D, F to Columbus Circle
www.jazz.org
• Roulette 509 Atlantic Avenue
(212-219-8242) Subway: 2, 3, 4, 5 to Atlantic Avenue www.roulette.org
• Russ & Daughters Café 127 Orchard Street
(212-475-4881) Subway: F to Delancey Street
www.russanddaughterscafe.com
• Russian Samovar 256 W. 52nd Street
(212-757-0168) Subway: C, E to 50th Street www.russiansamovar.com
• Ryan’s Daughter 350 E. 85th Street
(212-628-2613) Subway: 4, 5, 6 to 86th Street
www.ryansdaughternyc.com
• St. Lydia’s 304 Bond Street, Brooklyn
(646-580-1247) Subway: F, G to Carroll Street www.stlydias.org
• Saint Peter’s Church 619 Lexington Avenue at 54th Street
(212-935-2200) Subway: 6 to 51st Street www.saintpeters.org
• Scholes Street Studio 375 Lorimer Street
(718-964-8763) Subway: L to Lorimer Street
www.scholesstreetstudio.com
www.nypl.org/locations/schomburg
• Settepani 196 Lenox Avenue at 120th Street
(917-492-4806) Subway: 2, 3 to 116th Street www.settepani.com
• ShapeShifter Lab 18 Whitwell Place
(646-820-9452) Subway: R to Union Street www.shapeshifterlab.com
• Showman’s 375 W. 125th Street at Morningside
(212-864-8941) Subway: 1 to 125th Street
• Shrine 2271 Adam Clayton Powell Boulevard (212-690-7807)
Subway: B, 2, 3 to 135th Street www.shrinenyc.com
• Silvana 300 West 116th Street
(646-692-4935) Subway: B, C, to 116th Street www.silvana-nyc.com
• Sistas’ Place 456 Nostrand Avenue at Jefferson Avenue, Brooklyn
(718-398-1766) Subway: A to Nostrand Avenue www.sistasplace.org
• The Slope Lounge 837 Union Street, Brooklyn
(347-889-5005) Subway: M, R to Union Street www.theslopelounge.com
• Smalls 183 W 10th Street at Seventh Avenue (212-252-5091)
Subway: 1 to Christopher Street www.smallsjazzclub.com
• Smoke 2751 Broadway between 105th and 106th Streets
(212-864-6662) Subway: 1 to 103rd Street www.smokejazz.com
• S.O.B.’s 204 Varick Street
(212-243-4940) Subway: 1 to Varick Street www.sobs.com
• Soapbox 636 Dean Street Subway: 2, 3 to Bergen Street
• Solomon & Kuff 2331 12th Avenue
(212-939-9443) Subway: 1 to 137th Street www.solomonandkuff.com
• The Sound Bite 737 9th Avenue
(917-409-5868) Subway: C, E to 50th Street
www.thesoundbiterestaurant.com
• Soup & Sound 292 Lefferts Avenue (between Nostrand and Rogers Avenues)
Subway: 2 to Sterling Street
• Spectrum 70 Flushing Avenue
Subway: B, D, Q to DeKalb Avenue www.spectrumnyc.com
• Spoonfed New York Country 331 W. 51st Street
(646-368-1854) Subway: C, E to 50th Street www.spoonfednyc.com
• The Stone at The New School 55 West 13th Street
(212-229-5600) Subway: F, V to 14th Street www.thestonenyc.com
• Sunview Luncheonette 221 Nassau Avenue
Subway: G to Nassau Avenue www.thesunview.org
• Swing 46 349 W. 46th Street (646-322-4051)
Subway: A, C, E to 42nd Street www.swing46.com
• Symphony Space Leonard Nimoy Thalia, Peter Jay Sharpe Theatre and
Bar Thalia 2537 Broadway at 95th Street
(212-864-5400) Subway: 1, 2, 3 to 96th Street
www.symphonyspace.org
• Teatro LATEA 107 Suffolk Street
(212-529-1948) Subway: F, J, M, Z to Delancey Street
www.teatrolatea.org
• Terraza 7 40-19 Gleane Street
(718-803-9602) Subway: 7 to 82nd Street/Jackson Heights
www.terrazacafe.com
• Third Street Music School Settlement 235 E. 11th Street
(212-777-3240) Subway: 6 to Astor Place www.thirdstreetmusicschool.org
• Tishman Auditorium 65 5th Avenue
(212-229-5488) Subway: 4, 5, 6, L, N, Q, R to Union Square
www.newschool.edu
• Tomi Jazz 239 E. 53rd Street
(646-497-1254) Subway: 6 to 51st Street www.tomijazz.com
• Town Hall 123 W. 43rd Street
(212-997-1003) Subway: 7, B, D, F, M to 42nd Street-Bryant Park
www.thetownhall.org
• Triad Theater 158 W. 72nd Street, 2nd floor
(212-362-2590) Subway: 1, 2, 3 to 72nd Street www.triadnyc.com
• Troost 1011 Manhattan Avenue
(347-889-6761) Subway: G to Greenpoint Avenue www.troostny.com
• Turnmill NYC 119 East 27th Street
(646-524-6060) Subway: 6 to 27th Street www.turnmillnyc.com
• United Palace of Cultural Arts 4140 Broadway
(212-568-6700) Subway: A to 175th Street www.theunitedpalace.com
• Village Vanguard 178 Seventh Avenue South (212-255-4037)
Subway: 1, 2, 3 to 14th Street www.villagevanguard.com
• Walker’s 16 North Moore Street
(212-941-0142) Subway: A, C, E to Canal Street
• Weeksville Heritage Center 1698 Bergen Street
(718-756-5250) Subway: C to Ralph Avenue www.weeksvillesociety.org
• Williamsburg Music Center 367 Bedford Avenue, Brooklyn, NY
(718-384-1654) Subway: L to Bedford Avenue
• Zinc Bar 82 W. 3rd Street (212-477-8337)
Subway: A, B, C, D, E, F, M to W. 4th Street www.zincbar.com
• Zürcher Gallery 33 Bleecker Street
(212-777-0790) Subway: 6 to Bleeker Street; B, D, F to Broadway-Lafayette
www.galeriezurcher.com
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(INTERVIEW CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6)
We recorded it in 1987. A couple of labels have
expressed an interest in rereleasing this. But my work
is now going into the Downtown Archive of the NYU
Fales Library: my recordings, writings, everything.
TNYCJR: You have a performance coming up with
[pianist] Anthony Coleman, another original of that
Downtown scene.
SH: Yes, at Areté Gallery on Dec. 11th. We haven’t
played together in a long time, so I’m really looking
forward to this. We have a long history, performing in
the same scenes. Anthony was in Glenn Branca’s group
back when I met him. At the time I played a couple of
gigs with Branca and Jeffrey Lohn’s group Theoretical
Girls. At one of those gigs, we shared the bill with
Gong. And Anthony and I were in several John Zorn
projects together and we played in duo and I had the
good fortune to have him in a large-scale work of mine.
TNYCJR: And this month you’re also performing with
another old friend, Christian Marclay?
SH: The newest work together is his conception:
Christian doesn’t want to play turntables anymore, so
for this UK gig we’re performing “Zoom! Zoom!”. He
plays his photo images of onomatopoetics, projecting
them onstage—it’s a call and response. I’m improvising
voice and movement and it is very interactive.
TNYCJR: That’s quite fascinating. You’re also part of
Issue Project Room’s end-of-season event.
SH: That’s Dec. 15th: improvisations with Marcia
Bassett [electronics]. I relish the opportunity to engage
in different dialogues with wildly different
collaborators. We’ve only played together once before;
it was inspiring. And in January a new CD by Peter
Stampfel and the Atomic Meta Pagans featuring
Shelley Hirsch on the Don Giovanni Label will be
released. I look forward to that.
TNYCJR: You’ve also been busy in creative writing.
Can you speak on that?
SH: It’s thrilling to find new ways to use language,
the voice and movement together generating different
levels of consciousness. My literary writing is coming
to the forefront now—I was too shy to seek publication
before. It’s all authentic as I try not to edit in the
traditional sense. Sometimes words appear out of
nowhere, words I never knew before, which turn out to
be connected to my process of writing. Like
prosopopoeia: a rhetorical communicative device.

TNYCJR: So, sitting down to write literature is not
new to you?
SH: For the piece I am currently working on I write on
large sheets of paper attached to the wall. They are a
kind of score, a landing place from which I launch into
stream of consciousness voicing, which is triggered by
my movement. Often, to generate text, stories and
ideas, I listen and write to the drone music of Eliane
Radigue—she’s about 86 now; I wanted to collaborate
with her, but she refused (laughs)! In the new piece I’ll
also do some live writing. I have a residency in Queens
Lab where I’m completing the piece. I’ve always used
creative writing to craft characters for songs. That’s
what my 1992 album O Little Town of East New York
[Tzadik Radical Jewish Culture Series, 1995] was all
about. The characters were inspired by real people in
the years I grew up there. I’m blessed to hear from
listeners as far away as Siberia, Italy, South America
who tell me how important that record was for them. It
reminded them of their own upbringing, the rooms
they lived in. It’s autobiographical though I
co-composed the music with David Weinstein.
TNYCJR: Brooklyn is hard to get out of the soul.
SH: Well, I actually moved to Greenpoint for the first
time 15 years ago. I’m very aware of the people who
were living there before me. Coming from a blue-collar
background, I’m very cognizant of this. People in
gentrified neighborhoods often can’t afford to buy at
the local stores. Suddenly, all the rules are different.
I feel we need to honor people’s lives, culture, feelings,
experiences—they’re here, stored in all of us. The
human body is the greatest recorder of all. We need
only to tap into it, to draw it out. v
For more information, visit shelleyhirsch.com. Hirsch is at
Areté Gallery Dec. 11th in duo with Anthony Coleman and
Issue Project Room Dec. 15th in duo with Marcia Bassett.
See Calendar.
Recommended Listening:
• Shelley Hirsch/Jon Rose—A Room With A View
(Hot Records, 1985)
• Shelley Hirsch—Singing (Apollo, 1985-87)
• Shelley Hirsch/Rüdiger Carl/Paul Lovens—
September Band: The Vandoeuvre Concert
(FMP, 1993)
• Shelley Hirsch/Uchihashi Kazuhisa—
Duets 10 Years After (Innocent, 2008-09)
• Hans Koch/Martin Schütz/Fredy Studer
(with Shelley Hirsch)—Walking and Stumbling
Through Your Sleep (Intakt, 2010-11)
• Shelley Hirsch/Simon Ho—Where Were You Then?
(Tzadik, 2011)

Kristin Korb

New biography of

That Time Of Year

Anita O’Day

Juno Award [Canadian version of the Grammy] for
best jazz recording, presented by Oscar Peterson,”
Perla said. One fine recording that resulted from the
Canadian period is the one-off album by Bug Alley,
which resulted in their getting booked at the 1981
Monterey Jazz Festival.
A fascinating entry in the catalogue is Bill’s Waltz,
featuring Germany’s NDR Bigband, plus Jones and
Alias. All the tunes are by Perla, with the exception of
Sammy Lerner ’s “I’m Popeye the Sailor Man”. The
recording started in 1986 with New York recordings of
Jones and Alias, plus Perla on Rhodes electric piano,
playing the original compositions. The original plan
was to add orchestrations using a MIDI synthesizer,
but the process was slow. In 2006, drummer Danny
Gottlieb suggested collaborating with the NDR band,
and so Perla sat down and wrote nine charts, including
one for the title tune, a Bill Evans tribute. The fully
realized record was finally finished in 2008.
Perla formed Stone Alliance with Grossman and
Alias in the mid ‘70s, touring South America for six
months, and later a quartet with [saxophonist] Bob
Mintzer and [late pianist] Kenny Kirkland. And he
kept busy, starting a music publishing company with
the help of his former attorney Bill Krasilovsky and
launching an internet design and hosting company,
CyberNet Communications, which continues to
operate.
In the ‘80s, he managed a recording studio in
midtown Manhattan catering to Broadway shows and
was on the sound design teams for many productions,
including Disney’s Beauty and The Beast and The Lion
King. Through it all, Perla says he’s never actually held
a day job, though he’s been teaching music business
and music at Lehigh University for 18 years and the
jazz and contemporary music division of The New
School for 10 years. Perla finally moved into the world
of CDs, having realized he could burn the CD-Rs
himself and fulfill orders when they arrived. He now
has a respectable catalogue. There are many ‘70s
recordings of PM, but at 78 Perla is still very much a
working musician.
He’s currently leading his own groups of
outstanding young players (including the dynamic
saxophonist Nicole Glover), touring with the marvelous
Lithuanian vocalist Viktorija Gečytė, playing in New
Light with Liebman and drummer Adam Nussbaum, as
well as “various experimental groups I’ve created.”
Slowing down? It doesn’t seem likely. v
For more information, visit pmrecords.com. Artists
performing this month include Gene Perla at Bard Graduate
Center Gallery Dec. 5th and Dave Liebman at Smalls Dec.
6th with Michael Feinberg. See Calendar.

alyssa allgood

New album!

JAZZ, GENIUS, AND JAIL
Plus CDs of 1964 - 2005

Available on CD
and streaming
now.

Kristin Korb is a jewel of jewels. The bassist and
vocalist commands both of her instruments with
panache, engaging them simultaneously with an ease
comparable to breathing.

emilyprod.com
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“…she’s off to a remarkable
start, a young singer of
unusual accomplishment and
extraordinary potential.”
-Howard Reich, Chicago Tribune
“...impressively sings, scats and
writes original lyrics. She is
a winner... well rounded and
grounded.” - DownBeat

alyssaallgood.com

(belgrade continued FROM PAGE 13)
Bassist Omer Avital, the Israeli who conquered NYC’s
West Village in the ‘90s, brought a band with some
younger countrymen under the moniker Quantar.
Usually, seeing a bandleader dance to his own music is
tacky; here it was sincere and joyous. Having two tenor
saxophones in the band gave Avital’s strong tunes even
more heft. While this reviewer had never seen the RTS
Big Band (Big Band Radio-Televizije Srbije, amazingly
celebrating its 60th anniversary) before, veteran
American trumpeter Bobby Shew is a known quality
and the combination of classics of the jazz repertoire
with Shew’s burnished, inviting tone was as warming
as a big plate of djuvec. Young Norwegian quartet
Cortex, which was paired with The Thing, actually
demonstrated a lineage going much further back to the
Bill Barron-Ted Curson Quartet of the ‘60s and amazed
for navigating highly complex yet catchy tunes with
nary a music stand in sight. And the meeting of
legendary Italian trumpeter Enrico Rava with equally
venerated Italian-American saxophonist Joe Lovano
was modern, introspective jazz at its finest, elegant
and refined yet with a nice forward momentum.
In the category of near-misses, the variety of
compositions by pianist Julia Hülsmann’s octet never
jelled as a complete set though Ayse Cansu Tanrikulu,
one of three vocalists, was a charming performer.
Korean vocalist Youn Sun Nah, who is absolutely
transcendent in duo, was overwhelmed somewhat in a
quintet format, her rapt delivery lost under a guitarist
who thought it was his gig. Cuban jazz royal Chucho
Valdés’ Jazz Batá was odd in that the pianist had more
energy on his own than his four percussionists
combined. Finnish indie-pop weirdo Jimi Tenor was a
populist choice; this reviewer would have preferred
more like his Sun Ra-like take on “Caravan”. And
Austria’s Kompost 3, actually a quartet of trumpet,
keyboards, electric bass and drums, didn’t vary its
free-house feel enough to maintain interest across an
entire performance.
Let’s end this report on a high note. Your
correspondent hadn’t ever heard of, never mind heard,
Spanish pianist Marco Mezquida, who performed solo.
What has been missed is a performer of absolutely
remarkable attention to detail, who has the virtuosity
to make loveliness out of density, relentlessness
mesmerizing. The more he played, the harder it was to
understand how his brain could make split-second
shifts in form and feeling so seamless. The term aweinspiring is usually a meaningless cliché. Not here.
And while this reviewer was familiar, at least on CD,
with Hungarian cimbalom player Miklós Lukács, it
hardly prepared for seeing him live, leading his trio
Cimbiózis. He took the term “hammered” dulcimer to
a new level, taking folk-inspired tunes and investing
them with the speed, intensity and precision of mathmetal. And he was a brutal taskmaster for 70 minutes,
never giving his bandmates a ballad as a breather. And
to close, Serbian vocalist Irina Karamaković, who
performed originals with a trio as part of the festival’s
closing indigenous showcase, demonstrated that one
need not understand the lyrics being sung to feel the
emotion and skill behind them. v
For more information, visit bjf.rs
(tampere continued FROM PAGE 13)
(who also played alto) has developed a mastery of the
altissimo register, extended techniques and octavejumping. The set’s most rewarding moments came
when she and one-time teacher Innanen interlocked
over the constantly churning, mosh-pit rhythms of
Eero Tikkanen (electric/acoustic basses) and Eeti
Nieminen (drums), as on anthemic set-closer “Tökkö”.
Though it was the first live show for Black Motor ’s

Tane Kannisto (saxophones, alto clarinet, flute) after
sustaining a stroke in September, he and the band
hadn’t lost a step. Their AIR-esque vibe is only subtly
differentiated with Kannisto’s gruffer tone in
comparison to Henry Threadgill while Ville Rauhala
(bass) and Simo Laihonen (drums) ably replicated the
rhythmic force and colorful tempo shifts for which
Fred Hopkins and Steve McCall were so well known.
Black Motor is a Tampere favorite and should be far
better known internationally.
Other remarkable Finnish bands on the program
(most at Telakka) included Lee Morgan-influenced
trumpeter Martti Vesala’s hardbop Soundpost Quintet,
whose set closer “Yamal” (from the band’s first of two
albums, Helsinki Soundpost on Ozella Music) included
trumpet/tenor lines with Petri Puolitaival reminiscent
of Morgan and Wayne Shorter on “Search for the New
Land” and “Procrastinator”. The edgier and as in sync
Maxxxtet with Max Zenger (alto and bass clarinet) had
a looser groove with the absence of a chordal instrument.
The Halme Prospekt septet included my vote for “Best
Miscellaneous Instrument”: the jouhikko (a traditional
bowed lyre) played by Pekko Käppi as if he were
violinist Leroy Jenkins reincarnated. Timo Lassy &
Ricky-Tick Big Band Brass (one of the festival’s after
hours sets hosted at Klubi, adjacent to Pakkahoune)
included the tenor soloist fronting a wall of four
trumpets and four trombones plus occasional tuba and
rhythm section (including swinging drummer Teppo
Mäkynen) conducted by Valtteri Laurell Pöyhönen, a
stimulating wake-up call for listeners who had enjoyed
nine prior sets of music that day.
From Norway, saxophonist Trygve Seim unveiled
his recently released Helsinki Songs (his 13th ECM
release), comprised of countryman bassist Mats
Eilertsen, Finnish drummer Markku Ounaskari and
Estonian pianist Kristjan Randalu. Seim has
successfully transferred the timbre and note-bending
quality of the Armenian double-reed duduk to tenor
and especially curved soprano saxophones. The set’s
highpoint featured Randalu plucking piano strings,
providing tamboura-like drone accompaniment to
Seim’s bansuri flute-like dexterity.
Preceding Seim in Pakkahoune, legendary French
bassist Henri Texier revved up the crowd with a
highlight set of catchy, melodic originals by his yearold Sands Quintet from their Sand Woman 2018 debut
recording on Label Bleu. Part of France’s first free jazz
wave in the mid ‘60s, the septuagenarian’s resumé is as
impressive as they come: Dexter Gordon, Johnny
Griffin, Hank Mobley, Phil Woods, Lee Konitz, Bud
Powell, Kenny Drew, Martial Solal, Larry Young, Art
Taylor and others. His unaacompanied opening
featured a deeply woody resonant tone, which, in three
minutes, encompassed those decades of experience,
captivating the audience and anchoring this group as
he has done so many times for so many in his career.
Getting the prize for the most international project
was Slovenian-born pianist Kaja Draksler ’s Octet (with
seven nationalities), whose yet to be recorded Robert
Frost project was haunting. Primarily known for her
improvisational work in smaller contexts, the leader
focused her energies on composing for this ambitious
work featuring two distinct vocalists in Björk Nielsdóttr
and Laura Polence, shadowing one another vocally
through much of the set and emphasizing the poet’s
texts through frequent repetition and variation.
The array of stateside representation at this year ’s
edition ranged from a disappointing, unfocused set by
Kendrick Lamar/Snoop Dogg trumpeter Josef
Leimberg & The Astral Progressions Orchestra to much
more cohesive Jamie Baum’s Septet+ with the flutist’s
intricate original compositions from her most recent
album release Bridges (Sunnyside) out front (including
an eerie but rewarding “Honoring Nepal: The Shiva
Suite”). There were also incendiary performances by
drummer Hamid Drake (a spiritual drum duo with
Yuko Oshima), Art Ensemble of Chicago (predictably

unpredictable and awe-inspiring) and lively afterhours showcase for ex-Snarky Puppy band mates as
Ghost-Note. v
For more information, visit tamperemusicfestivals.fi/jazz
(sarajevo continued FROM PAGE 13)
and Mexican contemporary klezmer band Klezmerson
sounded rather tame in comparison, despite highquality musicianship.
Zorn makes it programmatically impossible for
any listener to ‘like’ all his music, so drastic are its
extremes. It’s in fact a challenge to the way we listen
and arranging the sets in order of preference of any
specific listener is at the end a futile exercise. As such,
the third segment of the marathon—the second
evening—had less energy, focus and clarity than the
rest. Maybe even Wollesen, that apparently
inexhaustible volcano, can feel a touch of fatigue after
so much effort? Or is this listener that was tired
instead? Be that as it may, the guitar duo of Gyan Riley
and Lage—definitely the star of this year ’s edition,
with his incredible flexibility in widely different
situations—proved that in music more is not necessarily
better while Mystic Trio sounded rather tentative,
unable to take flight.
The last evening of the festival was devoted to
Bosnian artists only, with a specific theme—
reinterpreting the Sephardi repertoire, in a sort of
indirect continuity of the Zorn/Masada esthetic.
Sarajevo was one of the last bastions of Sephardism
(Spanish Jewry) and the corpus of Sephardi songs has
long fascinated interpreters, from the early revival of
the ‘80s by Voice of the Turtle to later reinterpretations
from Thessaloniki’s Savina Yannatou. The hall was
quite full, a testimony to wide interest generated by
the festival and even more impressive was the quality
of listening; the volume was much lower than most of
the previous days and the audience was palpably
engrossed in the music, with very few of those
cemeterial blue lights that mark the death of two ears.
The evening was framed by two sets with guitarist
Mirza Redžepagić. The first was a duo with Israeli/
Mexican contrabassist Daniel More dedicated to
improvisations and classic Arabic compositions in
different maqams. The second and final of the evening
saw the singer Almedin Varošanin join in a brilliant
combination of Sufi songs and flamenco rhythms. The
last song, a Yunus Emre text set to an original melody,
was especially successful.
I am not a religious person but if a church grants
that angels in their Paradise sing like La Korona, the
all-female a cappella choir of Sarajevo led by Tijana
Vignjević, I would consider conversion. Their set was
also based on Sephardi repertoire and despite some
uneasiness in singing with amplification the quality of
the group shone through. The vocal palette is rich,
arrangements varied and ensemble sound, honed by
years of singing together, remarkable. I would like to
hear them in some resonant acoustic hall without
amplification, but in the meantime I can recommend
their soon-to-be-published record on Gramofon. Very
impressive for intensity was the Barimatango trio,
a Mostar-based band of voice, guitar and double bass.
Jelena Milušić’s powerful contralto voice, rich in deep
resonances, delivered the Judeo-Spanish texts with full
sense of drama and well-integrated backing vocals of
the instrumentalists; improvised solos were kept to a
minimum but had strong personalities, with chordal
solos from guitarist’s Atilla Aksoj and finely tuned
excursions in maqam music from bassist Edvin Hadžić.
A real gem, fitted into the repertoire, was a Zorn
melody given Ladino words and brought back into the
traditional repertoire, closing, as it were, the circle. v
For more information, visit jazzfest.ba
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